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ABSTRACT
Wildlife viewing has become a popular recreational pursuit in the
United States.

However, little has been documented about visitor

perceptions of wildlife at specific locations.

An ideal site for

conducting such a study was the Cades Cove region of Great Smoky
Mountains National Park.

Wildlife were abundant and often visible in

Cades Cove, resulting in many positive human-wildlife interactions.
A total of 400 visitors were interviewed in their vehicles at the
end of an 18 km one-way road through the Cove.
during July and August of 1983.

Sampling was conducted

Participants were asked to take a

10-page questionnaire home to be completed at a more convenient time.
The mail return rate for completed questionnaires was 85%.
The opportunity to view wildlife was a very important factor in
visitation of Cades Cove; 92.3% of the respondents noted wildlife
viewing as a reason for their trip to Cades Cove.

More than half

(58.1%) left their vehicles specifically to observe wildlife, and
56.1% also photographed them.
At least 38 species of wildlife were observed by visitors, the
most common being white-tailed deer (91.0%).

Other commonly reported

animals included crows (70.8%), groundhogs (51.5%), black bears
(29.3%), gray squirrels (28.8%), wild turkeys (19.3%) and "other
birds" (28.8%).

Animals commonly seen outside of the Park or not

immediately perceived as wildlife (e.g. crows, squirrels, songbirds)
were often not reported until visitors were shown a list of wildlife.
Rankings of visitor preferences and expectations for viewing
wildlife, and actual observations of wildlife were all correlated with
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each other (range of tau= .63- .75).

Participants who were

interviewed in their cars expected to see white-tailed deer more than
other species, but stated a preference for bears.

The most preferred

animals reported by questionnaire respondents were deer, bears,
turkeys, eagles, and raccoons, respectively.

The least popular

animals included snakes, bats, and lizards.

Preferred groups of

animals were often aesthetic or important culturally and historically.
Commonly feared, and domestic animals were least preferred.
Analysis of attitudes toward specific management issues
demonstrated that:

(1) most people would not object to markers on

deer, particularly if the reason for the markers' existence was
explained by the NPS and/or the color of the markers blended with the
pelage color; (2) most people supported reintroduction of some animals
(e.g. elk, river otters, undomesticated bison, and peregrine falcons),
while being less enthusiastic toward re-establishment of wolves and
mountain lions; (3) although exotic species such as wild hogs and
coyotes were not preferred animals for viewing, they were not as
universally rejected by the public as the Park Service might prefer;
and (4) more people supported the present NPS management of
overpopulated deer (i.e. transport out of the Park for populating
other areas for eventual hunting) than any other alternative.
Additional analysis demonstrated that attitudes were not highly
influenced by current NPS wildlife information, that a wildlife
brochure should be developed specifically for Cades Cove, and that all
information sources should try to improve attitudes toward wildlife
and wildlife management as well as provide knowledge.
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In general, visitors were not very knowledgeable in any of six
areas of wildlife and wildlife management (range = 44.6% - 58.2%
correct answers).

The most influential variables associated with

knowledge were time of day when viewing took place and educational
background.

Visitor age, hunting orientation, and type of area where

the respondent grew up were not related to any knowledge index.
Reading the park wildlife brochure also appeared ineffective in
significantly increasing knowledge for the items investigated.
Knowledge was, at best, weakly correlated with attitudes toward
wildlife and wildlife management.
Existing data on the wildlife resource in Cades Cove were
integrated with information generated by this study about visitor
preferences and needs for wildlife in order to develop wildlife
viewing programs.

The major questions of visitors (e.g. when and

where to see different species) were answered using results of past
research in Cades Cove on such animals as bear, deer, raccoon,
groundhog, and skunk.

Numerous alternatives for providing wildlife

viewing opportunites were also outlined from integrating results of
this survey with a review of the literature on management and
interpretation of wildlife.

The most notable recommendations for

Cades Cove included providing more wildlife habitat along streams and
fences, subdividing some fields, developing two short wildlife loop
trails and three quiet walkways, adding a few paved pulloffs in key
wildlife viewing areas to avoid traffic jams, and increasing emphasis
on wildlife in the interpretation of Cades Cove.
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A theoretical model was proposed to explain how various factors
may be influencing how people think and act toward wildlife.

While

this survey was not designed to test the model, the theoretical
framework may be useful in understanding some of the results and
providing guidance for future research.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background
Wild animals have been important to people throughout human
existence.

People have depended upon wildlife for food, clothing, and

numerous other uses.

Civilization has only gradually minimized the

utility of wildlife by producing necessary staples through
domestication of animals and technology.

Nevertheless, much of the

world is still somewhat dependent on wild animals, and some nations,
including the United States, have combined the taking of wild animals
for food with that of sport.
still popular (USDI 1978a).

Hunting and fishing in the U. S. are
Pope et al. (1984) demonstrated that the

recreational use of wildlife (mostly deer hunting) in Texas often
contributes more to private land values than does traditional
livestock production.
Nonconsumptive uses of wildlife, however, are beginning to
prevail over more traditional consumptive activities (Lime 1976).
Woodin (1966, pp 75-76) suggested that wild animals "have esthetic
values which may become more important to the human race in the long
run than any others which they might possess."

Results of a 1977

nationwide survey (USDI 1978a) demonstrated that about half of the
adult population (85 million people) had observed nature, watched
birds, and/or photographed wildlife during the previous year.

Another

national survey (USDI 1977) showed that more than a quarter of the
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population over 8 years old had made trips specifically to view
wildlife in its natural habitat; 8% had also made trips for wildlife
photography in natural areas.

In 1980, about 29 million Americans

took trips primarily to observe wildlife and almost twice as many
people watched animals in residential settings (Lyons 1982).

Thus,

wildlife viewing is important to recreation in areas where wildlife
can be seen, and watching animals is becoming more popular than
traditional consumptive wildlife activities.
Numerous factors have influenced the move to less consumptive
uses of wildlife.

As mentioned above, domestication of animals and

increased technology have reduced the need for wildlife products.

The

decline in rural population has also been prominent in this change
(Lime 1976).

Rural values are gradually being replaced by more urban

lifestyles, which still create interest in wildlife, but with less
emphasis on hunting and fishing (More 1979a).

Urban living not only

reduces the opportunity for adults to participate in consumptive
sports, but decreases the chances of childhood participation
(particularly with hunting), which is a primary means of forming
interest in these activities (Hendee 1969).

Other factors probably

include shrinkage of wildlife habitat and available recreational land,
a decline in hunting quality, and an increase in the number of people
participating in conservation, outdoor recreation, and antihunting
activities (Lime 1976).

There is also the possibility that the

popularity of nonconsumptive uses of wildlife has been in existence
longer than suspected but only recently recognized.

Social research

on wildlife has traditionally concentrated on hunting and fishing.
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Types of nonconsumptive recreational use of wildlife in natural
settings have been outlined by Lime (1976).
is probably viewing animals.

The most popular activity

Within this broad category fall numerous

subcategories, such as animal observation, birdfeeding, wildlife
photography, sketching, painting, and studying behavior.

Seeing signs

of animals is also interesting to many people; deer tracks, beaver
dams, bird nests, and bear scats have likely caught the attention of
many outdoor enthusiasts.

Numerous people enjoy listening for sounds

from such animals as songbirds, owls, whippoorwills, frogs, wolves,
and coyotes (Shaw 1974, Lime 1976).

Even when the probability of

seeing or hearing a certain species is remote, just knowing that it
exists within the nearby area can be satisfying to many people
(Tombaugh 1971, Lime et al. 1978, More 1979a).
Nonconsumptive use of wildlife in artificial surroundings can
also be important.

Visiting zoos, circuses, and museums brings many

people into direct contact with wildlife (More 1979a).

In fact, a

nationwide study (USDI 1979a) demonstrated that visiting zoos,
aquariums, fairs, or carnivals was the most popular outdoor recreation
activity in America.

Vicarious enjoyment is also popular, and can be

derived through television, films, books, magazines, newspapers, art,
photography, friends, stories, oral presentations, scientific
research, museums, caged pets, postage and migratory waterfowl stamps,
and perhaps affiliation with wildlife preservation and environmental
activism organizations (Hendee 1969, Hendee and Potter 1971,
Faulkenberry and Cowan 1974, Aney and Cowan 1975, Evenden 1975, Lime
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1975, Lime 1976, More 1977, Hendee and Schoenfeld 1978, Knudson
1978a).
Wildlife viewing is enjoyed throughout the United States.
Participation appears to be highest in the western, the north-central,
and northeastern regions (More 1979a).

Horvath (1974a in More 1979a)

reported somewhat less participation in the Southeast than the nation
as a whole.

However, the average monetary benefit received in 1971 by

a southeastern household for a day of wildlife enjoyment (i.e.
nonconsumptive use) was $70.71 compared to $47.09 and $42.93 for
hunting .and fishing respectively (Horvath 1974b).

Southeastern people

would have demanded $91.31 to give up one day of their wildlife
enjoyment, and lost an average of 6.3 days pursuing nonconsumptive
activities.

These figures indicate that nonconsumptive uses of

wildlife are very important to southeastern residents, even if their
overall participation is less than that of other regions of the United
States.
Statement of the Problem
-------------Although wildlife viewing is known to be an important
recreational pursuit, little has been documented about specific sites
to observe and photograph animals.

One natural area associated with

wildlife observation is Great Smoky Mountains National Park (GSMNP,
Park, Smokies).

The animal which comes to mind when the Smokies are

mentioned is usually the black bear (Ursus americanus), which has
often been seen and fed along roadsides.

Due to improved management,
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panhandling bears are seen less often and the influence of other
species on visitors is becoming prominent.
The most important area for seeing wildlife within GSMNP is Cades
Cove.

The Cove is a unique historical area maintained in a pastoral

setting of almost 1,000 ha.

Its open fields are interspersed with

small wooded areas and completely surrounded by a larger forest.
Management for pioneer history has turned out to be good management
for many wildlife species.

Wildlife are relatively abundant and often

visible in the Cove, resulting in many positive human-wildlife
interactions.

These species include large mammals such as

white-tailed deer and black bears; smaller mammals such as woodchucks,
skunks, raccoons, and foxes; and birds such as songbirds, wild
turkeys, ruffed grouse, and vultures.
are occasionally seen.

Even bobcats and golden eagles

All species of wildlife are, of course,

protected throughout the area.
Thus, Cades Cove is one of the more important areas in the
southeastern United States for viewing wildlife in a natural setting,
and for teaching people about wildlife and ecological relationships.
The problem is that not enough emphasis is placed on the relationships
between wildlife and visitors.

A parkwide wildlife brochure exists

and interpretive talks help educate some visitors, but improvements
can be made.

An understanding of the perceptions, preferences,

attitudes, and knowledge of visitors toward wildlife should be
documented and integrated with existing scientific knowledge on the
wildlife resource of Cades Cove.

This action would help develop

better education of the public and management of wildlife viewing
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without interfering with historical promotion of the area.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to improve: (1) the understandi ng of
wildlife viewing and human-wild life relationshi ps, (2) interpretat ion
of wildlife, and (3) management of wildlife within the Cades Cove Area
of GSMNP.

The intent is to provide these improvement s by

investigatin g perceptions , preferences , attitudes, and knowledge of
visitors in relation to wildlife.
Objectives
(1)

To assemble and interrelate the wildlife literature pertinent to
human-wild life interaction s, perceptions , preferences , knowledge,
and attitudes.

(2)

To document the wildlife species that visitors see, expect to
see, and prefer to see in Cades Cove.

(3)

To establish the impact of wildlife viewing on visitation of
Cades Cove and GSMNP.

(4)

To determine the attitudes of visitors toward wildlife
information and wildlife management in Cades Cove.

(5)

To determine the public's knowledge of wildlife, wildlife
information , and wildlife management in Cades Cove.

(6)

To integrate the findings of this study with (a) existing
scientific data on the wildlife resources of Cades Cove, and (b)
those in the literature on perceptions of wildlife.
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(7)

To provide recommenda tions to the National Park Service on
important aspects concerning management and interpretat ion of
wildlife for public viewing and other nonconsump tive uses.
Approach
The approach used to address the study objectives involved a

survey of visitor perceptions about wildlife in Cades Cove, Great
Smoky Mountains National Park.

A total of 400 visitors were

interviewed in their vehicles at the end of an 18 km one-way road tour
through the Cove.
1983.

Sampling was conducted during July and August of

Participant s were asked to take a 10-page questionnai re home to

be completed at a more convenient time.

Most of the study objectives

were pursued through the written questionnai re.
background characteris tics were obtained.

In addition, several
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CHAPTER I I
LITERATURE REVIEW
Relationships between people and wildlife have not been
thoroughly researched.

Fortunately, this trend is changing.

An

increasing number of studies are attempting to answer the major
questions in human-wildlife relationships:
with different species of wildlife?
animals?

How do people interact

How do people perceive wild

Which ones are preferred, and why?

What are the major

attitudes held toward various types of wildlife, and how can these
attitudes be improved?

How much do people know about wildlife, and

how can this knowledge be improved or otherwise altered to change
attitudes?
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the
current knowledge on human-wildlife relationships.

The concentration

will be almost entirely on nonconsumptive or appreciative activities.
These terms will be used synonymously throughout the remainder of this
manuscript.

The author realizes that neither term is entirely

appropriate since "nonconsumptive " or "appreciative" activities often
lead to as many or more impacts on wildlife as other recreational uses
(Weeden 1976, Wilkes 1977), and that "consumptive" or "exploitive"
users also enjoy nonconsumptive activities (Grieb and Graul 1975,
Arthur et al. 1977, Witter 1978, Lyons 1982), find many associated
experiences more important than the harvest itself (Hendee 1972,
Potter et al. 1973a, Arthur 1979), and are often unsuccessful in
taking game or fish.

However, these terms are generally understood
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and accepted in the literature and will therefore be employed in this
paper.

Nonconsumptive use will be defined as any activity where wild

animals are enjoyed without a deliberate attempt being made to kill
(e.g. most hunting, fishing, and trapping activities) or otherwise
remove the animal from its habitat (e.g. catch-and-release fishing,
live trapping).
Human-Wildlife Interactions
A human-wildlife interaction will be defined for the purposes of
this manuscript as a meeting of at least one wild animal and one
human, where the presence or behavior of one affects the other.
Interactions can be described from more than one approach.

For

example, one might discuss aspects of direct versus indirect effects
of these interactions.

It appears most appropriate, however, to focus

on direct effects and to organize this portion of the dissertation in
terms of positive and negative influences on people, wildlife, and
agencies responsible for human-wildlife interactions.

Although

observational studies have been conducted on interactions between
people and a number of different species (Appendix A), human-wildlife
research appears more complete for bears than other groups of
wildlife.

In her review of human-wildlife conflicts, Ream (1979)

attributed the domination of people-bear relationships within the
human-wildlife literature to the dramatic appeal and potential danger
of bears.

Thus, bears will be used as the primary species for

illustration in the following discussion.
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Negative Aspects
Results of human-wildlife interactions can often be considered
negative or inappropriate for people, wildlife, and management.
Problems for people.

Direct interactions between people and

wildlife can lead to a number of problems for humans.
severe, of course, ends in human death.

The most

Although this outcome is very

rare in North America, it does occur, particularly with grizzly bears
(Herrero 1970a, Mundy and Flook 1973), polar bears (Davids 1978),
occasionally black bears (Whitlock 1950, Norris-Elye 1951), and
possibly poisonous snakes.

Non-fatal injuries due to bears are more

common, and many national parks are known for such problems.

Great

Smoky Mountains National Park has been averaging about 2.5
bear-related injuries per year in the 1980's (USDI 1984).

Although

the ratio of injuries to visitation may be considered quite low
(Herrero 1970a), it should be kept in mind that certain recreational
activities and specific behaviors may increase the probability of
injury or at least aggression.

Because of extensive research

conducted in this area and its partial applicability to other
wildlife, human-bear interactions deserve further mention.
Most close interactions follow the animal's habituation to people
(i.e. a decrease in response to people after repeated encounters).
Bears in national parks are rarely punished for failure to avoid
humans, and often not only reduce the individual distance maintained
but become neutral to the presence of humans (Herrero 1978, Hastings
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1982).

A lack of harassment has long been correlated with diminished

fear of people (Geist 1972, Jonkel 1975, McCullough 1982).
The more often non-harassing encounters occur, the more rapidly
some animals lose fear of people (Hendee and Schoenfeld 1978).

As the

tourist season progresses, contacts with humans rise and habituation
becomes increasingly prominent (Tracy 1977, Aune 1981, Hastings 1983,
Jope 1983).

Some believe that bears take two or three years to change

from timid animals rarely seen by humans to bold or aggressive
nuisances (Hendee and Schoenfeld 1978).

However, not considering

those bears taught to be problems by their mothers, the author has
observed some wild bears that appeared to take considerably less time
to habituate to people in localized areas of concentrated food
resources or when watching other problem bears successfully approach
people for food.
Habituation may be followed by what Jonkel and Servheen (1977)
termed "cultural deterioration."

At this point more severe problems

develop from a learned association reinforced with food (Stokes 1970).
Everything else being equal, areas of wilderness with high human
visitation appear more likely to have serious bear problems than those
areas less frequented by people (Mundy and Flook 1973, Martinka 1982,
Keay and van Wagtendonk 1983).

This higher visitation may provide

sufficient artificial food to place bears on a "variable ratio
schedule" powerful enough to motivate bears to interact with people
(Stokes 1970, Hastings 1982), even though the animal is probably
enveloped in an approach-avoidance conflict (Tate 1981).
ratio schedule is an operant psychology term referring to

A variable
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reinforcement occurring after a variable number of actions, and often
leading to a high and constant rate of responding (Ruch and Zimbardo
1971).

If bears are rewarded often enough for being near people, many

will habitually approach human-use areas.

This variable ratio

schedule is similar to that employed by gambling institutions, which
explains why some bears continue to visit campgrounds after stricter
regulations make less food available than in previous years.
Once animals overcome their fear of people enough to deliberately
approach them for food, then problems associated with food loss and
property damage are compounded with the potential for aggressive
encounters.

Aggression in black bears usually occurs in response to

inappropriate human behavior, and appears precipitated most by close
proximity (Hastings et al. 1981), and by people crowding around bears
(Tate 1983).

Grizzlies are less predictable than black bears,

and are considered more aggressive.

While human aggression may

sometimes be appropriate to rid campsites of black bears or even to
prevent occurrence of black bear aggression (Hastings et al. 1981),
the best method to prevent grizzly attack is to avoid the situation
(Jonkel and Servheen 1977).

A number of techniques for evading

dangerous interactions between bears and people have been suggested
for visitors (Herrero 1970a, Jonkel and Servheen 1977, Hastings et al.
1981) and managers (Cole 1971, Jonkel and Servheen 1977, Cantor 1978,
Hendee and Schoenfeld 1978, Martinka 1982, McCullough 1982); most
methods are focused on preventing bears from approaching people for
food, and people from approaching bears for any reason.
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Bears are not the only animals attracted to artificial food
sources.

Some of the best known situations include raccoon (Procyon

lotor), oppossum (Didelphis marsupialis), common crow (Corvus
brachyrhynchos), wolf (Canis lupus), gray squirrel (Sciurus
carolinensis), and various species of chipmunks, mice and other
rodents, jays and other birds, insects, and a number of African
wildlife (Pienaar 1968, Grace 1976, Chapman 1977, Wall and \vright
1977, Hendee and Schoenfeld 1978, Guth 1979).

Obviously not all of

the implications of human-bear interactions apply to each of these
species, but similarities do exist.

In addition to habituation

resulting in property damage, personal injury, and the potential for
death, interactions can stimulate human fear (Jope 1983), even if the
situation does not warrant it.

However, some people are well aware

that even relatively small, "harmless" animals can transmit diseases
to people anywhere, including urban areas (Smith 1974).
Additional negative aspects relevant to wildlife viewing include
the potential for interactions to become too popular.

For example,

too many people interacting with some non-ursine species may actually
result in enough unintentional harassment as to reduce future
opportunities for observing the animals (Hendee and Schoenfeld 1978).
Overly enthusiastic people might also cause technical problems for
other wildlife viewers, such as the traffic jams once prevalent in
many of our national parks.

More importantly, these same people might

hold inaccurate beliefs or inappropriate attitudes and behaviors which
are reinforced during interactions where no educational information is
provided.
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Problems for wildlife.

We saw in the preceding section that

habituation in wild l ife can lead to problems for people.

A number of

literature reviews and annotated bibliograph ies have concentrate d on
the impacts of outdoor recreation on wildlife (see Potter et al.
1973b, Neil et al. 1975, Ream 1980, Boyle and Samson 1983).
The difficultie s for wildlife are probably more severe because
animals can be adversely affected by both habituation and lack of
habituation .

Those species or individuals that habituate quickly to

people may be more likely to be injured, killed, or otherwise removed
from their habitat.

Many animals are hit by vehicles each year

(Pienaar 1968, Dean and Tracy 1979, Singer 1978), which may be more
common for animals deliberatel y approaching people in concentrate d
human-use areas.
(Singer 1975).

They may also become easy targets for poachers
In addition, management agencies may be forced to

relocate or destroy individual animals that pose a threat to human
safety or cause unacceptabl e levels of property damage (Bryan and
Jansson 1973).

In some cases, those that are not removed may

experience physiologic al problems from becoming dependent on
artificial foods (Kesteloot 1967).
The effects of interaction s on unhabituate d wildlife may be just
as severe, but are often masked.

Many animals are disturbed by hikers

(Gray 1977), wildlife observers (Boyle and Samson 1985), photographe rs
(Kesteloot 1967, U.S. Coun. Env. Qual. 1972, Boyle and Samson 1985),
and numerous recreationi sts who may be unintereste d in wildlife (e.g.
some snowmobile operators).

A combination of hikers, photographe rs,

and hunters is particularly harassing to some species (Geist 1971a).
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Human-w ildlife interact ions may lead to changes in both spacial
and tempora l use of habitat.

Unhabit uated animals may avoid availab le

habitat and thus confine themselv es to smaller areas and distribu te
themselv es differen tly (Geist 1971a, 1978; Stalmas ter and Newman 1978;
Boyle and Samson 1985).

Migrato ry movements may also be altered by

"car fences" operated by wildlife observe rs (Dean and Tracy 1979 ) .
addition , behavio r is often altered (Scott-W illiams 1967).

In

Animals

may change their activity patterns (Geist 1971a, Aune 1981) or even
abandon their young in response to disturba nce (Chapman 1977).
Predato r-prey relation s are often modified , with prey being unusual ly
vulnerab le in some instance s (Memphis State Univ. 1971, Bart 1977,
Macinne s 1980), and predato rs being adverse ly affected in others
(Memphis State Univ. 1971, Blodget 1975).

For example , Blodget (1975)

has demonst rated suppress ed predatio n on weekends in an area heavily
used by weekend ORV's.
Human disturba nce may be particu larly harmful to certain types of
wildlife .

For example , young animals and animals with young are less

toleran t of disturba nce than many other wildlife (Cowan 1974, Bart
1977, Ream 1979).

Endange red or newly reintrod uced species should

obvious ly be avoided .

Colonia lly nesting birds are also vulnerab le

because breeding populati ons concent rate in small areas, and eggs and
young are defense less when adults are absent (Boyle and Samson 1985).
Other critica l location s for interact ions to be avoided include dens,
salt licks, desert waterho les, breeding grounds for lek species , etc.
(Cowan 1974, Ream 1979).
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There are also critical periods when negative aspects of
interactions are magnified (Tracy 1977).

Disturbance results in

physiological costs to animals (Geist 1971a), especially in energy
expenditures.

These costs may ordinarily be negligible, but during

critical periods (e.g. when food is scarce) any disturbance might have
serious consequences (Cowan 1974, Dorrance et al. 1975).

Although

adverse weather could reduce the number of interactions by sending
most people indoors, even a few interactions might have serious
repercussions because of increased energy requirements (Blodgett
1975).
Different aspects of human presence may affect various species
differently.

For example, moose in some areas may be frightened by

voices while unaffected by the sight and scent of the same people
(Cobus 1972).

The opposite may be true for other species.

Nevertheless, a few generalities are evident.

An animal's initial

reaction to an object, movement, odor, or sound is to orient towards
it.

Based on its past experience, the animal will then approach,

ignore, avoid, flee, or become aggressive to it (Klinghammer 1978,
Aune 1981).

The animal is likely to habituate to undisturbing and

consistent human behavior (Hendee and Schoenfeld 1978).

In general,

unintentionally disturbing events include loud or sudden noises (Geist
1971b, Memphis State Univ. 1971, Thomson 1972, Speight 1973, Tracy
1977), sudden movement (Geist 1971b, Tracy 1977), direct approach
(Tracy 1977, Hastings 1982), increasing numbers of people (Dick 1982,
Tate 1983), accompaniment of dogs (Godfrey 1975), and walking above
the animal on a hill (Elder 1977, Freddy 1977).

Sometimes, vehicles
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being driven at unusually fast or slow speeds can be alarming to
wi ldlife (Singer 1975).

Stopping or leaving a vehicle may also cause

a disturbance (Tracy 1977, Dean and Tracy 1979), especially when the
occupants leave the road (Schultz and Bailey 1978).

The bottom line

is that animals do best in known, predictable environments (Geist
1971b, Cowan 1974, Cooper 1982), and humans should keep
appropriate distances from the species involved (Bell 1963).
Problems for agencies.

It should be evident at this point that

human-wildlife interactions can result in a number of adverse
consequences for both people and wildlife.

Management agencies

responsible for these interactions are also likely to experience
problems.

In areas which allow hunting, how much of the resource

should be managed for traditional hunting usage, and how much for
increasingly popular nonconsumptive wildlife activities?
agency manage for both wildlife viewing and hunting?
possible (Hendee 1972), it is difficult.

How does an

Although

Many state conservation

agencies are beginning to wrestle with these problems, while some
federal bureaus may be even more involved (see Hendee 1969).

However,

data in this dissertation pertain largely to nonsoncumptive use and
the following discussion will mostly consider agency problems
resulting from direct interactions during appreciative activities.
Wildlife managers, especially in national parks, are often put
into conflicting or contradictory situations.

For example, they may

be directed to protect wild animals from harassment, although lack of
harassment may cause some species (e.g. black bears) to reduce
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avoidance behavior and lead to problems for visitors, managers, and
eventually themselves (Hastings et al. 1981).

As a result, park

employees may deliberately harass the wildlife or take other actions
to separate them from people.

Again, a conflict arises because the

species which managers try to separate from visitors are often the
wildlife that recreationists are most interested in seeing (Buchanan
and Sundstrom 1984).

Additional conflicts materialize because

visitors are divided on how management should handle certain problems
(Marsh 1970), which can lead to adverse public relations regardless of
what managers do.

Problems are particularly controversial when

animals are destroyed or their food sources drastically altered by
management in order to prevent further interactions, especially if
some believe that the action is endangering a species' existence in
the area.

Just such a controversy has arisen over the management of

grizzly bears in Yellowstone National Park, with managers calling for
the rapid removal of artificial food sources and the relocation or
destruction of nuisance bears (Cole 1971, 1974), while others insist
that these measures are far too extreme (Craighead 1979, Chase 1986).
To complicate matters further, an additional controversy existed at
the same time between those who believed that managers should consider
removal of grizzlies altogether from sub-Canadian national parks
(Moment 1968, 1969, 1970; Wilbur 1970), and those who contended that
people and grizzlies could coexist in these areas (Caras 1969; Herrero
19 7Oa , 19 70 b) •
A similar conflict for National Park Service managers is the
almost contradictory directive of NPS policy to "preserve," but also
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to do so for the "enjoyment of the people."

Human influence, whether

direct or indirect, is the greatest threat to the goal of preservation
(White and Bratton 1980).

Preserving the wildlife in a pre-Columbian

state, while encouraging, or even allo,ving, direct interactions
between visitors and wildlife, is an understandable enigma for many
managers.
Managers are aware that interactions can reinforce inappropriate
behavior in both species, that people may be injured, that injured
parties may sue the agency (Giles 1963, Gilbert 1976), and that
wildlife habitat might be damaged during interactions, particularly
for smaller animals (Ream 1979).

Keeping people and wildlife apart

requires large investments of money and time.

Some of the more

expensive methods, such as reducing interactions with special wildlife
crossings (Singer 1978), may not be especially controversial, while
others (e.g. relocation or destruction of bears) may cause numerous
public relation problems.

In addition, simply removing individual

nuisance animals does not solve the problem unless the habitat is
altered such that conspecifics will not simply replace them (Smith
1974, Eagar and Pelton 1978).

To reduce interactions without

eliminating the animals, visitor use may need to be restricted (Cantor
1978) and other regulations must be enforced, neither of which are
accepted enthusiastically by all of the public.

Although people may

concede that other users impact wildlife, many do not believe that
they influence animals themselves while engaged in nonconsumptive
activities (Cooper 1982).

Even if the majority of users comply with

restrictions, the actions of only a few people may jeopardize the
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privileges and safety of many (Martinka 1982).
Positive Aspects
While the previous discussion, as well as most studies on this
subject, has demonstrated that a number of adverse consequences are
possible, it is probably misleading to view the majority of
human-wildlife relationships in such a light (Cooper 1982).

The

following text will outline some of the benefits and services which
can result from these interactions.
Benefits to people.
benefits to people.

Natural resources provide multitudes of

Many of these are appreciated indirectly, such as

trees being converted to lumber which is eventually transformed into
homes, furniture, etc.

Aesthetic resources can be appreciated more

directly (Daniel and Zube 1979); interactions with wildlife can have
direct and positive results.
Another important distinction between aesthetic and other
resources arises when deciding how to evaluate them.

Aesthetics are

not traditionally a part of the market system and therefore difficult
to appraise (Daniel and Zube 1979).

However, it is possible to

express wildlife in market terms, such as the total expenditures for
nonconsumptive wildlife use during 1980 being estimated at $14.8
billion (USDI 1982a).

Aesthetics can be defined in psychological

terms (e.g. attitudes, perceptions, preferences, satisfactions),
social terms (e.g. social trends, traditions, and behavior), and
ecological terms (e.g. diversity, energy role) (Shaw and Zube 1980a).
The wildlife values most considered in this dissertation are those
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stated in psychological terms, which are difficult to label with price
tags.

Improving attitudes and perceptions are not only good for the

public and for wildlife, but also for relevant agencies, and will be
discussed later.

The satisfactions and benefits derived directly from

interactions are the primary concern of the present discussion.
Satisfactions and benefits are often confusing terms.

Hendee

(1972) stated that they are not interchangeable, that they are similar
to what many authors refer to as "values" (see King 1947, Shaw and
Zube 198Gb), and that satisfactions lead to benefits.

For example,

photography of bighorn sheep might result in exertion while finding
the sheep and photographs to show friends after returning.

These

satisfactions realized from the interactions could then lead to
physical, mental, and emotional benefits such as improved health, self
esteem, and efficiency.

These benefits are not only important to the

individuals directly involved, but also to society through a
healthier, happier, and more productive population (Driver and Brown
1978, Haas et al. 1979).

In addition, off-site users not directly

involved in the interactions may also receive satisfaction just
knowing that wildlife are being preserved and that the opportunities
for future use exist, and many of the on-site users are frequently
off-site appreciators at other times (Tombaugh 1971, Driver 1985,
Kellert 1984).

This concept is especially applicable to national

parks.
Human-wildlife interactions can provide a variety of satisfying
experiences, some of which have already been mentioned.

Many of these

satisfactions are shared by other recreationists such as hunters and
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fisher men (e.g. physical exercise, escape, simplicity, companionship,
sociability, relaxation and general enjoyment, skill development and
display, enjoyment of nature, and aesthetic appreciation) (Hendee
1972, Hendee and Bryan 1978).

Others might include learning about

nature, expression of art (e.g. painting and photography), relating
experiences to others, and occupying excess time.

Aesthetic and

emotional experiences appear most important to wilderness recreation
(Shafer and Mietz 1969).

Even when aspects of wildlife are not the

primary reason for visiting an area, observing and interacting with
animals may add significantly to people's overall satisfaction (Lime
and Cushwa 1969, Manski et al. 1981).

For a few people, wildlife may

be the driving force in their lives, such as those who feed animals in
city parks on a daily basis, and even hire others to continue whenever
unable to visit the animals themselves (Manski et al. 1981).
Another important satisfaction is excitement.

Our society has

done much to separate many of its people from not only outdoor
occupations, but also excitement (Brocke 1977).

Interactions with

wildlife can provide people with thrills not experienced in daily
living.

Even danger can be an important positive aspect of outdoor

recreation, through either a direct confrontation with wildlife or
simply by knowing that the possibility exists (Hendee and Schoenfeld
1978).

Interactions perceived as dangerous (e.g. with bears) often

highlight trips.

Minor property damage can not only lead to improved

respect and understanding of a species, but can serve as a "trophy"
(e.g. a water bottle riddled by bear teeth) and a reminder of an
experience worth telling others.
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Benefits to wildlife.

Interactions can lead to a number of

benefits to people, but what of wildlife?
lose when associated with people.

Animals have the most to

What can be gained by interacting

directly with people?
Many people have an almost insatiable appetite for feeding
wildlife.

The most common form of this activity is illustrated by

some bird watchers.

In a nationwide survey, Kellert (1985) found that

about 3% of the nation are dedicated birdwatchers, and about
one-quarter are at least casual birdwatchers.

More (1979a) estimated

that 20 - 25% of U. S. households engaged in birdfeeding during the
mid to late 1970's.

Shaw et al. (1985) estimated that 62 million

Americans fed wild birds in 1980, and that consumers spent $517
million on birdseed during the same year.

This food may be important

to hundreds of millions of birds, particularly where feeding is
consistent.
Artificial feeding, whether intentional or not, can also improve
the short-term health of other animals, as seen in small mammals
(Clevenger and Workman 1977) and black bears (Graber and White 1983)
in campgrounds.

As mentioned previously, some believe that artificial

foods are necessary to maintain viable populations of grizzly bears in
Yellowstone National Park (Craighead 1979, Chase 1986).
The presence of people in wildlife habitats may help some animals
obtain natural foods.
obtain prey.

Predators have been known to use people to

The most notable example is one where lions (Panthera

leo) learned to use rows of tourist cars as decoys or cover, behind
which they would stalk prey (Pienaar 1968).

As long as these
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situations do not lead to imbalances in predator-prey relationships,
the predators can gain considerably from humans at close proximity
without becoming dependent on handouts or endangering property and
lives.
The more non-disturbing interactions that exist, the more likely
and rapidly habituation will occur for many species (Hendee and
Schoenfeld 1978).

If this familiarity with people does not lead to

the problems mentioned earlier, then a number of benefits can be
realized from it.

Habituation to humans can result in more efficient

use of resources for wildlife (Tracy 1977; Geist 1971b, 1972; Cowan
1974).

This helps maintain relatively large population sizes

essential to long term viability (Geist 1972).

In fact, habituation

may be essential to a relict population increasingly invaded by people
(Geist 1975).

Even if interactions result in animals avoiding small

areas much of the year, this avoidance may leave a rich food supply
for critical periods when hunger is sufficient to overcome fear of
nonconsumptive users (Rost 1975).
The most positive result of interactions to wildlife is probably
the indirect benefits associated with changes in human perceptions and
attitudes.

Better understanding and a closer relationship with

animals may lead to support of conservation programs which protect and
improve wildlife habitat.
Benefits to agencies.

Wildlife and the public are not the only

recipients of benefits from nonconsumptive human-wildlife
interactions; resource agencies can also gain.

Seeing wildlife may
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have a profoundly positive effect on recreationa l trip satisfactio n of
users (Lime and Cushwa 1969, Flewelling and Johnson 1981, Sundstrom
1984), which reflects a good image of the agency.

Properly conducted

interaction s can increase visitor knowledge of wildlife (More 1977).
More importantly human perceptions , attitudes, and behavior may also
be improved.

These people may return to the site as more

knowledgeab le, responsible users.

They may also spread their

information and beliefs to off-site acquaintenc es and inexperienc ed
on-site users.

Interaction s can lead to sensitivity to and concern

for relevant problems (Knudson 1978b).

Kellert (1985) has shown that

birdwatcher s who put considerabl e time into their sport become
exceptional ly knowledgeab le, interested, and protective of wildlife
and the environment , without necessarily opposing the activities of
more traditional wildlife users.

They also tend to exhibit an

ecologicall y oriented perspective toward wildlife.

Thus, engaging in

nonconsump tive wildlife interaction s on a semi-regula r basis may lead
to support of appropriate conservatio n programs.
Perceptions toward Wildlife
Perception is the process, act, or result of understandi ng,
apprehendin g, or becoming aware of something directly through the
senses or in one's mind.

Perception has also been described as the

development of "meaning" resulting from past and present sensory input
(Leukel 1976), and the ordering principle that gives coherence and
unity by sensory input (Ruch and Zimbardo 1971).
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Psycholo gists view environme ntal perceptio n as part of the
internal organizat ion of external stimuli.

Attitudes , knowledge ,

beliefs, behavior, values, personali ty factors, and demograph ics are
all relevant to the study of perceptio n.

However, the relative

importanc e and the manner in which they interact is still unclear
(LaHart 1978).

Some authors treat many of the above variables as

types of perceptio ns, while others treat them as separate but
influenti al factors.
LaHart and Tillis (1974) believe that all resources are
ultimatel y defined by human perceptio n, and that perceptio n of
resources is particula rly noticeabl e for recreatio nal, scenic, and
aesthetic resources because of the internal and personal way they are
used.

Man's relation to wildlife is a perfect example of this

perceptio n.
The manner in which a situation is perceived by managers or the
public often governs management actions more than reality, the
differenc e between perceptio n and reality being critical (Bryan and
Jansson 1973).

Even when perceptio ns of different objects are

similar, people may differ in the values, preferenc es, and goals they
establish for these objects (LaHart 1978).

Human impacts on wildlife

have often been a function of perceptio ns and attitudes (\valter 1978).
Feelings about animals may influence people's behavior, willingne ss to
support programs or organizat ions, and response to management actions
(More 1977).
Kellert (1983) described the lack of systemati c investiga tion of
human perceptio n of animals as surprisin g given the theoretic al and
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practical significa nce of the subject.

He specified three componen ts

of perceptio n which are notably important to human-ani mal
relations hips:

cognitive , affective , and evaluativ e aspects.

The

cognitive type refers to knowledge and factual understan ding of
animals; the affective aspect refers to feelings and emotions attached
to animals; and the evaluativ e component concerns beliefs and values
associate d with animals.

Kellert (1983, pp 242-243) stated that:

"knowledg e and awareness of animals can be regarded as
involving cognitive perceptio ns primarily , evaluativ e views
secondar ily, and least of all, affective perceptio ns.
Symbolic views of animals, on the other hand, are mainly
affective , evaluativ e in a secondary sense, and least subject
to cognitive understan ding of animals. Finally, attitudes
appear to fall in between the other two areas---t hat is, they
are most strongly influence d by values and beliefs of animals
(the evaluativ e perspecti ve), but also reflect cognitive and
affective perceptio ns."
Thus, perceptio ns are highly diverse, ranging from a minor or
insignifi cant insight to an overall understan ding or dispositi on
toward a class of related subjects.

The approach taken in this

dissertat ion will be that knowledge , beliefs, values, and even
attitudes , as well as combinati ons of these variables , can be either
types or componen ts of perceptio ns.
Informati on on human perceptio n of wildlife is useful in at least
five management contexts:

constitue ncy identific ation,

multiple -satisfac tions, resource allocatio n, social impact and
trade-off analysis, and public awareness /environm ental education .
latter may be the most important to management (Kellert 1983).
wildlife views of most Americans appear to be based on limited

The

The
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understandi ng and awareness (Kellert 1980a).

In order to improve

perceptions , we must understand public attitudes toward and
appreciatio n of wildlife.

However, the true measure of wildlife

education programs will not be the amount of factual information
learned, but the development of respect and concern for wildlife and
the environment (Kellert 1983).

To assure a good relationshi p between

Americans, animals, and nature depends on influencing and even
directing public perceptions and uses of wildlife (Kellert 1982a).
The formation of wildlife perceptions appears to be a lifetime
process (More 1977).

Childhood experiences with animals are probably

very important to the development of these perceptions and attitudes
(Pomerantz 1977, Foster 1978, Bowd 1982, Moore 1983), but later
experiences can also influence perceptions .

More (1977, p 81)

suggested that:
" ••• a person's initial experience with any particular
wildlife species consists of an affective (preference )
component and a belief component.
Subsequent encounters
also contain information that modify the existing perception.
The extent of each modificatio n depends upon the extent of
the discrepancy between the existing perception and the
current experience. The problem is that there are several
different types of encounters and accuracy of information may
vary between types."
More (1977) went on to explain that learning about specific animals
results from any of three general types of encounters with wildlife:
direct natural experiences (e.g. with free-rangin g wildlife), direct
artificial experiences (e.g. with zoo animals), and vicarious
experiences (e.g. with written or filmed animals).

Natural

experiences probably provide the most consistentl y accurate portrayal
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of wildlife, although observers may misinterp ret what they are seeing.
However, vicarious experienc es offer the highest probabili ty for
transmiss ion of misinform ation.

Televisio n is the greatest source of

vicarious experienc es for many people, although other sources, such as
books, are also important (Gilbert 1982).

More (1977) believes that

children' s stories may be the most significa nt factor determini ng
wildlife perceptio ns because they provide early (if not the first)
contact that people have with many species, thereby forming the
foundatio n of their perceptio ns.

Millions of American adults have

probably been influence d significa ntly as children by such childhood
stories as Bambi.

More (1977) believes that vicarious encounter s will

play an increasin gly important role in the formation of perceptio ns,
and that wildlife biologist s should work closely with educators to
produce large-sca le education al efforts designed to portray an
accurate image of wildlife in the media.
Attitudes toward Wildlife
An attitude can be considere d a dispositi on, or a state of mind
or feeling with regard to some matter.

An attitude may also be

defined as a learned predispos ition to respond in a consisten tly
favorable or unfavorab le manner with respect to a given object (Moore
1983, Zanden 1984).

Moore (1983) further stated that attitudes are

refined represent ations of beliefs, the differenc e being that
attitudes include evaluatio ns of the objects in question while beliefs
do not.

A belief is the informati on that a person has about an

object, a convictio n or acceptanc e that certain things are true, or
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refined representat ions of the information and experiences held.
Collectivel y, beliefs help to compose one's understandi ng (i.e.
perception) of his environment and himself.

Thus, beliefs, attitudes,

and overall perceptions are interrelate d.
LaHart (1978) defined attitudes similarly:
and a distinguish able pattern of related ideas.

feelings, beliefs,
This definition

suggests a combination of affective, cognitive, and cultural
components.

Feelings and beliefs often influence decision making,

thus being very important to perception (LaHart and Barnes 1978).
Moore (1983) stated that attitudes mediate perceptions and
therefore determine the meaning of feedback from the environment .
Steinhoff (1980) proposed that attitudes and perceptions cognitively
influence each other and one's value system, while acting together to
motivate behavior.

Witter (1980) stated that the term "value" is used

to encompass attitudes, preferences , and any of the other
psychologic al, social, or behavioral indicators which reveal anything
about the value that one attaches to a wildlife-re lated experience.
Wagner and Sherwood (1969 in Moore 1983) proposed that an attitude
refers to one object while a value refers to a series or class of
objects, and thus a collection of attitudes.

A value system on

animals would be a constellatio n of one's individual attitudes toward
various groups of animals such as mammals, birds, and reptiles.
Milbrath and Sahr (1975) agreed that values are more general in nature
than attitudes, and that values suggest hierarchica l order.
Similar to Steinhoff (1980), Kellert (1980c) demonstrate d that
attitudes and values are interwoven.

Kellert proposed four different
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meanings for wildlife values, one of which was attitudes .
Furthermo re, he defined attitudes in social-ps ychologic al terms as
broadly integrate d feelings, beliefs, and values possessed by
individua ls.
Moore (1983) agreed with LaHart's (1978) recogniti on of the
affective and cognitive componen ts of attitudes , but added a
behaviora l aspect.

In terms of wildlife, Moore felt that evaluatio n

of an animal is the affective componen t, knowledge or beliefs about
the animal (whether correct or incorrect ) relates to the cognitive
aspect, and a predispos ition or tendency to act in a given manner
toward the animal correspon ds to the behaviora l componen t.

Thus,

Moore's approach not only suggests a relations hip between attitude and
behavior, but also attitude and knowledge , the latter of which will be
discussed at length later.

In order for an attitude to be reflected

in behavior, the action must first be motivated and an opportuni ty for
its expressio n must be available (Pirt 1976).

People often do not

behave in a manner consisten t with their stated attitudes .

Bryan

(1980) felt that this inconsist ency was due to real situation s being
so compellin g as to override attitudes .

Kellert (1980c) suggested

that discrepan cies between attitudes and behaviors exist because
attitudes refer to feelings and beliefs, and are more similar to
perceptio ns than behaviors .

Kellert's attitudes may describe elements

of a person's perceptio n, but all of someone's behavior will not be
explained by just one attitude.
Reliable predictio n of behavior is possible but is best made from
attitudes that are well-form ed.

An attitude is well-form ed when all
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of its compone nts achieve a balance which persists over time (Moore
1983).

However, attitude s often do not stabiliz e, but change over

time, making predicti on of behavio r difficu lt.
Attitude s can change in several ways.
change will occur when incongr uity exists.

Moore (1983) believed that
Sherif and Hovland (1956

in Moore 1983) felt that attitude change concern s percepti on of the
subject because the alterati on may involve reinterp retation of that
subject .

Low self esteem or reduced awarene ss of one's group

affiliat ion may facilita te attitude change (Kelley 1955, Moore 1983).
A person may also find it most satisfyi ng to adopt the attitude of
those who are most admired (Moore 1983).
Kellert (1980c) explaine d that some attitude stabilit y does
exist, but that life's experien ces can alter it.

Kellert has

conducte d the most detailed study of American attitude s toward animals
through a project funded by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service during
the mid-197 0's (for thorough summary data, see Kellert 1979, 1980d;
Kellert and Berry 1980; and Kellert and Westerv elt 1981, 1982a), and
is currentl y involved in similar work abroad (S. R. Kellert , pers.
commun.).

Kellert (1980a, p 117) classifi ed most attitude s toward

animals into 10 categor ies:
Natural istic:

Primary interes t and affectio n for
wildlife and the outdoor s.

Ecologi stic:

Primary concern for the environm ent as a
system, for interrel ationsh ips between
wildlife species and natural habitat s.

Humanis tic:

Primary interes t and strong affectio n for
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individual animals, principally pets.
Moralistic:

Primary concern for the right and wrong
treatment of animals, with strong opposition
to exploitatio n or cruelty toward animals.

Scientistic :

Primary interest in the physical attributes
and biological functioning of animals.

Aesthetic:

Primary interest in the artistic and symbolic
characteris tics of animals.

Utilitarian :

Primary concern for the practical and material
value of animals or the animal's habitat.

Dominionis tic: Primary interest in the mastery and control
over animals typically in sporting situations.
Negativisti c:

Primary orientation an active avoidance of
animals due to dislike or fear.

Neutralisti c:

Primary orientation a passive avoidance of
animals due to indifferenc e.

Kellert (1980c) found that the most common attitudes that
Americans exhibit toward animals are humanistic, moralistic,
utilitarian , and negativisti c.

The prevalence of these attitudes

suggests a blend of affection, concern, indifferenc e, and fear of
animals resulting in considerabl e diversity and potential conflict.
The two major conflicts can be identified as:

(1) moralistic versus

utilitarian attitudes actively clashing around human exploitatio n of
animals, and (2) negativisti c and humanistic attitudes conflicting
over affection for animals.

Scientistic and dominionist ic were the

least common attitudes, but, unfortunate ly, the two attitudes
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reflecting the most interest and concern for habitats (naturalist ic
and ecologistic ) were also uncommon.

Although many Americans show

concern for animals, much of this concern is emotionally rather than
intellectua lly based.

As Krutch (1970 in Kellert 1982b) once said,

"Love is not enough."

Sometimes highly emotional interest can be

harmful by placing too much attention on situations of minor
importance relative to others (Kellert 1980c).

Instead, we need to

promote empathy for species and their ecological relationshi ps
(Kellert 1982b).

Fortunately , the profile of those exhibiting

naturalisti c and ecologistic attitudes suggests that these people
belong to groups which usually signify future change (i.e. young
people, well-educat ed people, etc.) (Kellert 1980c).
Kellert (1983) listed the four major types of attitude issues
covered in the literature:

(1) human socio-econo mic development

versus animal and habitat protection, (2) animal rights and welfare
issues, (3) attitudes toward conservatio n uses, and (4) wildlife
management practices and procedures.

Although the latter issue has

resulted in the least theory, all four topics relate to management.
Regardless of whether the management applies to wildlife, people, or
both, the public will and should be involved.

Management policies

should not be based solely on public attitudes, but knowing visitor
attitudes can provide valuable information for making policy decisions
and controlling human activities (Arthur et al. 1977, Ream 1979).
attitudes may be inappropria te, emotional, nonrational , and of
negative benefit to the individual or society (Ramsey and Rickson

The
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1976, Kellert 1980c), but are good indicators of how well management
objectives match user objectives (Lime 1972).

Surveys of public

attitudes can provide the feedback necessary for managers to know what
visitors want and how they might respond to specific management
actions (Lucas and Stankey 1974).

Attitudes may ultimately govern

social policy, s o the future state of wildlife will be partially
determined by people's attitudes (Knudson 1978b, Heneson 1982).
Two additional problems which encourage the study of visitor
attitudes are that scientists and managers (1) often hold different
attitudes toward animal resources than the public (Hendee and Harris
1970, LaHart and Tillis 1974), and (2) may try to treat all visitors
alike (Fowler and Bury 1973).

Ecologists often view wildlife as

environmental barometers, while the public views animals quite
differently (LaHart and Tillis 1974, Hendee and Schoenfeld 1978).

In

addition, managers often appear more "purist" than many users,
especially in relation to wilderness development (Hendee and Harris
1970).

It should also be remembered that there is no such thing as an

"average visitor."

Although it is often convenient to stereotype

visitors, managers should remember that each visitor is an individual
with different needs, expectations, interests, and attitudes (Fowler
and Bury 1973); even a few individuals deviating considerably from the
norm may be vocal enough to convince administrators that the majority
of users holds a certain attitude or preference.

Therefore, instead

of assuming that visitors hold similar attitudes as agency personnel
or that all visitors have the same opinions as the loudest ones, it is
imperative that managers understand how visitors feel about wildlife
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issues.
Attitudinal Surveys
Attitudinal surveys can not only help inform managers on what to
expect from the public and how to formulate or alter policy and
programs, but they can also provide direction on how these changes can
either meet the desires of the public or alter people's attitudes
(Gilbert 1982).

Information about attitudes can (1) enable

communicators to predict messages which would strongly appeal to their
audiences, (2) identify gaps in public understanding about wildlife
ecology and management, and (3) help design messages for all mass
media (Erickson 1971).

These are similar goals held by the author of

the present study in Cades Cove.

Several surveys have been conducted

in Great Smoky Mountains National Park regarding visitor attitudes
toward wildlife.
to black bears.

However, essentially all have pertained specifically
Blakeney (1969) conducted a preliminary survey of

frontcountry users' attitudes toward bears during the late 1960's.
This study was followed by a more thorough investigation with similar
objectives (Burghardt et al. 1972).

Bacon (1974) used a survey to

formulate educational programs on bears, and Pelton et al. (1976)
documented the attitudes of visitors who had sustained property damage
or personal injury by bears in GSMNP.

The most comprehensive study

was conducted by Petko-Seus (1985), who investigated attitudes toward
bears held by both frontcountry and backcountry users.

Although

considerable attitudinal research has been conducted regarding bears,
very little questionnaire work in GSMNP has included other wildlife
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species until the development of the present study.
Preferences toward \vildlife
A preference can be defined as the selection of one thing over
another or others, something so chosen, or the state of being better
liked or more valued.

Strictly speaking, preferences can be

considered closely related to attitudes, because attitudes may be
considered learned predispositions to respond to something in a
favorable or unfavorable manner (Moore 1983, Zanden 1984).

However,

preferences are unique and will be briefly discussed separately from
attitudes.
Driver and Brown (1978) demonstrated that recreational preference
is necessary to outdoor recreation resource supply inventories.

This

is not only true for studying wildlife viewing relative to other
recreational pursuits, but also the degree to which an animal is liked
relative to other species.

In conjunction with additional

information, knowing preferences can help managers assign conservation
priorities in the absence of unlimited funds (Kellert 1983).
Recognizing people's preferences for different species is not
always easy.

Preferences may vary with viewing situations; the same

person may not only respond differently to various species but to the
same species in different environments (More 1977, 1979a).
Nevertheless, several researchers have conducted studies on which
types of animals are preferred over others and why these preferences
exist.
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Mammals and birds are generally preferred over reptiles,
amphibians, and invertebrat es (Kellert 1980a).

Whether mammals or

birds are most preferred over the other may depend on a number of
factors, not the least of which is the site where the animal is found.
The setting of the viewing experience is very important to preferences
(Cooper and Shaw 1979).

Although analysis of books (More 1979b) and

newspaper articles (Eagles 1980, Kellert and Westervelt 1982b) might
imply that mammals are more popular in the literature, direct
preference studies show that birds are often preferred over other
groups of wildlife in urban residential areas (Dagg 1974, Brown and
Dawson 1978, Dawson et al. 1978), urban parks and ponds (Hardin and
Van Druff 1978, Dick 1982), and perhaps in general (Kellert and Berry
1980).
A number of other reasons for preferences have appeared in the
literature.

Kellert (198Gb) suggested various factors, several of

which relate to human perceptions : aesthetics, size, intelligenc e
(including perceived ability to feel or have emotion), perceived
danger to humans or property, predatory tendencies, phylogeneti c
relation to humans, cultural and historical significanc e, familiarity
of texture, familiarity of mode of locomotion, economic value, and
relation to human society (e.g. pet, farm animal, pest, native and
exotic species, game animal).

Cooper and Shaw (1979) found that

aesthetic appeal was a function of size, color, and age, and that life
history, habitat, and scarcity also played a role in preference.
Young animals seem to be particularly popular.

Dr. G. M. Burghardt of

the University of Tennessee has suggested that humans may have a
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genetic predispos ition to nurture juvenile animals, while Dr. E.
Lawrence of Tufts Universit y proposed that people are attracted to
young animals because of psycholog ical needs to dominate or control
others (Tangley 1984).
Rarity may also make some animals more popular (Hendee and
Schoenfel d 1978, Cooper and Shaw 1979, More 1979a, Burghardt and
Herzog 1980), especiall y to experienc ed wildlife viewers such as
committed bird-watc hers.

The observati on of a rare or secretive

animal (e.g. a wild bear) may increase one's preferenc e for that
animal (Decker et al. 1981).

However, other rare and endangere d

species (e.g. large predators ) may not be particula rly favored (Bart
1972), which could explain their rare status.

Some of these (e.g. the

wolf) may be more desired by people living further from them (Cobus
1972).
Preferenc es are probably closely related to how we treat animals.
Burghardt and Herzog (1980) listed a number of factors influenci ng
ethical evaluatio ns of our relations with other animals.

These 26

factors were organized under the headings of human benefit,
anthropom orphism, ecology, and psycholog y.

Many of these

characte ristics were the same as those suggested for influenci ng
preferenc es (e.g. danger, size, rarity, and aesthetic s).
Knowledge about Wildlife
Knowledge is the sum or range of informati on which has been
perceived , learned, or inferred.

Knowledge is closely tied to

beliefs, behavior, preferenc es, and possibly additiona l attitudes .
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Kellert (1983) regards knowledge of animals as involving primarily
cognitive perceptions, but also evaluative perceptions. The cognitive
perceptual component refers largely to knowledge and factual
understanding while the evaluative aspect refers mostly to beliefs and
values.

A belief is a conviction of the truth or reality of some

statement, being, or phenomenon.

Knowledge and beliefs are obviously

associated perceptual phenomena, and much research conducted on
knowledge refers in part to the degree to which people's beliefs are
accurate.

This approach is justifiable for some projects attempting

to assess the gap between perception and reality in order to recommend
appropriate management and education actions.
An increase in knowledge frequently leads to increased
appreciation of that subject and also to increased demand for
associated activities (Lime and Cushwa 1969, More 1979a).

In turn,

active participation influences knowledge, possibly forming a circle
of increased awareness, knowledge, and appreciation (More 1979a).

The

association of knowledge and attitudes will be treated in depth in the
last section of this literature review.
A number of studies have investigated the factors associated with

or directly influencing knowledge of wildlife and ecology.

Results

have generally shown that males score higher on knowledge questions
than females (Klimstra and Pratt 1964, Bacon 1974, Dahlgren et al.
1977, Pomerantz 1977, LaHart 1978, Kellert 1980b).

It will be

interesting to see how the evolution of sex roles will affect this
phenomenon.

At least one recent study (Petko-Seus 1985) found no

significant differences between male and female backpackers answering
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knowledge question s about black bears.

In addition , the sexes may be

more evenly distribu ted in nonconsu mptive wildlife activiti es (Lyons
1982), which are rapidly becoming more prevalen t than traditio nal
consump tive activiti es which are skewed toward male dominance (USDI
1982a).
Many studies have found hunters to be more knowled geable about
wildlife than those who do not hunt (Bacon 1974, Dahlgren et al. 1977,
Pomeran tz 1977).

Dahlgren et al. (1977) found that hunters were more

knowled geable than former hunters (i.e. those who had previou sly
hunted, but for various reasons had quit) who, in turn, were more
knowled geable than other non-hun ters.

Pomeran tz' (1977) hunting

respond ents also scored higher on knowledge than non-hun ters who were
not opposed to hunting; however , these non-hun ters were better
informed than anti-hu nters.

Kellert (1980b) documented that, as a

group, anti-hu nters displaye d one of the lowest overall scores of any
wildlife -related group of people in the United States.

Sport hunters

were somewhat more knowled geable, meat hunters were still more so, and
those hunters most interest ed in enjoying nature had one of the
highest scores of all wildlife user groups.

Neverth eless,

nonconsu mptive wildlife observe rs often score higher than consump tive
users (LaHart and Barnes 1978), and Kellert (1985) documented that
committe d birdwatc hers display the greates t knowledge about wildlife
of any group.

Perhaps the degree that a person limits his/her

recreati onal time to a specific animal influenc es his/her overall
knowledge about wildlife .

Thus, nonconsu mptive users (who tend to

study numerous animals) may learn more about wildlife in general than
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t hose who hunt a few specific animals or those who neither hunt nor
study any animals.

However, if a survey is limited to a few popular

game species, then hunters of these species may score higher than
non-hunters .
Urban residence often correlates with low knowledge scores,
particularl y for large cities (Dahlgren et al. 1977, Pomerantz 1977,
Kellert 198Gb).

Accuracy of wildlife perception decreases with less

visitation by an individual through inadequate familiarity or contact
with wildlife; increased urbanizatio n usually decreases contact with
wildlife, thus providing less information to the person (Bryan and
Jansson 1973).
Various additional factors are correlated with knowledge of
animals, many of which probably interact with each other.

Caucasians

tend to be better informed about animals than blacks (LaHart 1978,
Kellert 198Gb).

Dahlgren et al. (1977) found the poorly educated to

be more knowledgeab le than others, while Kellert (1980b) found the
opposite to be true, especially for those with graduate training--- a
discrepancy which probably reflects the nature of the questions more
than that of education.

LaHart (1978) reported a significant positive

correlation between the educational level of parents and their
children's knowledge of animals.

Kellert (1980b) demonstrate d that

some of the most informed groups not previously mentioned were those
who studied science as a hobby, belonged to a conservatio n
organizatio n (especially those related to wildlife protection) ,
resided in Alaska or the Rocky Mountains, or rarely attended religious
services.

The least informed people not already mentioned were
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livestock producers , zoo enthusias ts, those over 75 or under 25 years
of age, and especiall y the general public (i.e. those not categoriz ed
into any wildlife- related groups).
Americans as a whole appear extremely limited on animal knowledge
(Kellert 198Gb).

They seem most informed about animals that inflict

human injury or disease, pets, other domestic animals, and basic
biologica l characte ristics, although none of these subjects were known
by much more than half of the participa nts.

People were less

knowledge able about predators , taxonomic distincti ons, and especiall y
invertebr ates.

They displayed some understan ding of various animal

issues, but these tended to involve specific, attractiv e, large, and
usually "higher" species.
The studies conducted in GSMNP regarding wildlife knowledge have
largely been those mentioned as attitude studies in the Smokies
(Blakeney 1969, Burghardt et al. 1972, Bacon 1974, Petko-Seu s 1985).
Again, all of these studies pertained to black bears.
Relations hip of Knowledge and Attitudes
Knowledge about wildlife has often been considere d closely
associate d with attitudes toward wildlife.

Dagg (1974) stated that

human attitudes toward wildlife are closely related to interest in and
knowledge about wild animals.

As mentioned in the previous sections,

an increase in knowledge may lead to growth in appreciat ion and demand
for related activitie s (Lime and Cushwa 1969, More 1979a).

Kellert

(1980c) reported that people belonging to conservat ion organizat ions
tended to be relativel y knowledge able about animals.

More
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specificall y, Arthur et al. (1977) found a relationshi p between
knowledge about coyotes and several attitudes on coyote control, and
Young (1980) identified a positive correlation between knowledge of
wilderness and a positive attitude toward the concept of wilderness.
Fortier (1983) found that the more knowledgeab le people at Yellowstone
National Park exhibited attitudes more complementa ry to bear
management objectives than low knowledge respondents , and Dahlgren et
al. (1977) demonstrate d that wildlife knowledge can be used to predict
attitudes toward hunting; these uses of knowledge can be very helpful
in certain aspects of wildlife management.

However, it is not always

known whether knowledge actually changes attitudes or whether
attitudes lead to the desire for further knowledge.

Ramsey and

Rickson (1976) recognized a circularity between knowledge and
attitudes; they felt that neither solely causes the other, rather some
knowledge may lead to initial formation of attitudes which, in turn,
leads to further gains in knowledge and so on.

They found a positive

correlation between the two factors, but not a straight line
relationshi p.

Heneson (1982) proposed that attitudes play a role in

determining how much knowledge an individual is willing and able to
receive.

When knowledge does influence attitudes (e.g. potentially

controversi al environmen tal issues), it may result in moderate rather
than extreme positions (Ramsey and Rickson 1976).
Additional investigato rs have shown that increased knowledge does
not necessarily produce positive attitudes toward wildlife or
wildlife-re lated issues (Alvord 1972, Iverson 1975, LaHart 1978, Moore
1983).

LaHart concluded that, while knowledge and attitudes are
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related components of environmen tal perception, they have little
influence on each other.

Moore (1983) found that people with positive

attitudes may not know a lot about animals, while those with a great
deal of knowledge about animals do not necessarily approach the animal
world in a favorable manner.

Moore established that attitudes are

related to behavioral intentions and beliefs, and that knowledge is
also related to beliefs, but that knowledge is not highly correlated
with attitudes.
The logical question at this point is:
discrepancy in the literature? "

"Why is there such a

One of the major reasons is the use

of different types of surveys by different investigato rs (LaHart
1978).

In addition, the different attitudes pursued are subject to a

host of different factors.

Halloran (1967) explained that change of

attitude does not just depend on knowledge transfer, but on a number
of other elements such as the form in which the information is
presented, the people who present it (including how they are perceived
and how they deliver it), the circumstanc es surrounding the
information , the conditions and affiliation s of the audience, and the
function that knowledge might perform in serving or disrupting the
needs and desires of the recipients.
Although it is recognized that knowledge and attitudes may not
involve cause-and-e ffect relationshi ps, a broad public literacy of
biological and ecological concepts is still needed (Ramsey and Rickson
1976).

A person's beliefs serve as the information al basis which

ultimately helps to determine attitudes and behavior (Moore 1983);
these beliefs should be accurate.

McKeating (1975) pointed out that
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it would be very difficult to develop a proper perspective or
philosophic al attitude toward wildlife and wildlife management without
learning some sound ecological principles.

McKeating felt this was

particularl y important for urban dwellers because their influence will
continue to increase with rising urbanizatio n.
It should be possible to teach attitudes rather than just
expecting the acquisition of knowledge to automatical ly lead to
improved attitudes.

Ramsey and Rickson (1976) felt that a person can

certainly be taught environmen tal attitudes, but that their
development takes much longer than the learning of facts.

Murray

(1970) developed a booklet on wolves which not only provided
information , but appeared to directly change attitudes.

Pomerantz

(1977) suggested that the prominence of environmen tal issues in the
news and the increase in environmen tal education in schools are having
an impact on the attitudes of young people; such an impact may be
caused by teaching attitudes as well as facts.

Most natural history

interpreter s can attest to the potential for directly influencing
attitudes; Holtz (1976) has found that 99% of the nature centers he
questioned hoped to change environmen tal attitudes and 36% made
specific attempts.
We should clearly state our objectives and goals in educating the
public about wildlife and wildlife management.

If we wish to change

both knowledge and attitudes, we should address both issues in
educational programs, and not assume that one will automatical ly
influence the other.
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Theoretical Framework
David Moore (1983) presented a pyramid model (Figure 1) relating
cognitive and affective antecedents of behavior, based on a synthesis
of his own work and that of Likert (1932), Fishbein and Ajzen (1975),
Kellert and Berry (1980), and Driver (pers. commun. with D. Moore).
In his dissertation at the University of Wyoming, Moore explained that
the model represented a hierarchy of thought processes demonstrating
the conceptual cognitive flo\v in humans.

The system ultimately led to

overt behavior, but each step could be influenced by feedback from
other steps.
Moore's model is helpful in comprehending how visitor knowledge
and particularly attitudes toward wildlife in Cades Cove may be
formed.

Based on Moore's hierarchy and a combination of many projects

presented in this literature review, the present author has developed
a model (Figure 2) which demonstrates how various factors may
influence the way people think and act toward wildlife.

Although the

model does not intend to represent a complete picture of all variables
affecting thought processes and human behavior, it does illustrate
several major points.
As in Moore's hierarchy, information and experience form the base
of the model.

These factors directly affect perception through both

knowledge and beliefs.

Beliefs are important to the development of an

attitude or preference.

Knowledge may also affect the attitude, but

the relationship may be weak.

In turn, an attitude provides feedback

and thus influences beliefs and probably knowledge.
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Feedback Loops
Overt
Behavior

Behavioral
Intention

Values

Attitudes

Beliefs

Information , Experience

Figure 1 .

Moore's (1983) model of cognitive and affective antecedents
of behavior .

Figure ·2.

Model of factors influencing how people think and act toward wildlife.
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The attitude, when united with other attitudes , is also important
in the formation of wildlife values.

Values can play a prominent role

in governing behavior toward wildlife, although other factors may
dilute the system.

Social pressures can affect perceptio n by

influenci ng attitudes and therefore values.

These pressures can also

override values and directly affect or control behavior.
As an example of how this model might work, perceptio n of wolves
will be considere d.

Whenever a person hears or reads something about

wolves, both his/her knowledge and beliefs are affected.

A personal

experienc e with a wolf is also likely to influence these variables .
Changes in knowledge and especiall y beliefs can directly or indirectl y
affect the individu al's perceptio n of wolves by influenci ng an
attitude toward or preferenc e for wolves.

Similarly , changes in

either of these factors may influence the person's beliefs (and
possibly knowledge ) about wolves to at least some extent.

For

example, if the person heard that wolves kill helpless calves and
lambs, beliefs and thus attitudes could be affected.

Such changes

might make the person learn or retain future informati on which support
establish ed attitudes and beliefs, and resist contradic tory
informati on.

Furthermo re, attitudes and preferenc es may affect the

manner and complexit y of the person's entire perceptio n of wolves.
An attitude toward wolves might, when combined with other
attitudes , develop or influence the person's value system on a series
or class of factors.

For example, a negative attitude toward

predatory behavior in wolves might join with other negative attitudes
toward similar species (e.g. coyotes, mountain lions).

Together these
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attitude s could lead the person to assign a low value to any wild
canids, large predato rs, or predato rs in general .

Through this value

system, percepti ons can affect behavio r toward these animals , such as
indiscri minate killing of predato rs.
dilute the expressi on of behavio r.

However, social pressure can
For example , the person's

attitude s toward wolves may become less negative because of knowing
that friends or other respecte d persons have more positive attitude s
toward wolves, even if the individu al does not understa nd why others
feel differen tly.

In addition , the person's behavio r toward wolves or

other predato rs may be more directly influenc ed by fear of a citation
if he/she takes illegal action against these animals .

Ideally, both

behavio r and attitude s can be improved such that behavio r is
appropr iate even when social pressure s are absent.
Some findings of this disserta tion will be discusse d in light of
the model.

Of particu lar relevanc e will be the relation ship of

informa tion, knowled ge, preferen ces, and attitude s.

However, the

disserta tion is somewhat oriented toward management, and neither the
intervie w nor the question naire was designed to test the model.
Neverth eless, the model does offer a framework to view the
relation ships among perceptu al compone nts, and should provide guidance
for future research .
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CHAPTER III
STUDY AREA
Ecologica l Resource
Great Smoky Mountains National Park
Great Smoky Mountains National Park is located between 35° 26'
and 35° 47' N latitude and 83° 2' and 84° O' W longitude (Figure 3).
The mountains are divided geograph ically by a single ridge running
east-nort heast and west-sout hwest.

The ridge is the political

boundary between Tennessee to the northwest and North Carolina to the
southeast .

Elevation s range from 271 m in the western-m ost portion to

2,025 mat Clingman 's Dome in the central portion.

The Park

encompass es over 207,000 ha.
The Great Smoky Mountains were formed during several geologic
events.

The most important features have been alternate uplifting and

folding intersper sed with long erosional periods.

Erosion was

responsib le for cutting through overthrus t sheets of rock in several
areas of the Park.

Fensters were formed where the younger underlyin g

rock was made of soluble limestone and eventuall y widened into large,
level-flo ored coves or valleys (Harris 1977).
Park temperatu res annually range from an average of 8° C at
higher elevation s to 14° C at lower elevation s.

Precipita tion

annually ranges from a mean of 220 em at higher elevation s to 140 em
at lower elevation s (Stephens 1969).

Highest precipita tion (Dickson

1960) and temperatu re (Stephens 1969) both occur in July.
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Figure 3.
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The vegetatio nal compositi on of the Park has been greatly
affected by periglaci al activity.

As glaciers receded northward ,

cold-clim ate plants moved up in elevation .

Due to the survival of

many of these species as well as the retrieval of many warmer-cl imate
plants, the Park holds one of the largest associati ons of warm- and
cold-clim ate vegetatio n in the world (Harris 1977).

There are 130

species of trees and over 1,200 species of flowering plants (USDI
1981).
The diverse vegetatio n, climate, and geographi c features have
created a variety of animal habitats in GSMNP (USDI 1981).

Over 200

species of birds are found in the Park, along with more than 70
species of fish, 38 species of reptiles, 39 species of amphibian s, and
numerous invertebr ates (USDI 1979b).

Fifty-nin e species of mammals

still exist within the Park (Linzey and Linzey 1971).
Cades Cove
Cades Cove is located in the northwest ern section of GSMNP
(Figure 4).

The Cove is a geologic fenster which is limestone based.

It is a 1,000 ha historica l zone and is maintaine d in hay fields and
livestock pastures.

Its open fields (75% of Cove) are intersper sed

with small wooded areas (25%) and surrounde d by forested mountains
(Rabinow itz 1981).

Average elevation is approxim ately 530 rn.

Annual precipita tion averages 140 ern (Goldsmit h 1981).
Temperatu re data are less detailed, but averaged 17° C (-12° C to 33°
C) in 1979-1980 (Rabinow itz 1981).

Abrams Creek flows through about 8
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km of Cades Cove, although several smaller streams also drain the

area.

Portions of Abrams Creek flow undergrou nd during much of the

summer season (Mathews 1978).
A number of plants comprise the flora of Cades Cove.

The most

common open field species are fescue (Festuca spp.), orchard grass
(Dactylis spp.), timothy (Phleum spp.), red top (Agrostri s spp.), and
clover (Trifolium spp.).

Major tree species are pine (Pinus spp.),

hemlock (Tsuga canadens is), oak (Quercus spp.), maple (Acer spp.),
hickory (Carya spp.), and yellow poplar/tu lip tree (Lirioden dron
tulipifer a).

Common understor y plants include blueberri es (Vaccinium

spp.), hucklebe rries (Gaylussa cia spp.), rhododend ron (Rhododendron
spp.), mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia ), and servicebe rry
(Amelanch ier laevis) (USDI 1969 in Rabinowit z 1981).
A large number of Park fauna may be found in Cades Cove.
particula r interest to this study are the mammals and birds.

Of
At least

29 species of mammals presently exist in the Cove (Appendix A),
including black bear (Ursus americanu s), white-tai led deer (Odocoile us
virginian us), groundhog (Marmota monax), and striped skunk (Mephitus
mephitus) .

A controlle d number of domestic cattle and horses also

share pastures with wildlife.

At least six mammalian species which

probably inhabited Cades Cove at various times have been extirpate d
from the Park:

gray wolf (Canis lupus), fisher (Martes pennanti) ,

river otter (Lutra canadens is), mountain lion (Felis concolor) ,
American elk (Cervis canadens is), and bison (Bison bison) (Linzey and
Linzey 1981).

The Park's General Management Plan calls for

examinati on of reintrodu cing some of these species (USDI 1981). Ten
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river otters have been released on Abrams Creek below Cades Cove
during 1986 (J. Griess, pers. commun.).
Stupka (1963) described the avian species sighted in GSMNP.
Although a complete list of birds frequenti ng Cades Cove is not
available , those commonly seen by visitors of the Cove are wild turkey
(Meleagri s gallopavo ), common crow (Corvus brachyrhy nchos), turkey
vulture (Catharte s

~),

pileated woodpecke r (Dryocopu s pileatus) ,

eastern bluebird (Sialia sialis), and numerous other songbirds .

The

present author has also observed in the Cove such interestin g birds as
golden eagle (Aguila chrysaeto s), ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus) , and
mallard (Anas platyrhyn cos).
Huheey and Stupka (1967) documented the numerous species of
snakes, turtles, lizards, salamande rs, frogs, and toads living in
GSMNP.

Of particula r relevance to Cades Cove are timber rattlesna ke

(Crotalus horridus) , copperhea d (Agkistro don contortri x), northern
water snake (Nerodia sipedon), northern fence lizard (Scelopor us
undulatus ), skink (Eumeces spp.), eastern box turtle (Terrapen e
carolina) , and toad (Bufo spp.).
Twelve species of fish were collected on Abrams Creek in and near
Cades Cove in 1977 (Mathews 1978).

The most important game fish in

Cades Cove was the rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri ), although R.
Strange (pers. commun.) has also reported the brown trout (Salmo
trutta) in the western-m ost section of the Cove.
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Viewing Resource
Great Smoky Mountai ns Nationa l Park
GSMNP is well-kno wn for its mountain vistas which include
panoram ic views of ridges, valleys, and lush vegetati on.

The Park's

trees provide the unique feature of "smoke" or haze which gives the
mountain range its name; the haze is produced by the combinin g of
hydrocar bons called terpenes into larger molecul es that refract more
light (Harris 1977).

Addition al visual attracti ons within the

boundar ies of the Park include streams , waterfa lls, caverns ,
wildflow ers, historic al building s, and wildlife .

Most of the Park's

visitors are willing to view the resource s from the 356 km (221 mi) of
roads, although 1,384 km (860 mi) of trails are also availab le for
those who like to hike (USDI 1982b).
Cades Cove
Cades Cove provides a number of attracti ons.
maintain ed largely for its cultura l resourc es.

The Cove is

Historic structur es

include old homes, churche s, cemeter ies, barns, a mill, and several
other farm building s (Figure 5).

These are the remains of a community

which peaked in 1850 with 685 people in 132 househo lds and again in
1900 with 708 individu als in 125 families (Shields 1981).
The Nationa l Park Service prevents refores tation of meadows in
Cades Cove not only to provide a foregrou nd for historic structur es,
but also for maintain ing panoram ic views (USDI 1981).

Scenic

attracti ons include mountai ns, forests, streams , and the open fields
of the valley (Figure 6).
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Figure 5.

Six major historic features in Cades Cove (Photograp hy by
Lars R. Snavely and Bruce C. Hastings) .
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Figure 6.

Major types of scenic features of Cades Cove (photography by
Lars R. Snavely and Bruce C. Hastings).
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Wildlife is also an importa nt part of the viewing resource .

An

18 km paved loop road circles the Cove, with 2 short gravel roads
further dissecti ng it.

These roads offer visitors contact with

numerous wildlife habitats without having to leave their automob iles.
Several species of wildlife are relative ly abundan t and highly
visible , resultin g in many human-w ildlife interact ions with such
animals as white-t ailed deer, black bear, wild turkey, and groundho g
(Figure 7).

Numerous songbird s offer both viewing and listenin g

opportu nities.
Visitati on
Great Smoky Mountai ns Nationa l Park
Visitati on in GSMNP has totaled about 8 - 9 million each year
since 1972 (USDI 1982b).

The actual number of Park visitors is much

smaller because numerous people visit several times annually ; the more
than 9 million visits in 1977 was estimate d at 1.5 - 2.0 million
individu als (USDI 1979b).

Almost 8 1/2 million visits were made to

the Park during 1983 (i.e. the year that visitors were surveyed for
this study).
Visitati on peaks in the summer months of June, July, and August
and again in October when the leaves change color (USDI 1982b).
Weekend travel is much heavier than weekday visitati on, over twice as
much for Saturday s and Sundays as Monday through Friday combine d.
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Figure 7.

Six major wildlife species that commonly interact with
visitors in Cades Cove (photography by Bruce C. Hastings).
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Cades Cove
Over 250,00 0 vehicl es used the Cades Cove Loop Road during 1983
(Natio nal Park Servic e record s).

The highe st use occurr ed from July

throug h November and peaked during Augus t.

In additi on to the viewin g

resour ces previo usly mentio ned, the Cove also attrac ted people
for
campin g, picnic king, hiking , bicycl ing, and horseb ack riding .
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CHAPTER IV
METHODS
Development of Survey
The survey was initially developed from the author's concerns for
interpretat ion of wildlife in Cades Cove.

Further development led to

considerati on for an understandi ng of human-wild life relationshi ps:
How do visitors perceive wild animals?
expect to see, and want to see?

What wildlife do people see,

What do visitors know and feel about

wildlife management and interpretati on?

A literature review and

discussions with Park interpretiv e naturalists and University of
Tennessee faculty led to an initial form of the survey.

A personal

interview was pre-tested in Cades Cove, while a written questionnai re
was pre-tested on 30 individuals who had visited Cades Cove.

Results

of pre-testing led to a briefer form of the personal interview and a
longer, but more refined, mail-back questionnai re to be taken home by
visitors.
Sampling Procedure
The survey population consisted of visitors who drove cars, vans,
trucks, or motor homes through any portion of Cades Cove.

It was

considered impractical to distribute questionnai res to bicyclists,
motorcyclis ts, or pedestrians .

All sampling was conducted at a

pulloff located approximate ly 300 m from the exit of the Cove loop
road.
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A diamond -shaped sign (1.2 m X 1.2 m) was placed on a large easel
approxim ately 200 m before the pulloff.

The sign was orange with

black borders and black letterin g, and stated:
600FT AHEAD".

"\viLDLIFE SURVEY CREW

A smaller sign and easel were located at the pulloff.

One side of this sign stated in green letters, "PLEASE PROCEED", while
the other side could be easily flipped over to read in black letters,
"PLEASE PULL OVER".
The occupan ts of 400 vehicles were intervie wed.

Sampling was

conducte d on 16 days (8 weekdays and 8 weekend days) from 30 July to
21 August 1983.

No visitors were sampled on Fridays since Fridays

might be consider ed either weekdays or weekend days.
On each sampling day, the occupan ts of 25 vehicles were asked to
particip ate.

Eight parties were contacte d each morning at 0800 - 1000

hrs EDST and each evening at 1800 - 2000 hrs; 9 were contacte d at 1300
- 1500 hrs.

Vehicles were selected systema tically; the first vehicle

that passed after each 15 min. interva l was contacte d during morning
and evening sessions and after 13 min. for the afternoo n session s.
Data Collecti on Procedu res
On-site Intervie w
All intervie wing was conducte d by the author.

Before a visitor

was asked to particip ate in the study, the intervie wer (who always
wore a

fluoresc~nt

orange vest) briefly identifi ed himself, his

institut ion (i.e. the Univers ity of Tenness ee), and the study.

Then

he asked if the occupan t would mind answerin g a few quick question s
and taking home a longer question naire to be complete d at a later
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time.

Of 401 vehicles stopped, the interviewer received only one

refusal.
The interviewer asked nine questions (Appendix B) of the
occupants of each vehicle sampled.
min.

The interview usually took 3 - 5

Often more than one occupant would participat e, although a

spokesperso n (usually the driver) was easily identi fiable.
The major purpose of the interview was to obtain information
which the participant s might otherwise forget before completing the
longer form (i.e. what wildlife they saw on-site, had wanted to see,
and had expected to see).

The interviewer also needed data on:

(1)

name and address so that postcard reminders could be sent to those who
were slow to return questionnai res, (2) group structure, (3) temporal
patterns, and (4) response to a color photograph considered to be too
expensive to reproduce in the mail-back questionnai re.
Mail-back Questionnai re
Following the personal interview questions, a 10-page
questionnai re (Appendix C) was handed to an adult occupant (more than
15 years old) of each vehicle, along with a self-addres sed,
postage-pai d envelope and a cover letter (Appendix D).

The

questionnai re was made as attractive and non-threate ning as possible
by using a photograph of a deer on a forest green cover and by
reducing the size of the saddle-stitc hed booklet (25.2 em X 17.6 em).
Questions were designed to satisfy the objectives of the study
while also being quick and easy to answer, almost regardless of
educational attainment.

The major batteries of questions dealt with:
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preferenc es for various wildlife species; knowledge of wildlife,
management, and interpret ation; importanc e of wildlife as a reason for
visitatio n; attitudes toward management and interpret ation; backgroun d
variables ; and type of NPS wildlife informati on used.
A follow-up reminder (Appendix E) was sent to each participa nt
who had not returned the questionn aire two weeks after the interview .
A second, but different reminder (Appendix F) was sent to those who
were still reluctant four weeks following the interview .
reminders were printed on postcards .

Both

Both emphasize d the importanc e

of visitor responses .
Mail Response Rate
Of the 400 written questionn aires distribut ed at Cades Cove, 340
(85.0%) were returned (Table 1).

One hundred and ninety-on e (47.8%)

questionn aires were returned in the first wave, while 25.2% were
returned after the first postcard reminder and 12.0% after the second
postcard reminder.
Data Analysis Procedure s
The significa nce level was set at P
stated.

< 0.05

unless otherwise

Most analyses were conducted using SPSS programs, i.e.

Statistic al Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et al. 1975).
Most of the questionn aire items were measured using 5-point
Likert scales.

As in many sociologi cal studies, the assumptio n was

made that Likert scale data were interval in nature, and appropria te
statistic s were used.

The Student's t-test, paired t-tests, and

N Returned in
First Wave
191 (47.8%)

Distribu ted
400
101 (25.2%)

Second Wave

N Returned in

48 (12.0%)

Third Wave

N Returned in

340

Returned

Total N

85%

Rate

Response

Return rate for the 10-page mail-bac k question naire on wildlife of Cades
Cove, GSMNP, 1983.

N

Table 1.

0"

co
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one-way analy sis of varian ce (with Dunca n's multi ple range
test) were
used to evalu ate differ ences in respo nse means . Separ ate
varia nce
estim ates for the t-tes t were employed whene ver an F-tes
t ident ified
unequ al varia nces; other wise the poole d varian ce estim ate
was used.
Facto r analy sis was employed as a data reduc tion techn ique
for
group ing prefe rence s for diffe rent anima ls; a speci es was
place d in a
categ ory when it had a facto r loadin g of 0.4 or above in
a speci fic
facto r and at least 0.1 above its next highe st value in
any other
facto r; princ iple compo nents with ortho gonal varim ax rotat
ion was the
facto ring routi ne used.

In limite d situa tions , the nonpa ramet ric

Cochr an Q test and chi-sq uared test were also used to test
respo nse
diffe rence s.

Pears on corre lation coeff icien ts (r) were employed to

corre late inter val level data and Kenda ll corre lation coeff
icien ts
were used to corre late ordin al data.

The Spearman corre lation

proce dure was not used becau se of numerous tied ranks .
Relia bility was evalu ated using two metho ds for measu ring
inter nal consi stenc y.

Thirt y-fiv e indiv idual items with high varia nce

were tested throu gh an odd/e ven split -half relia bility
estim ator
(Alle n and Yen 1979) ; only two (5.7% ) were found unrel iable
, which is
proba bly due to random error . Relia bility of indic es was
inves tigate d
using SPSS Subpr ogram RELIABILITY, which provi des relia
bility
coeff icien ts along with basic summary stati stics (Hull
and Nie 1981) .
Resul ts of index relia biliti es were used to aid const ructio
n of
indic es, and are repor ted withi n the text.
Valid ity was evalu ated by inves tigati ng wheth er the instru
ments
and the entir e study measu red what they were suppo sed to
measu re.
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Validatio n of the entire study was approache d from the standpoin t of
the study's applicab ility to the "real world" (Bowers and Courtrigh t
1984).

To date, many of the results appear helpful for solving real

management problems.

Validatio n of the two instrumen ts was studied

largely through content validity, a common but often subjectiv e
approach.

Instrumen t validatio n can, however, be strengthe ned beyond

this face validity by investiga ting the degree of inter-jud ge
agreement for individua l items or by computing reliabili ty
coefficie nts for internal consisten cy.

The latter can confirm

validity by inferring the appropria teness of the items for the overall
question (Betz and Weiss 1976).

The requireme nts of content validity

for this study were largely approache d by:

(1) considera ble

subjectiv e evaluatio n of whether items measured their relevant traits
prior to testing, (2) using a number of people from various
professio nal backgroun ds (e.g. wildlife scientist s, recreatio n
scientist s, foresters , lay people) to judge or critique the items, and
(3) computing reliabili ty coefficie nts for internal consisten cy.

The

more theoretic ally-base d construct validity was attempted where
possible.

Factor analysis (Allen and Yen 1979) and other evaluatio ns

of variance and correlatio ns (Kerlinge r 1973) are common tools
employed in construct validatio n.

However, construct validity is

seldom achieved in a straightfo rward fashion or even by a single
researche r (Bowers and Courtrigh t 1984); it is usually the result of
accumulat ed assessmen t from numerous studies and researche rs.

Some

portions of this questionn aire were validated with previousl y
mentioned procedure s and through compariso n with similar studies.
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Although the originali ty of the present study hindered thorough
construct validatio n, the design may be helpful to future researche rs
in developin g wildlife surveys with readily measurabl e construct
validity.
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CHAPTER V
VISITOR PROFILE
Most questionnaires contain items used to describe the sample
(e.g. demographics, socioeconomic variables, etc.).

These background

variables are often discussed in detail and placed near the end of
reports and theses.

It appears more logical in this thesis to include

a concise profile of the sample at the beginning of the Results
chapters in order to provide the reader with a quick "feel" for the
type of people who visit Cades Cove.

The Visitor Profile provides a

perspective for interpreting the specific findings of the study.
Tables in this chapter provide the necessary details for readers who
want to become more familiar with sample characteristics.

Visitors

who participated in oral interviews are referred to as "participants"
and those who responded to the written questionnaire are termed
"respondents."
Ages of questionnaire respondents were relatively evenly
distributed between major age classes (Table 2); mean age was 37.8
years (SD = 13.0).

Sampling was skewed toward males (65.9% of

respondents), especially during interviews (86.0% of participants);
obviously, spokespersons during interviews were not always the vehicle
occupants who completed the questionnaire.

Most respondents were

educated beyond high school, with about one-fourth completing college
and/or attending graduate school.

Many worked in

professional/manageria l roles or were unsalaried (e.g. housewives,
retirees, students, etc.).
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Table 2. Scx:ioeconarri.c characte ristics of question naire resJ:X>ndents in
Cades Cove, m1NP, 1983.
·

Socioeconarri.c/Iamgraphic
Glaract eristics
Age
<20
20-29
:D--39
40-49

Nl.lllOOr of
Respondents

Percent of
ResJ:X>ndents

13
81
118
58
65

3.9
24.2
35.2
17.3
19.4

Total

335

100.0

Sex
Mlle
Famle

222
115

65.9
34.1

Total

337

100.0

40

37
3

11.9
2h.4
11.0
25.2
13.6
11.0
.9

337

100.0

58
43
46

22
13
22
83

17.3
12.8
13.7
14.3
6.6
3.9
6.6
24.8

335

100.0

~

Education
< High school
High scfiool
Teclmical or vocation al school
Sene college
Canpleted college
Graduate ~rk or degree
Other
Total
Cb:uiEtion (Adapted fran Miller 1978)
Professi onal, technica l, s:im:i1ar ~rkers
M:magers, official s, propriet ors (except fanilS)
Clerical , sales, s:im:i1ar ~rkers
Craftsre n, forBTEil, s:im:i1ar ~rkers
DI:eratives and s:im:i1ar ~rkers
Service ~rkers
IE.borers, includin g fanrers and miners
Unanployed (OOusewives, retired, students , etc.)
Total

~

37
85

46

48
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Participant s were from a large number of home towns (285 towns
from 400 interviews) , but were largely from the Southeast (Table 3).
Knoxville, TN, was the most commonly represented city, and about
one-third of the respondents were from Tennessee.

About half had

grown up primarily in rural areas prior to their 16th birthdays, with
the remainder being raised almost equally in
4).

to~1s

and cities (Table

Most were not hunters, although many had quit hunting (Table 5).
Most visitors had been to Cades Cove at least once prior to the

day of the interview (74.2%), and almost one-fourth had visited the
site more than 25 times (Table 6).

Most participant s spent more than

an hour in the Cove (87.0%), and about 40% spent over two hours (x =
127.6 min., SD

= 83.9).

four people (Table 7).

The most common sizes of groups were two and
Almost all vehicles contained more than one

occupant with about half having at least one child (Table 8).
Unless otherwise stated, future comparisons of the background
variables described above with attitude and knowledge indices will be
limited to Age, Sex, Education, Occupation, Type of Area Resided in
Prior to age 16, Prior Experience with Cades Cove, and Hunting Status.
Some categories within these variables have been consolidate d for
analytical purposes (Appendix F).
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Table 3.

Reside ntial charac teristi cs of questio nnaire
respon dents in Cades Cove, GSHNP, 1983.

Reside ntial
Charac teristic

Number of
Respon dents

Percen t of
Respon dents

Geogra phic Region
Southe ast
Midwest
Southw est
Mid-A tlantic
North Atlant ic
West
Foreign country

259
57
12
4
4
2
2

76.2
16.7
3.5
1.2
1.2
.6
.6

Total

340

100.0

Home State
Tennes see
Florida
Georgia
Ohio
Alabama
North Carolin a
Kentucky
Missis sippi
Louisia na
Illino is
Other

118
35
33
23
18
18
16
14
9
12
44

34.7
10.3
9.7
6.8
5.3
5.3
4.7
4.1
2.7
3.5
12.9

Total

340

100.0

Home Town
Knoxv ille, TN
Maryv ille, TN
Sevier ville, TN
Jackso nville, FL
Wallan d, TN
Other

30
21
6
5
3
275

8.8
6.2
1.8
1.5
.9
80.8

Total

340

100.0
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Table 4.

Residence before 16th birthday of Cades Cove
visitors, GSMNP, 1983.

Number of
Respondents

Percent of
Respondents

Rural

173

51.3

Town

79

23.5

City (25,000 or more)

85

25.2

337

100.0

Residence before 16th birthday

Total

77
Table

5.

Hunting charact eristics of Cades Cove visitors ,
GSMNP, 1983.

Hunting Status

Number of
Respond ents

Percent of
Respond ents

Yes

125

37.1

No

149

44.2

63

18.7

337

100.0

Have, but quit
Total

78
Table 6.

Temporal characte ristics of Cades Cove visitors,
GSMNP, 1983.

Temporal
Characte ristic

Number of
Visitors

Percent of
Visitors

Number of Previous Trips
None

87

25.8

1

48

14.2

2-5

69

20.5

6-10

31

9.2

> 10

26

7.7

337

100.0

52

13.0

61-120

186

46.5

121-180

95

23.7

> 180

67

16.8

400

100.0

Total a
Minutes Spent Inside Cove

< 61

Totalb

a

b Based on questionn aire responden ts.
Based on personal interview participa nts.
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Table 7.

Number of vehicle s contain ing adults and childre n stopped
for person al intervi ews in Cades Cove, GSMNP, 1983.

Number of Adults
in Vehicle

n

%

1

28

7.0

2

256

64.0

3

41

10.2

4

58

14.5

5

7

1.8

10

2.5

400

100.0

6 or more
Total
Number of Childre n
in Vehicle

n

%

0

207

51.8

1

6

15.2

2

90

22.5

3

27

6.8

4

9

2.2

5

2

0.5

6 or more

4

1.0

400

100.0

Total

80
Table 8.

Number of visitors in vehicles stopped for
persona l intervie ws in Cades Cove, GSMNP,

1983.

Number of Visitors

Vehicle

in Vehicle

n

%

1

11

2.8

2

137

34.2

3

66

16.5

4

114

28.5

5

31

7.7

6 or more

41

10.3

400

100.0

Total

81

CHAPTER VI
VISITOR PREFERENCES TOWARD WILDLIFE
The purpose of this chapter is to investiga te some visitor
perceptio ns through preferenc es toward wildlife.

This task is largely

accomplis hed by identifyin g animals that people observed, expected to
see, and wanted to see in Cades Cove.

Most questions relating to

these variables were asked during the on-site interview so that
visitors might have better recall of what they had seen.

In addition,

visitors were asked to rate each of 33 animals for viewing preferenc es
in the written questionn aire in order to obtain more
refined data.
Wildlife that Interview Participa nts Saw,
Expected to See, and Wanted to See
Four interview questions related to wildlife that people saw
immediate ly prior to being interview ed and wildlife they had wanted to
see and expected to see when they entered Cades Cove (Appendix B).
The first three were open-ende d.

A partial list of animals commonly

seen in Cades Cove (Appendix G) was presented to the visitors late in
the interview to avoid biasing answers to previous questions .

Then

participa nts were asked if they saw any animals on the list which they
had previousl y forgotten to mention.
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Wildlife that Visitors Saw
The animal most commonly seen in Cades Cove was the white-ta iled
deer.

Ninety-o ne percent of Cove visitors reported seeing at least

one deer on the day they were intervie wed (Table 9).

More than half

of the visitors also reported seeing crows (70 . 8%) and groundho gs
(51.5%).

Other wildlife commonly observed were black bears (29.3%),

gray squirre ls (28.8%), wild turkeys (19.3%), and "other birds"
(28.8%).

The high number of black bear observa tions was largely due

to three separate yearling bears using areas near the loop road during
the intervie w period.
At least 38 species of wild animals were observed by visitors .
Most visitors (73.3%) reported 2 - 5 species .

All but five of the 400

intervie w particip ants (98.8%) reported seeing at least one species of
wildlife after they were shown the list of animals .
Many wildlife were not reported until visitors read the list of
animals (Table 10).

The number of animals mentione d early in the

intervie w average 2.51 species, while the mean number increase d to
3.93 species after seeing the list.

These were generall y animals that

might not be immedia tely perceive d as wildlife (e.g. fish, lizards,
snakes) and those commonly seen outside of the Park (e.g. crows,
vultures , other birds, squirre ls).

The wildlife most likely to be

reported prior to visitors reading the list were relative ly large
animals or those not commonly seen outside of preserve s (e.g. deer,
bear, raccoon , wild turkey).
Visitor age and time of day were the only backgrou nd factors
related to the number of species seen.

People in the older age group
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Table 9.

Animals observed by Cades Cove visitors before
and after seeing a list of wildlife native to
the Cove, 1983 (n = 400).

Participant s
Reporting
Animals

Animal
Deer
Crow
Groundhog
Bear
Squirrel
Other bird
Turkey
Fish
Vulture
Raccoon
Lizard
Snake
Chipmunk
Butterfly
Skunk
Other
Rabbit
Other mammal
Hawk
Nothing

n
364
283
206
117
115
115
77
67
44
35
31
28
23
21
19
18
12
9
5

5

%

91.0
70.8
51.5
29.3
28.8
28.8
19.3
16.8
11.0
8.8
7.8
7.0
5.8
5.3
4.8
4.5
3.0
2.3
1.3
1.3

Participant s
Remembering
Animals
\vithout List
n
363
64
175
116
48
38
70
9
10
32
5
10
13
14
12
10
9
6

4
12

%

90.8
16.0
43.8
29.0
12.0
9.5
17.5
2.3
2.5
8.0
1.3
2.5
3.3
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.3
1.5
1.0
3.0

Participant s
Remembering
Animals Only
With List
n
1
219
31
1
67
77
7
58
34
3
26
18
10
7
7
8
3
3
1
-7a

%

.3
54.8
7.8
.3
16.8
19.3
1.8
14.5
8.5
.8
6.5
4.5
2.5
1.8
1.8
2.0
.8
.8
.3b

a Seven respondents , who had previously stated that they had
not seen any wildlife, remembered seeing animals after
b reading the list.
Not applicable.
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Table 10.

Animals reporte d in Cades Cove after
visitor s were shown a list of species
native to the Cove, 1983 (n = 400).

Animal

%

Fish

86.6

Lizard

83.9

Crow

77.4

Vulture

77.3

Other birds

67.0

Snake

64.3

Squirr el

58.3

Other a

44.4

Chipmunka

43.5

Skunk

36.8

Other mammals b

33.3

Butter fly a

33.3

Rabbita

25.0

Hawka

20.0

Groundhog

15.0

Turkey

9.1

Raccoon

8.6

Bear

.9

Deer

.3

a Not on the list.
b Listed as "Other fur-bea ring animal s."
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(SO years or older ) saw fewer speci es than young er
group s (P = 0.013 ),
which is diffi cult to inter pret. Inter est in wild
life was not a
facto r; the hope of seein g wild life was an equa lly
common reaso n for
visit ing the Cove for both group s (P
visit ors were more alert .

= 0.644 ).

Perha ps young er

Also, those in their 30's and 40's

trave lled in large r group s than older visit ors (P
= 0.001 ); more
peop le may have been able to sight more wild life.
Visit ors who began their trips throu gh the Cove betwe
en 1100
hrs and 1500 hrs obser ved fewer spec ies than those
who start ed (P <
0.001 ) at other times . More wild life spec ies are
activ e and can be
seen in morn ings and eveni ngs than in after noon s.

In addi tion, fewer

after noon visit ors drove to Cades Cove to see wild
life than morn ing or
eveni ng visit ors (P < 0.001 ). Thus peop le in the
after noon s proba bly
saw fewer wild life speci es becau se fewer spec ies were
obser vable and
inter est in wild life was reduc ed in this group .
Wild life that Visit ors Expe cted to See
The anim al that visit ors most expec ted to see was
the
whit e-tai led deer (80.0 %), altho ugh many peop le also
expec ted to
obser ve bears (25.3 %) and other wild life (Tabl e 11).
Repe at visit ors
expec ted to see deer more than first time visit ors
(P < 0.001 ), but
not bear (P = 0.979 ). Repe at visit ors proba bly knew
from past
expe rienc e that the chanc es of seein g bears were not
grea t, but that
deer were very likel y to be obser ved.
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Table 11.

Animals which intervie w particip ants had
expected to see in Cades Cove, GSMNP, 1983.

Particip ants (n=400)
Animal
Deer
Bear
Groundhog
Turkey
Nothing in particu lar
Other bird
Crow
Squirre l
Fox
Skunk
Raccoon
Chipmunk
Other mammal
Anything
Rabbit
Other
Hawk
Fish
Butterf ly
Vulture
Snake
Lizard

n
320
101
61
59
39
13
12
11
9
8
7

6
5
5
4
3
2
2
1
0
0
0

%

80.0
25.3
15.3
14.8
9.8
3.3
3.0
2.8
2.3
2.0
1.8
1.5
1.3
1.3
1.0
.8
.5
.5
.3
0
0
0
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\vildlife that Visitors \vanted to See
The animal that intervie w particip ants reported wanting to see
most was the bear (65.5%).
see deer (Table 12).

Almost half of the visitors also wanted to

Kellert (198Gb) has shown that large, aesthet ic

animals are highly preferre d over many other animals .
Relation ship of Preferen ces and Expecta tions to the Wildlife that
Visitors Saw
Sixteen animals that were seen by at least one percent of the
intervie w particip ants were ranked on how much people preferre d,
expected , and saw them (refer to Table 11; "Other" categor ies not
include d).

Kendall 's correlat ion coeffic ient (tau) was used to

investig ate relation ships between the three variable s of preferen ce,
expecta tion, and actual observa tion.

Kendall 's was preferre d to

Spearman because of numerous tied ranks in one of the categor ies.
All correlat ions (Figure 8) between the three variable s were
signific ant at P

< 0.001.

A logical path relation ship between them

might origina te at human preferen ce for wildlife .

The "desire" to see

certain types of wildlife may affect their expecta tions which in turn
may affect what is actually seen by people seeking those animals .
However , caution should be taken where a cause-a nd-effec t relation ship
is postulat ed from a measure of correla tion.

The cause-a nd-effec t may

not actually exist or may be in the opposite directio n from what is
assumed .

This approach supports the model in Figure 2; an experien ce

can affect percepti on indirec tly by supplyin g knowledg e or changing
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Table 12.

Animals which interview participant s had wanted to
see in Cades Cove, GSMNP, 1983.

Participant s (n

=

400)

Animal

n

%

Bear

262

65.5

Deer

189

47.3

Turkey

72

18.0

Anything

41

10.3

Groundhog

23

5.8

Nothing in particular

20

5.0

Fox

13

3.3

Other mammal

13

3.3

Other bird

5

1.3

Crow

4

1.0

Squirrel

3

.8

Skunk

2

.5

Rabbit

1

.3

Hawk

1

.3

Snake

1

.3

Other

1

.3
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Prefere nce

.75

Observ ation

Expect ation

Figure 8.

Kenda ll's correla tions between prefere nce,
expect ation, and observ ation of wildli fe
by intervi ew partici pants.
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belief s; expec tation s and theref ore prefer ences can then be altere
d.
As an examp le, visito rs' former observ ations of anima ls could
affect
their expec tation s of what they would find on the next trip, which
in
turn could alter their prefer ence for some wildli fe specie s that
they
would consid er likely to see.

As will be shown later, most people

would like to see a fox in Cades Cove but did not mentio n it,
possib ly
becaus e they did not expect to see one.

This lack of expec tation may

have been affect ed by previo us experi ence in Cades Cove where
foxes
are relati vely abunda nt but seen infreq uently (e.g. none of the
400
partic ipants saw a fox).
There were enough data to compare prefer ence, expec tation , and
observ ation for three indivi dual anima ls:

bears, deer, and turkey s.

The chi-sq uared test of indepe ndence was used becaus e the three
variab les were assumed indepe ndent of one anothe r.

Resul ts

demon strated that people who wanted to see bears were more likely
to
expec t them (P

< 0.001) ,

but not more likely to see them (P = 0.813)

than those who did not want to see them.

People reacte d simila rly to

turkey s; those who wanted to see turkey s were more likely to expect
them than people who did not want to see them (P
not more likely to see them (P

< 0.001) ,

but were

= 0.064) . However, visito rs who wanted

to see deer were also more likely to expec t them (P

= 0.007) but were

less likely to see them (P

= 0.009) than people who stated that they

did not want to see deer.

A logica l assum ption might be that people

who did not want to see deer were repeat visito rs and were somew
hat
tired of deer.

However, there was no differ ence betwee n first-t ime

and repeat visito rs on desire to see deer (P

=

0.103 ).

An altern ate
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explan ation is that deer were probab ly the easies t wildli fe to
see in
Cades

Cove~

Most people wanted to see deer when they entere d the Cove

(as will be suppo rted in the next sectio n); howev er, after observ
ing
severa l of these anima ls before reachi ng the exit where they were
interv iewed , some visito rs may have forgot ten their earlie r desire
to
see deer and were more intere sted in other anima ls.

It would be

helpfu l to ask visito rs what they want and expec t to see as they
enter
the Cove instea d of when they exit.
Of additi onal intere st, interv iew partic ipants rated the bear
as
the anima l they most wanted to see in Cades Cove, while questi
onnair e
respon dents rated deer slight ly higher than bear.

A poten tial

interp retati on is that female respon dents rated deer higher than
bears
(P

= 0.014)

and women made a higher percen tage of questi onnai re

respon dents (34.1% ) than interv iew spokes person s (14.0% ).

An

altern ate explan ation is that, in spite of our verba lly asking
visito rs, "What kinds of wildli fe were you wantin g to see before
you
came into the Cove today? ", many interv iew partic ipants may have
still
been consid ering the questi on from their situat ion at the time
of the
interv iew.

If visito rs had alread y seen severa l deer, they may not

have felt it impor tant to see more deer.

Resul ts report ed earlie r

demon strated that people who saw deer were less likely to report
wantin g to see deer than people who had not observ ed them.

However,

visito rs hoped to see bears whethe r or not they had alread y seen
any;
there was no differ ence in desire to see bears betwee n visito rs
who
saw bears and those who did not.
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Prefere nce of Questio nnaire Respon dents for Wildli fe Species
To better underst and prefere nces for wildlif e specie s,
questio nnaire respond ents were asked how much they would like to see
each of 33 animal s in Cades Cove regard less of whethe r they believe d
that the species lived within the Park.

Rating each animal in a list

reduced relianc e on either memory or simila r definit ions of
"wildl ife."

This approac h also helped determ ine the degree to \vhich

animal s and types of animals are preferr ed for viewing .

All animal s

either presen tly exist or probab ly existed previou sly in Cades Cove.
Pretes ting demons trated that the majori ty of people wanted to see most
animal s; therefo re, the followi ng 5-poin t Likert scale was used:
Strong ly Like to See, Like to See, Somewhat Like to See, Neutra l, Not
Like to See.

Additio nal items in the questio nnaire include d variab les

conside red most related to species prefere nce:
and previou s experie nce in Cades Cove.
are statist ically signifi cant.

sex, hunting status ,

All differe nces reporte d below

Studen t's t-test and one-way analys is

of varianc e (with Duncan 's multip le range test) were used to test
differe nces in respons e means.

Factor analys is was employed as a data

reducti on techniq ue for groupin g animal s; a species was placed in a
categor y when it had a factor loading of 0.4 or above in a specifi c
factor and at least 0.1 above its next highes t value in any other
factor.

Princip le compon ents with orthogo nal varimax rotatio n was the

factori ng routine used (Nie et al. 1975).
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Preferre d Animals
The most popular species were deer, bears, turkeys, eagles, and
raccoons (Table 13); all of these animals received preferen ce ratings
that were consiste ntly high (i.e. low standard deviatio ns).

The least

popular animals were copperh eads, rattlesn akes, bats, lizards, and
non-pois onous snakes.

Although wild hogs and coyotes also possesse d

relative ly low preferen ce means, they did demonst rate unusual ly high
variance in how people rated them.
Males and females tended to rate animals similarl y; however ,
women rated horses, cattle, rabbits , box turtles, and "other birds"
signific antly higher and copperh eads, rattlesn akes, and wild hogs
lower than men.

Hunters rated wild hogs higher than either former

hunters or nonhunt ers (those who had never consider ed themselv es
hunters ); hunters also preferre d bobcats , bears, and wild turkeys more
than non-hun ters.

Hunters rated domestic horses, rabbits, box

turtles, frogs/to ads, domestic cattle, and "other birds" lower than
nonhunt ers.

Hunters also rated rabbits , opossum s, chipmun ks, and

"other birds" lower than former hunters .

Those who had never visited

Cades Cove prior to the day of the intervie w rated coyotes and wild
hogs higher than those who had previous experien ce at the Cove.
rattlesn akes, and copperhe ads were rated lowest (31, 32, and 33
respect ively), regardle ss of visitor sex, hunting status, or
visitati on status.

Bats,
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Table 13.

~and

standard deviations for preferences toward wildlife in Cades Cove,
a:MNP, 1983.

Fank An:inal

M?an1 SD

funk An:inal

M?an

SD

Fank An:inal

~

SD

1

Leer

1.25 0.24

12

Grotmdhog

2.00 0.94

23

Wild hog

2.84 2.11

2

Pear

1.32 0.36

13

Peaver

2.05 1.01

24

Coyote

2.85 2.00

3

'furkey

1.43 0.49

14

Otter

2.~

0.<})

25

Vulture

2.87 1.57

4

Eagle

1.43 0.53

15

P:olx:at

2.00 1.64

26

:I:bresti.c
oorse

2.95 1.62

5
6
7

Raccoon

O.Vl
Trout

1.C:D 0.69
1.63 0.66
1.77 0.00

16
17
18

Otrer

27

birds

2.13 1.12

Mink

2.16 1.00

Rabbit

2.17 0.<})

28

29

Frog or

tood

2.SB 1.52

Ibrestic
cattle

3.10 1.54

Non-poisonous
snake

3.34 1.72

8

Fox

1.84 0.87

19

P:ox turtle 2.36 1.12

3)

lizard

3.37 1.40

9

Chipmmk 1.89 0.89

2)

O{nsstm

2.58 1.43

31

Pat

3.78 1.41

1.92 0.95

21

\\easel

2.79 1.79

32

10

fuwk

Rattlesnake

11

Gray
squirrel 2.00 1.01

22

Skunk

2.83 1.74

33

4.07 1.61

Copperl"r2ad

1 For calculatio
n of rrams, Strongly Like to See = 1 and Not Like to See = 5.

4.14 1.48
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Preferred Types of Animals
To reduce the large list of 33 species to a more manageabl e
package for analytica l purposes, categorie s of animals were
intuitive ly developed and then subjected to Cronbach 's alpha
reliabili ty procedure for evaluatin g internal consisten cy between
items (Table 14).

Aesthetic and culturall y important animals were the

most preferred while commonly feared and domestic animals were least
preferred .

All t-test compariso ns of visitor responses to opposing

categorie s (i.e. commonly feared versus not commonly feared, domestic
versus non-dome stic animals) were significa nt at P

< 0.01.

In

addition, women liked animals which were culturall y important ,
domestic, or commonly seen in Cades Cove more than men liked them.
Nonhunter s preferred domestic animals more than hunters.

People who

had never been to Cades Cove before liked predators , commonly feared
animals, and those considere d "pests" more than repeat visitors.
Factor analysis was employed to statistic ally group animals
according to visitor preferenc e.

Of the six categorie s that factored,

popular game species and small, aesthetic animals were the most
preferred while poisonous snakes and other unappeali ng species were
least preferred (Table 15).

Fur species and domestic animals were the

third and fourth most preferred groups.

Two categorie s (poisonou s

snakes and domestic animals) were not considere d strong factors
because each had only two species, but their correlati on values were
high enough to warrant inclusion .

In addition, a separate question

demonstra ted that 41.0% of the responden ts believed that poisonous
snakes should be destroyed whenever seen in Cades Cove, and Burghardt
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Table 14. Prefere nce rrmns and reliabi lity values (CronOOch' s alpha)
for
relecte d groups of wildlif e in Cades Cove, G:MNP, 1983.

M:En2

Alpha
Value

Aesthe tic arrinBls (11)

1.75

0.83

An:irmls importa nt to local culture /histor y (7)

1.87

0.65

Wild arrinBls camnnly taken for
or fun (15)

2.00

0.81

r.bst camonly seen arrinBls in Cades Cove ( 11)

2.15

0.79

Predato rs ( 17)

2.58

0.87

2.89

0.82

Ihresti c arrinBls (2)

3.04

0.89

Camooly feared arrinBls (7)

3.19

0.77

An:irral group1

''Pest"

1

s~es (11)

S!X)rt

and food

Nunber of arrinBls canpr:ising groups listed in p:rrentreses.
See Ap~ H for listing of trese arrinBls.
2
For calcula tion of nams, Strongl y like to See = 1 and
Not like to See = 5.
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Table 15.

Preferenc e means and reliabili ty values (Cronbach 's alpha)
for factor analyzed groups of animals in Cades Cove, GSMNP,
1983.

Group (componen t animals)
Popular game species commonly observed in Cades Cove

Index
mean

Alpha
value

1.42

0.70

2.01

0.86

2.20

0.79

3.04

0.89

3.16

0.83

4.11

0.98

Deer
Turkey
Raccoon
Small, aesthetic animals
Groundhog
Rabbit
Trout
Box turtle
Owl
Chipmunk
Other birds
Fur species
Fox
Otter
Mink
Beaver
Coyote
Domestic animals
Horse
Cattle
Unappeali ng but non-poiso nous animals
Lizard
Bat
Weasel
Vulture
Skunk
Non-poiso nous snake
Poisonous snakes
Rattlesna ke
Copperhea d
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et al. (1972) found that about half of frontcou ntry visitors in other
areas of GSMNP were in favor of elimina ting all snakes.
Women rated domestic animals higher and poisonou s snakes lo\ver
than men rated them.

Hunters rated small/a esthetic and domestic

animals lower than nonhunt ers.

Hunters also rated small, aesthet ic

animals lower than did former hunters .

Repeat visitors preferre d game

species commonly seen in the Cove more than new visitors .
Interpre tation of Preferen ces
Deer and bear have been shown to be popular in visitor
populati ons other than in Cades Cove.

Idaho residen ts reported these

two animals as their favorite s (Fazio and Belli 1977).

Kellert and

Westerv elt (1982b) demonst rated that the deer was the most common wild
animal reported in newspap er articles over a 75 year period.

Both

deer and especia lly bear have been very popular in childre n's books
(More 1979b).

Lyons (1982) reported deer as being the most popular

game mammal among the general populati on in America .

Preferen ce for a

species is probably improved by aesthet ics and large size (Keller t
1980b, Collins 1976), both of which deer and bear possess .
Eagles were also highly rated in this study, as well as in other
studies (Fazio and Belli 1977, Kellert 1980b).

Again size and

aesthet ics may be relevan t to the popular ity of both eagles and wild
turkeys , but the added dimensio n of cultura l and historic signific ance
(Keller t and Berry 1980) probably provides a better explana tion for
eagle and turkey popular ity.

The intuitiv ely develope d categor ies of

aesthet ic and cultura lly importa nt species were the most preferre d.
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The majority of animals in the most preferre d groups categori zed by
factor analysis also appeared to be aesthet ically pleasing .
Response to predato rs was mixed.

In a separate question , 10.8%

of the respond ents agreed that predato rs should be removed from the
Park.

Although this number should be lower, the percenta ge would

probably have been signific antly higher a couple of decades ago.
Educatio n of the values of predato rs and reduced proporti ons of people
leading rural lifestyl es have probably combined to diminish fear of
damage to preferre d wildlife and domestic animals •
It is less surprisi ng that bats, lizards, and snakes
(particu larly poisonou s ones) were least preferre d.

These animals

possess , in general , several charact eristics which would reduce their
popular ity:

predator y tendenc ies (Collins 1976), threat of biting

humans (Keller t 1980b, Bowd 1983), unfamil iar skin texture (Keller t
1980b), heteroth ermic system (i.e. "cold-bl ooded") (Collins 1976), or
competi tion with more preferre d species (Dawson et al. 1978).
Cades Cove visitors rated domestic horses and cattle 26th and
28th in preferen ce, respect ively.

The reaction to horses is

consider ed unusual since horses are often very popular animals
(Collins 1976, Kellert 1980b, Kellert and Westerv elt 1982b).

However,

Dagg (1974) demonst rated that exotic animals may be less preferre d
than native animals in specific environm ents; over one-thir d of the
Cades Cove visitors stated elsewhe re in the question naire that horses
and cattle should be removed from Cades Cove if they were competin g
with wildlife .

Thus, Cades Cove visitors probably treated domestic

animals as species not belongin g in a nationa l park.

The fact that
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wild hogs and coyot es are not nativ e to the Smokies and
may compe te
with more prefe rred anima l and plant speci es proba bly reduc
ed their
popu larity ; the high varian ce in visit or respo nse to these
two speci es
may have been due in part to their relat ively large size
and to their
highe r ratin g by peopl e visiti ng Cades Cove for the first
time.
Women gener ally prefe rred dome stic and cultu rally impor
tant
speci es more than men.

Kelle rt (1976 ) found that sex is one of the

most impor tant socia l diffe renti ators of human attitu des
towar d
anima ls.

He showed that women tend to expre ss stron g feelin gs towar
d

pets, which may be relate d to their attitu des towar d dome
stic and
cultu ral anima ls such as the horse .

The fact that women rated some

"haza rdous " anima ls lower than men rated them is not unexp
ected since
the psych ology litera ture shows that women tend to withd
raw from
dange rous situa tions more than men (Maccoby and Jackl in
1974) .
Hunte rs tende d to be more inter ested in sever al prize d
game
speci es and less inter ested in dome stic and aesth etic anima
ls than
other s.

These prefe rence s may be relate d to Kelle rt's (1978 , 198Gb
)
"dom inion istic" attitu de displa yed for anima ls used in
sport ing

situa tions .
Expla ining differ ences in prefe rence s betwe en repea t and
new
visito rs is diffi cult. Perha ps repea t visito rs live close
r to Cades
Cove resul ting in stron ger biase s towar d certa in game speci
es and
again st preda tors, commonly feared anima ls, and pests .

Their stron ger

dislik e for coyot es and wild hogs may refle ct knowledge
that these
speci es are not nativ e to the Park and there fore may be
compe ting with
nativ e and more desire d speci es; the Park provi des consi
derab le
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inform ation to the public on damage produc ed by wild hogs.

Summary
Visito rs to Cades Cove were asked during interv iews what wildli
fe
they had seen in the Cove, and what wildli fe they had wanted and
expect ed to see in the Cove.

They were also asked in a mail-b ack

questi onnair e how much they would like to see each of 33 anima
ls.

At

least 38 specie s of wildli fe were observ ed by visito rs, the most
common being white -tailed deer (91.0% ).

Anima ls commonly seen outsid e

of the Park or not immed iately percei ved as wildli fe were often
not
report ed until visito rs were shown a list of anima ls.

Rankin gs of

visito r prefer ences , expec tation s, and observ ations of wildli fe
were
all correl ated with each other.

Interv iew partic ipants expect ed to

see white -tailed deer more than other specie s, but stated a prefer
ence
for bears.

The most prefer red anima ls for questi onnair e respon dents

were deer, bears, turkey s, eagles , and raccoo ns.
anima ls includ ed snakes , bats, and lizard s.

The least popula r

Differ ent analys es

reveal ed that prefer red groups of anima ls were often aesthe tic
or
impor tant cultur ally and histor ically .
anima ls were least prefer red.

Commonly feared and domes tic
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CHAPTER VII
VISITOR ATTITUDES
The precedin g chapter develope d a framework for the followin g
discussi on of attitude s; preferen ces toward species and types of
species help identify attitude s toward wildlife .

But how importa nt

are wild animals and wildlife viewing to the public in their pursuit
of recreati onal opportu nities in the area?

How potent a force is

wildlife in bringing people to Cades Cove and providin g potentia l
learning experien ces?
management in the Park?

What are the prevalen t attitude s about wildlife
How does the public feel about current and

potentia l actions of the Nationa l Park Service regardin g informa tion
about wildlife and management of wild animals?
like changed?

What would visitors

The purpose of this chapter is to answer these

question s.
Importan ce of Wildlife and Wildlife Viewing
Managers need to know which park features attract visitors to an
area and how these features influenc e satisfac tion.

This does not

mean that parks must be managed for their most gratifyi ng
charact eristics , but park personn el can deal with resource s and
visitors better if they understa nd the various reasons that people
visit or return to a specific site.
To answer some of these question s and issues, 12 items were
designed to evaluate the importan ce of wildlife as a factor in
visiting Cades Cove and the Park, while four addition al items surveyed
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t he effect of wildlife on trip satisfact ion.

A 5-point Likert scale

ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree was used on eight of
the 20 items; the remaining questions required open-ende d or Yes-No
responses .

Paired t-tests were used to evaluate differenc es in means.

The expectati on of seeing wild animals was a major factor in
visiting Cades Cove for 73.7% of the responden ts, and at least a minor
reason for visitatio n with 92.3% of the visitors.

Responden ts visited

the Cove more because of scenery than for viewing wildlife (Table 16)
(t

= 4.93,

P

< 0.001),

although some people may consider wildlife to

be a part of the scenery.

Seeing wildlife was a significa ntly more

important reason for visiting Cades Cove (P

< 0.001)

than any of the

other five reasons listed (seeing historica l features, for the drive,
camping or hiking, listening to bird calls, by accident) .

Even when

wildlife viewing is not the major reason for visitatio n, it may be a
major contribut or to trip satisfact ion (Lime and Cushwa 1969).
In the previous chapter, it was establish ed that almost all
visitors saw wildlife in Cades Cove, and many people observed animals
which they preferred .

In addition, at least 38 species of wild

animals were seen by visitors.

Being able to observe this variety of

animals probably influence d participa tion in wildlife observati on and
visitor satisfact ion.

The greater the diversity of wildlife, the

greater its capacity to provide opportun ities for obtaining aesthetic
values (Lewis 1951) and the higher the probabili ty of wildlife
watching and photograp hy (Hay and McConnell 1979).
Some visitors may have responded positivel y toward wildlife being
a reason for their visit because the survey was obviously about
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Table 16.

Visitor response to possible reasons for visiting Cades
Cove, GSMNP, 1983.

Percenta ge (n
Mean 1

=

295)

SA 2

A

u

D

SD

Scenery

1.32

68.3

31.7

0

0

0

Wildlife

1.54

57.2

35.1

4.5

2.9

.3

Historic al features

1.89

38.1

44.5

9.0

7.1

1.3

For the drive

2.72

19.9

38.5

5.5

22.3

13.8

Camping or hiking

3.03

19.0

19.7

14.9

32.5

13.9

Bird calls

3.58

3.5

18.2

16.4

40.2

21.7

By acciden t

4.65

0.4

2.5

2.8

20.3

74.0

1 For
2 SA calcula tion of means, SA = 1 and SD = 5.
= Strongly agree, A = Agree, U = Undecided, D = Disagre e,
SD = Strongly disagree .
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wildlif e; that is, a few may have respond ed the way they though t the
author wanted them to react.

However, many visitor s behaved in a

manner congru ent with their statem ents on the importa nce of wildli fe.
Over half of the visitor s (58.1%) left their vehicle s specif ically to
observe wildli fe, while 46.2% admitte d approac hing wildli fe.

More

than half of the visitor s (56.1%) also photogr aphed wildli fe, while
50.0% reporte d photog raphing other aspects of the Cove.

An average of

7.3 photog raphs of wildlif e and 5.1 picture s of other aspects of Cades
Cove were taken by each visito r.

Wildli fe photogr aphy may be one of

the most econom ically signifi cant wildlif e observ ation activi ties
(More 1979).
Visito rs reporte d that seeing wildlif e was very import ant to the
enjoym ent of their trip to Cades Cove (92.1% agreem ent) and to the
Great Smoky Mounta ins Nation al Park (91.8%) (Table 17).

Only 23.8%

felt disapp ointed in the type or lack of wildlif e they saw.

Over

three-q uarters (77.9%) reporte d that the expect ation of seeing
wildlif e will be a major factor in returni ng to the Cove.

This

respons e was signifi cantly higher than from those acknow ledging that
wildlif e was a major factor in going to the Cove on the day of the
intervi ew (t

= 2.03, P = 0.043) . Thus, viewing wildlif e appeare d

import ant to trip satisfa ction.
Visito rs who were disappo inted with the type or lack of wildlif e
in Cades Cove saw signifi cantly fewer species than those who were not
disapp ointed (P

< 0.001) .

Those who believe d that the hope of seeing

wildlif e will be a major factor .in returni ng saw signifi cantly more
wildlif e than others (P = 0.002) .

People who said that wildlif e were
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Table 17. Visitor response
G:MNP' 1983.

to

stat:aiEnts of satisfac tion with wildlife in Cades Cove,

Percentage (n = 317)

2

M?an1

SA

Seeing wildlife vas very :inJix:>rtant to
the enjoynm t of my trip to Cades Cove.

1.46

Seeing wildlife was very important to
the enjoyrrent of my trip to G:Mn?.

A

u

D

SD

67.4

24.7

2.2

5.7

0

1.55

58.2

33.7

3.1

5.0

0

'Ire hope of seeing wildlife will be a 1.95
IIBjor factor in rebmrl.ng to the Cove.

46.1

31.9

5.0

14.8

2.2

5.3

18.5

7.5

41.1

27.6

I was disappointed in tre type or
lack of wildlife I saw in Cades Cove.

~

3.67

For calculat ion of nmns, SA= 1 and SD = 5.
SA= Strongly agree, A= Agree, U =Undecided, D = Ili.sigree, SD = Strongly disagree .
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very impor tant to the enjoy ment of their trip to Cades
Cove also saw
more speci es (P < 0.001 ), but the same was not true for
satis facti on
of the trip to GSMNP (P = 0.083 ).

Altho ugh wildl ife in Cades Cove

appea r valua ble to the entir e Park exper ience , viewi ng
these anima ls
appea rs most impor tant to the Cove area.

Overa ll satis facti on durin g

a wilde rness or other wildla nd recea tion exper ience depen
ds on a
varie ty of facto rs, with wildl ife often being an impor tant
component
(Fuhri man and Crozi er 1974, Stein hoff 1980, Flewe lling and
Johns on
1981) .
Flewe lling and Johns on (1981 ) found that sight ing wolve
s or bears
impro ved satis facti on level s for certa in aspec ts of backc
ountry trips
in Mount McKinley Natio nal Park.
influ entia l in their study .

Obser ving bears was espec ially

To test the assoc iation of indiv idual

speci es with visit or satisf actio n in Cades Cove and Great
Smoky
Moun tains Natio nal Park, five of the more popul ar anima
ls were used
(deer , bear, turke y, groun dhog, and racco on).

Visit ors who saw deer

were signi fican tly more likely to repor t wildl ife as being
very
impor tant to the enjoy ment of the trip to the Cove than
visito rs who
did not see deer (P = 0.002 ). Simil ar respo nses held for
those who
saw bear (P = 0.015 ), groun dhog (P = 0.014 ), or racco on
(P = 0.030 );
howev er, assoc iation with the trip to the Park in gener
al was only
maint ained for deer (P
(0.00 3), groun dhog (P

= 0.020 ). Seein g deer (P = 0.003 ), turke y

= 0.016 ),

or racco on (P

with less disap point ment, and seein g deer (P

= 0.032 )

was assoc iated

= 0.003 ) or turke y (P =

0.005 ) may have incre ased the proba bility of return ing
to Cades Cove.
Unexp ectedl y, seein g deer seemed more close ly tied to trip
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satisf action than seeing a bear.

However, direct compa rison was

confou nded becaus e most visito rs (90.6%) who saw bears also observ
ed
deer.
Attitu des toward Management Issues
Wildl ife manag ers make numerous decisi ons of a poten tially
contro versia l nature .

In additi on, wildli fe resear chers often use

resear ch method s which are occasi onally critic ized by either the
public or manag ers or both.
issues .

This sectio n analyz es a few of these

Both indivi dual items and indice s constr ucted from these

items are used (Appen dix I).
Marking of Deer
Sever al specie s in GSMNP have been tagged or radio- collar ed
during the last 10 - 15 years.
are often visibl e to the public .

These free-r anging resear ch anima ls
Knowlton et al. (1964) found that

color- coded stream ers, ear tags, and collar s may be seen up to
366 m
(400 yds) away withou t the aid of field glasse s.
A contro versy period ically surfac es over the use of visibl e
marke rs on wildli fe in wilder ness areas.

For examp le, Craigh ead

(1979) report ed that offici als of Yellow stone Nation al Park believ
ed
marke rs offend ed visito rs, espec ially photog rapher s.

Some park

manag ers and resear chers feel that visito rs are largel y oppose
d to the
use of visibl e marke rs on wild anima ls.
study was design ed to assess this issue.

There fore, a portio n of this
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Three questio ns evalua ted how visitor s felt about seeing collars
on deer.

This was a meanin gful issue because deer were being

radio-c ollared in the Cove at the time of the intervi ews and 93.2% of
the respon dents were seeing deer along the Cove's loop road.

Of major

intere st was the respons e of visitor s to brown collars blendin g with
the pelage color of deer vs. collars of more visibly contra sting
colors , and if opinion s were affecte d by knowledge of the purpose of
the collar .

Respon ses were recorde d on a 5-poin t Likert scale (from

Very Much to Not at All) as to how negativ ely visitor s reacted to
these hypoth etical deer-m arking situati ons.

A conser vative

statist ical approac h was used because the questio ns were so simila r
that they may not have been indepen dent of each other.

Differe nces in

respon se to the three situati ons were evalua ted using the Cochran Q
test; other differe nces were tested with the chi-squ ared test.
Most respon dents were not disturb ed by collars on deer (Table
18).

Visito rs were more toleran t (Q = 62.230 , P

collar when informe d of the researc h purpos e.

< 0.001)

of a brown

Visito rs preferr ed

colored collars over brown collars only when they were told of the
researc h purpose (Q = 24.934 , P

< 0.001) , but were less toleran t of

colored collars when the purpose of both were explain ed (Q = 17.857 , P

< 0.001) .
Petko-S eus et al. (1985) found that most GSMNP camper s were not
offende d by radio- collars , ear tags, or small ear stream ers on bears.
The obviou s conclu sion from these two survey s is that most GSMNP
visitor s do not mind researc h marker s on wildlif e in the Park.
Wildli fe observ ers appear most toleran t of smalle r, less obviou s
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Table 18. Visito r resJX)nse to resear ch use of deer collar s in
Cades Cove,
CE'1NP' 1983.

Response1
Very much/M.Ich2
Pothered

Color of collarI
:infonm tion on ptil1X)Se
Brown/not infonr ed

n

%

Neutral

n

%

Not much./2
Not at all
Pothered
n

%

104

31.0

(jJ

17.8

172

51.2

Brown/:infonred

25

7.5

33

9.8

278

82.7

Bright ly colore d/infon red

59

17.6

L{J

11.9

237

70.5

1

fugree to ,.m.ch visito rs reacte d negati vely or
hypotr etical situati ons.
2
'1\..u variab les are canbined.

~e

oothered by
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marker s, especi ally when informe d of the marker 's purpos e.

Cantor

(1978, p 88) found that when the purpose of an action is given, "the
public is more willing to yield their rights to wildlif e benefi ts than
most manage rs realize ."

Assuming public toleran ce exists in most

areas, why is there so much discuss ion among wildlif e researc hers and
manage rs about adverse public reactio n to marker s?
three possib le answer s to this questio n.

There are at least

First, some researc hers and

NPS person nel have been known to attach unusua lly large stream ers or
"flags" to wildlif e while others have painted huge numbers or symbol s
on the sides of animal s.

While some instrum entatio n and marking not

only provide s a useful means, and sometim es the only means, of
obtaini ng certain data, researc hers must be as discre et and sensiti ve
as possib le to the values of users (Wauer 1975, Hendee and Schoen feld
1978, Schoen feld and Hendee 1978).

The second reason is that only a

few people compla ining loudly enough can give the false impres sion
that most users agree with them.

Bultena et al. (1981) explain ed

that, with large use levels, even a small percen tage of disgrun tled
people can establi sh consid erable opposi tion, and that oppone nts tend
to be more aggres sive than propon ents.

The third reason is that

scient ists, manage rs, and other natura l resourc e person nel often have
differe nt prefere nces and attitud es than the genera l public (Hendee
and Harris 1970, LaHart and Tillis 1974, Lucas and Stankey 1974,
Peterso n 1974, Peyton and Langenau 1985).

For exampl e, Hendee and

Harris (1970) found that wildern ess manage rs are often more "puris ts"
than their users, and believe that the users typica lly hold purist
points of view simila r to their own.

Having differe nces of opinion
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from users is not necess arily counte r-produ ctive, but wildlif e worker s
must recogn ize the existen ce of these alterna tive views in order to be
most effecti ve (Peyton and Langenau 1985).
There are two user groups of particu lar intere st to this
discuss ion:

photog raphers and hunter s.

Almost half (43.4%) of the

respon dents entered Cades Cove expecti ng to photogr aph wildli fe.
There were no signifi cant differe nces between those who expecte d to
photogr aph wildlif e and those who did not for respon ses to any of the
three questio ns on respons e to collar s.

However, reactio n may be

differe nt among profes sional wildlif e photog raphers .
As mention ed in the Visito r Profile , hunters compri sed 37.1% of
the respon dents, 44.2% were nonhun ters, and 18.7% were past hunter s.
Hunter s and nonhun ters respond ed simila rly to brown collars when
informe d of their purpose (x 2 = 0.022, P = 0.882) . Hunter s were more
toleran t than nonhun ters of brown collars when not informe d of their
purpose (x 2 = 4.789, P = 0.029) , and of brightl y colored collars (x 2
4.996, P

= 0.046) .

Knowledge that wildlif e in GSMNP cannot be hunted

may have contrib uted to hunters being less annoyed with collar s.
However, J. W. Lentfe r (pers. commun., letter) stated that most polar
bear hunter s were curiou s, rather than offende d, about marker s.

Some

hunters may be more toleran t of researc h techniq ues than nonhun ters
because experie nce has told them that marking and studyin g animals is
rarely harmfu l to wildlif e popula tions and may be helpfu l.

In

additio n, some nonhun ters may be more sensiti ve to an unnatu ral
contex t associa ted with wildli fe.

=
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When the three collar variables were combined into an attitude
index, the mean score was 11.590 (15.0 represent ing the most positive
score on a scale of 1.0- 15.0) with a standard deviation of 3.165 and
a reliabili ty coefficie nt of 0.752.

None of the seven major

backgroun d variables (sex, age, occupatio n, hunting orientati on,
residence before 16th birthday, and previous experienc e in Cades Cove)
seemed to influence the attitude index.
Reintrodu ction of Extirpate d Species
A number of wildlife species have disappear ed from the Great
Smoky Mountains since the intrusion of European man.

Mountain lions,

peregrine falcons, elk, bison, river otters, wolves, fishers, and
probably beaver were eliminate d from the area (LaFollet te 1974).

The

Smoky madtom (Noturus baileyi) was also extirpate d from the Park in
the late 1950's, and the brook trout (Salvelin us fontinali s) was
severely reduced in numbers (USDI 1984).

Beaver returned on their own

to some periphera l areas, and unconfirm ed cougar sightings are
occasiona lly reported.

In addition, peregrine falcons and river

otters have recently been reintrodu ced, brook trout are being
re-establ ished in some formerly occupied streams, and fisher and
madtoms may eventuall y be returned (USDI 1984).
Reintrodu ctions can be highly controve rsial, particula rly for
large animals capable of killing livestock and popular wildlife
species, or endangeri ng humans and their crops (Trefethe n 1975, Hendee
and Schoenfel d 1978, Manski et al. 1981, Singh and Rao 1984).

Even

the National Park Service once supported the reduction or eliminati on
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of some species (e.g. wolves, grizzlies, and mountain lions), creating
a later need for reintroductions (Wauer and Supernaugh 1983).

Thus, a

portion of the questionnaire was designed to evaluate visitor
attitudes toward reintroduction of six former native species.

In

addition, visitors were asked whether they agreed that American
buffalo should replace horses and cattle in Cades Cove as domestic
animals.

A 5-point Likert scale was used for all seven items.

The most popular species was the elk, with river otter scoring a
close second (Table 19).

Reintroductions of wild bison and peregrine

falcons were also supported.

However, domestic bison, wolves, and

mountain lions were less preferred.
These results are largely what might be expected based on
preferences reported in the preceding chapter.

In particular, the two

large predators were expected to be relatively unpopular.

However,

the adverse reaction to bison placed in the Cove as domestic animals
was somewhat surprising.

Perhaps many people do not believe that

wildlife should be domesticated. 1
When responses to the six wild species were combined into an
index, the mean score was 14.930 (1.0 representing the most positive
score on a scale of 1.0- 30.0).

1

The standard deviation was 4.234

However, construction and placement of the statement may have also
affected the results. Some respondents may not have wanted horses and
cattle removed from the Cove. Others may have responded differently
had this statement been placed prior to that of bison being
reintroduced as wild animals; some visitors were probably influenced
by this item placement. This matter should be studied in further
detail.
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Table 19.

Visito r respon se to possib le specie s reintr oduct ions in
GSMNP, 1983.

Percen tage (n = 273)

Mean 1

A

u

D

SD

Elk

1.98

29.5

53.9

8.2

7.5

0.9

River otters

2.07

21.3

52.1

20.0

5.7

0.9

Bison (as \vild
anima ls)

2.24

27.7

44.6

11.3

12.3

4.1

Pereg rine falcon s

2.25

19.7

49.2

18.2

9.1

3.8

Mountain lions

3.08

10.8

24.4

20.9

31.2

12.7

Wolves

3.32

9.5

16.7

23.0

31.9

18.9

Bison (as domes tic
anima ls)

3.33

9.1

17.9

21.4

36.5

15.1

~ For calcul ation of means, SA = 1 and SD = 5.
SA
SD

= Strong ly Agree, A = Agree, U = Undecided, D = Disag ree,

=

Strong ly Disag ree.
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with a reliabi lity of 0.769.
(P

= 0.015)

Former hunters responde d more favorabl y

toward reintrod uctions than either hunters or nonhunt ers.

Also, people over 50 years old were less in favor of reintrod uctions
than people in any of the three younger categor ies (P = 0.022).

Also,

those who had visited Cades Cove 10 or fewer times supporte d
reintrod uctions more than those who had frequent ed the area more often
(P

= 0.003).

The latter group probably consiste d of a more local

group of people, and locals are generall y less supporti ve of
reintrod uctions than people living farther away (Cobus 1972).
Because predato rs, and especia lly large predato rs, sometim es
attract more public attentio n than other animals , an addition al index
was formed from the four predato rs (mounta in lions, peregrin es, river
otters, and wolves) .

These predato rs produced a mean score of 10.714

(1.0 represen ting the most positive score on a scale of 1.0- 20.0),
with a standard deviatio n of 3.223 and a reliabi lity of 0.759.
Signific ant influenc ing backgrou nd factors were:
(P

= 0.012),

hunting orientat ion (P

= 0.027),

educatio n (P = 0.025) (Append ix J, Table 30).
experien ced visitors (

previous experien ce

age (P

= 0.004),

and

Again, the most

> 10 visits) were more opposed to these

reintrod uctions than were people with no visits or 1 - 10 visits.
Nonhunt ers were more opposed than former hunters .

In general, the

older people were, the less they supporte d the return of extirpat ed
predato rs, with those 50 years or older being signific antly less
supporti ve than those under 30 years of age.

These results may be

explaine d by younger people being less exposed to predator y
depreda tions and more exposed to pro-pred ator informa tion through more
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extensiv e educatio n.

A general trend was also found in higher

educatio n resultin g in more favorab le attitude s toward reintrod ucing
predato rs, with those experien cing graduate work being signific antly
more favorab le than those with high school, technic al school, or less
educatio n.
The two largest and least popular predato rs (e.g. mountain lions
and wolves) were examined separat ely.

The same . relation ships with

backgrou nd variable s occurred with wolves as with the four predato rs
discusse d above, except that hunting status was no longer relevan t and
the most educated visitors (gradua te work or degree) were less opposed
to these reintrod uctions than any less educated group.
The only backgrou nd variable signific antly influenc ing response s
to mountain lions was hunting status.

Both current and former hunters

were more favorab le toward reintrod ucing cougars than nonhunt ers.
These results are somewhat perplexi ng in light of alleged hunter
criticis m of agencie s managing mountain lions.

Perhaps a few hunters

are so vocal as to create a false impressi on of hunter attitude s.
Some hunters and former hunters may be more percepti ve of the
ecologi cal benefits of cougars and of their relative ly non-thre atening
nature, than nonhunt ers.

Some current hunters may also hope to

establis h future opportu nities to hunt these animals .
The literatu re provides a number of suggesti ons for conducti ng
reintrod uctions .

Wilson et al. (1975) listed several major factors

for conside ration prior to re-estab lishmen t of desert bighorn:
historic site selectio n, enclosu re location and constru ction,
behavio r, capture techniqu es, transpo rt, and method of release.

Most
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of these factors apply to reintrodu ction of other species in GSMNP.
Agencies should guard against the spread of disease (Hendee and
Schoenfel d 1978), and select the best season and range to maximize
survival (Cowan 1974).

Sound taxonomic knowledge is also essential if

re-establi shment is to be conducted with animals of ancestral
genotype, or the most similar genotype to the ancestral one (Cowan
1974, Nichols 1975, Hendee and Schoenfel d 1978), as is the case in
most NPS reintrodu ctions.
Early attempts by the National Park Service to reintrodu ce
species were largely unsuccess ful because no one investiga ted why the
animals disappear ed.

A number of species would still have the same

problems now that originall y led to their demise.

Agency personnel

should consider resistanc e to disease, climatic adaptatio n, and
changing vegetatio n patterns (Wauer and Supernaug h 1983).

Adequatel y

large range must also be procured or protected even surroundi ng a park
because some animals cannot meet all of their needs within a park's
boundarie s (Trefethe n 1975, Robbins 1984).
Another matter of considera ble importanc e is people.

The public

can greatly influence the success of a reintrodu ction program.

Such

efforts should be accompani ed with informati on and education programs,
especiall y for species which tend to conflict with human economic
interests (Demarchi 1975, Trefethen 1975, Doughty 1978, Singh and Rao
1984).

In most cases, education al efforts should be centered on the

people living in or near the potential habitat and not on urban areas
that are only emotional ly involved.

Re-establ ishment of many species

cannot be justified from a consumpti ve point of view, particula rly in
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natio nal parks ; but these speci es may enhan ce the recre
ation al
poten tial of an area and there fore impro ve local econom
y (de Vos
1967) .

In addit ion to inform ation and educa tion progra ms, regul
ation s

must be enfor ced to prote ct the speci es from undue distur
bance and
espec ially poach ing (Doughty 1978, Singh and Rao 1984)
.
NPS management conce rns.

It is inter estin g that only 29.2% of

the respo ndent s in this study realiz ed that NPS polic y
suppo rts
reintr oduc tion if certa in condi tions are met.

Speci es

re-es tablis hmen t is one of the major conce rns of the Natio
nal Park
Servi ce (Wauer 1975) .

However, offic ial NPS policy (USDI 1978b)

stipu lates that reintr oduct ion shoul d only be condu cted
if:

(1)

adequ ate habit at exist s in the park or adjac ent publi c
lands and
water s to suppo rt the speci es, (2) the speci es, based on
an effec tive
management plan, does not pose a serio us threa t to the
safet y of park
visito rs or park resou rces, or to perso ns or prope rty outsi
de of park
bound aries, (3) the speci es being reintr oduce d appro ximat
es as close ly
as possi ble an extin ct subsp ecies or race, (4) the speci
es disap peare d
or was subst antia lly dimin ished becau se of human -induc ed
chang e
(eith er direc tly or indir ectly ) to the ecosy stem, (5) confin
ement of
the anima ls by fencin g will be permi tted only until they
become
thoro ughly accus tomed to the new area or they have becom
e estab lished
suffi cient ly that threa ts from preda tors, poach ing, disea
se, or other
facto rs have been minim ized, and (6) such progra ms will
be condu cted
in coope ration with other affec ted parti es and agenc ies.
The Natio nal Park Servi ce consi ders reintr oduct ion withi
n GSMNP
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possible for species tested in this study's question naire.

It has

already been mentione d that efforts are underway to re-estab lish
populati ons of peregrin e falcon and river otter.

In addition , the

Park Service (USDI 1984) believes that bison and elk could provide
aesthet ic, biologi cal, and historic al advantag es to the livestoc k
situatio n currentl y managed in Cades Cove.

Although there is concern

that these species might become overpop ulated or compete too much with
white-t ailed deer, the NPS realizes the tremendo us potentia l of these
animals for nonconsu mptive viewing .

The Park Service also appears

open to the possibi lity of reintrod ucing the eastern cougar and the
gray wolf, but is fully aware that the public could prevent the return
of large predato rs.

Re-estab lishmen t attempt s on wolves would

probably require constan t monitor ing, protecti ve regulati ons within
(but only within) Nationa l Park Service and perhaps Nationa l Forest
Service lands, and use of special collars for sedating the animal
wheneve r desired .

However, Murray (1970) has demonst rated how a

properly written publica tion can change attitude s toward wolves, and
Maurice Hornock er (Turbak 1985) has shown how mountain lion myths can
be dispelle d through not only long-ter m study, but also by publica tion
of popular as well as scienti fic articles .
Cades Cove is a logical site to release a number of extirpat ed
species .

The Park Service (USDI 1984) suggests that reintrod uctions

in this historic zone could be justifie d by adjustin g the historic
period to include times when extirpat ed species existed in the Cove.
Bison and elk, in particu lar, could be integrat ed into the present
cattle and haying operatio ns.

Other adjustm ents, such as removal of
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some fences, could be made withou t diminis hing the charac ter and
viewing popula rity of the Cove.
Exotic Specie s
Exotic species have been introdu ced through out the United States .
Most exotics are unable to survive the ecolog ical stresse s of new
environ ments.

However, a few wild species multip ly rapidly when

release d into areas with abunda nt food and few compet itors or
predat ors.

Usually , islands (Van Tyne and Berger 1976) and habita ts

which have been disturb ed (Walter 1978) have larger ratios of exotic
specie s.

Althoug h some wildlif e can fill empty niches and be

apprec iated by most people (e.g. ring-ne cked pheasa nt (Phasia nus
colchi cus)), all too often they become pests and disrup t ecosyst ems
(e.g. English sparrow s (Passer domest icus), starlin gs (Sturnu s
vulgar is)) (Van Tyne and Berger 1976, Walter 1978).
The introdu ction of non-na tive animal s is becoming a serious
problem for many parks.

The Nation al Park Service (USDI 1978b, p

IV-11) has defined exotic species as those "that occur in a given
place, area, or region as the result of direct or indire ct, delibe rate
or accide ntal introdu ction of the species by humans ."

Native species

are defined as "specie s which presen tly occur, or once did occur prior
to some human influen ce, in a given place, area, or region as the
result of ecolog ical process es that operate and have operate d withou t
signifi cant direct or indire ct, delibe rate or accide ntal alterat ion by
humans" (USDI 1978b, p IV- 11a).

Introdu ction of non-na tive species

is no longer permit ted in nation al parks (excep t for some highly
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contro lled domest ic specie s).

Where exotics have become establi shed

or threate n invasio n, they are to be contro lled whenev er feasibl e
(Wauer 1975).

However, elimin ation proced ures can sometim es cause

more problem s than the exotic animal (Schoe nfeld and Hendee 1978).
One such problem which manage rs confro nt is the dispute with the
public on whethe r exotic wildlif e should be remove d.
Severa l exotic animal s exist within GSMNP.
species is the wild hog.

The most publici zed

The Europea n wild hog (Sus scrofa) was first

introdu ced into the mounta ins of North Carolin a in 1912 (Benda 1984).
They entered the Park in the late 1940's (USDI 1984), and have often
interbr ed with feral hogs.
in the Park.

Wild hogs now number about 1,000 - 2,000

Because of damage to flora (includ ing rare and

endang ered plants) and compet ition with native fauna, the ultima te
management goal is eradica tion of hogs from the Park (Benda 1984).
A less common exotic species is the coyote (Canis latran s).
Althoug h this animal has been moving eastwa rd from the Missis sippi
River for severa l years, it was not reporte d in the Park until the
early 1980's .

It has not yet created a major problem , but is

conside red exotic because its expans ion is aided through delibe rate
reloca tions (Pelton 1984).

It may be contro lled in the future.

Only one questio nnaire item directl y address ed the questio n of
exotic specie s.

Item #25d asked how much the respond ent agreed (on a

5-poin t Likert scale) with the statem ent, "Wild hogs should be removed
from the Park since they are not native to the area."

Almost half

felt that hogs should not be removed; 35.3% disagre ed with the
statem ent, while 11.1% strong ly disagre ed.

Only 28.3% agreed or
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strongl y agreed with hog remova l, while over one quarte r (26.3%) were
undecid ed.

This reactio n was somewhat unexpe cted because wild hogs

were ranked 23rd of 31 wild species in prefere nce.
of hog remova l is contro versial in GSMNP.

However, the issue

Many people do not believe

that any animal s should be destroy ed, especi ally in nation al parks;
the issue of killing burros (Eguus asinus) in Grand Canyon Nation al
Park is a notable example (Stocke n 1980, Stottle myer 1981).

Other

people believe that GSMNP makes an excelle nt breedin g ground for a
favorit e game animal .

Humans have helped the disper sal of hogs by

delibe rate releasi ng in unoccu pied ranges; this action may continu e to
thwart extirpa tion efforts by the Nation al Park Service (Pelton 1984).
Visito r hunting status (P

= 0.002)

and sex (P

= 0.033)

were two

import ant backgro und factors influen cing respons e to hogs; hunters and
males were, as expecte d, more favorab le toward seeing hogs in Cades
Cove.

In additio n, those with no previou s experie nce in Cades Cove

wanted to see hogs more than either group with more experie nce (P =
0.012) and least wanted hogs removed from the Park (P = 0.021) .
Occupa tion was also a signifi cantly related factor (P

0.023) with

craftsm en/fore men/op erative s being more favorab le toward seeing hogs
than unemployed visitor s who were more favorab le than clerica l/sales
people .
Coyote s ranked 24th of 31 wild specie s.

Visito r age (P = 0.001)

and previou s experie nce in Cades Cove (P = 0.040) were the only
signifi cant backgro und factors of the seven variab les tested.

The

oldest group preferr ed these exotics signifi cantly less than the two
younge st groups (

< 30,

30-39) .

In additio n, first-ti me visitor s were
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more favorab le to\vard coyotes than the most experie nced people (
visits) .

> 10

These results may reflec t to times when many animals may

have been conside red potent ial compet itors by a more rural community
than exists today.
Park manage rs in GSMNP are well aware of the contro versial nature
of species remova l and the improb ability of totally removin g a species
as resilie nt as hogs (Coleman 1984, Tate 1984, Wauer 1984).

Managers

are curren tly trying to educate the public on why hogs should be
remove d, while also evalua ting the best method s to reduce as many hogs
as possib le.

Hunting and trappin g appear to be the best method s of

elimin ating the animal at this time (Pelton 1984), althoug h
chemo sterilan ts may be useful in the future when applied in
conjun ction with hunting and trappin g, and especi ally during stressf ul
periods (e.g. mast failure ) (Jensen 1984).

What was not pursued in

the questio nnaire was the reactio n to remova l of exotic fish (e.g.
rainbow trout (Salmo gairdn eri), brown trout (Salmo trutta) ) in areas
where brook trout are being re-esta blished .

If continu ed, this issue

would probab ly not evoke the public wrath that burro shootin gs caused
in Grand Canyon (Kining ham 1980), but the subjec t should be
studied with the fishing visitor s in mind.
Overpo pulatio n of Deer
Popula tions of species have freque ntly exceede d carryin g capaci ty
in many areas of North Americ a.

Natura l regula tion often elimin ates

this problem through such phenomena as starva tion, disease , and
increas ed predati on.

Where natura l predato rs are few or absent ,
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management agenc ies often use people (e.g. hunter s) to preven t
overp opulat ion.

However, huntin g is rarely allowe d in nation al parks,

leadin g manag ers to seek altern ate soluti ons for addres sing the
proble m.
Overp opulat ion is freque ntly report ed in ungul ates, and the
proble m can be partic ularly acute in GSMNP.

Althou gh the white -tailed

deer is the only native anima l which presen ts a major proble m
in the
Park, conce ntratio ns of this specie s in Cades Cove have result
ed in
browse damage to native plants , altera tion of a unique community
struct ure, and diseas e outbre aks (Bratt on 1980).
may be affect ed (Burst 1977).
found dead in the Cove.

In additi on, cattle

In 1971, 52 deer and 11 cattle were

Fox and Pelton (1973) estima ted that the

morta lity rate of deer may have been as high as 86%.

A previo us but

poorly documented die-of f occurr ed in 1959 (USDI 1984).

More

impor tantly , resear chers have predic ted a repeat of the habita
t
degrad ation and epizoo tic event if no management action was employ
ed
to preven t overpo pulati on (Burst 1977, Burst and Pelton 1978,
Kiningham 1980).
A poten tial proble m for manag ers trying to contro l deer
popula tions is public reacti on.

There fore, attitu des toward

management action s were assess ed by asking respon dents how much
they
agreed with each of seven altern atives for managing overpo pulati
on of
deer in Cades Cove (Ques tionna ire Item 23).
Most respon dents (62.9%) believ ed that some deer should be
reloca ted to popula te areas outsid e of the Park for eventu al huntin
g
(Table 20).

About one third (32.1%) believ ed that some deer should be
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Table 20. Visito r res!X>fiSe · to p:>SSible NPS action s to mmage
ov~pulation
of deer lil Cades Cove, CHv1NP, 1983.

Percentage (n = 3)5)

~1

1ransport: sene to !X)pulate

u

D

SD

2.61

21.3

41.6

11.0

7.4

18.7

Estab lish a feeding program

3.34

7.9

20.4

25.3

22.0

24.4

Transport sene for :i..rmEd.iate
huntin g off of tie Park

3.44

9.1

22.9

14.7

21.9

31.4

Re:introduce large preda tors
that \8"e raiDved by reople
years ago

3.49

8.3

17.9

23.8

16.6

33.4

Ib nothing

4.22

3.7

7.0

15.1

27.2

47.0

Imtro y sene of fu:m

4.48

1.3

4.0 . 4.6

25.8

64.3

AllCM htmting in Cades Cove

4.56

3.3

3.0

13.5

76.2

other areas for eventu al
huntin g

4.0

1
For calcu lation of rreans, SA = 1 and SD = 5.
2
SA = Strong ly agree, A = Agree, U = Undecided, D = Disag
ree, SD
disagr ee.

= Strong ly
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trans porte d for imme diate huntin g off the Park.

Few respo ndent s felt

the Park Servi ce shoul d estab lish a feedin g progra m (28.3%
),
reintr oduce large preda tors (26.2% ), or do nothi ng (10.6%
).

Almost no

one felt Park Servi ce perso nnel shoul d allow hunti ng in
Cades Cove
(6.3% ) or destro y some deer (5.3% ).
Only one backg round facto r was consi dered parti cular ly
relev ant
to this discu ssion :

huntin g orien tation .

Reloc ating deer to popul ate

areas for event ual huntin g was the most prefe rred altern
ative for
hunte rs (79% agree d), forme r hunte rs (59%), and nonhu nters
(47%).
However, hunte rs were signi fican tly more favor able than
eithe r of the
other two group s for this optio n and for allow ing huntin
g in Cades
Cove.

Hunte rs were also more favor able than nonhu nters towar d
the NPS

doing nothi ng or trans portin g deer off the Park for imme
diate hunti ng.
Nonhu nters were signi fican tly more agree able to estab lishin
g a feedin g
progra m than hunte rs, and less favor able towar d reintr oduci
ng large
preda tors than forme r hunte rs.

Hunti ng orien tation did not appea r to

influe nce respo nse to wheth er the Park Servi ce destro yed
deer; all
three group s stron gly rejec ted this optio n.
The famed Leopo ld Repor t (Leop old et al. 1963) listed four
major
altern ative s for reduc ing ungul ate popul ations in natio
nal parks : (1)
natur al preda tion, (2) trapp ing and trans plant ing, (3)
shoot ing exces s
anima ls that migra te outsid e of parks , and (4) shoot ing
anima ls withi n
parks . Resul ts from the prese nt study sugge st that trans
plant ing
would meet the least publi c resist ance for GSMNP, parti cular
ly if the
deer were used to estab lish popul ations and were not imme
diatel y
hunte d.

Dlutk owski (1985 ) repor ted that appro ximat ely 450 deer
were
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reloc ated from 1980 to 1984.

Burst and Pelto n (1978 ) sugge sted

remov ing deer at a simil ar sex ratio as is found in the
Cades Cove
popul ation , while Cowan (1974 ) recommended takin g predo
minat ely young
males in polygamous speci es, or old males no longe r able
to maint ain a
posit ion in the breed ing hiera rchy. Kiningham (1980 ),
on the other
hand, sugge sted trans portin g mostl y femal es to decre ase
fawn
recru itmen t.

A poten tial proble m with this appro ach is that many

visito rs want to see fawns .

However, peopl e also desir e viewi ng bucks

with obvio us antle rs, so the publi c react ion might be balan
ced while
decre asing repro ducti on.
Kiningham (1980 ) propo sed two addit ional altern ative s:

(1)

elimi natio n of cattl e grazin g and hay mowing in portio ns
of Cades Cove
to reduc e deer habit at throug h refor estat ion, and (2) develo
pment of
educa tion and resea rch poten tials of the Cove.
the latte r propo sal.

Kiningham recommended

The forme r would proba bly be met with stiff

oppos ition from the publi c becau se of the aesth etics of
highl y visib le
wildl ife and a relat ively open valle y amid fores ted moun
tains.

Oral

anti- ferti lity agent s have also been propo sed, but appea
r unrel iable
(Mats chke 1977) .
The objec tives of the deer management progra m in GSMNP
are: "to
encou rage a popul ation of natur ally-r egula ted deer withi
n the vario us
portio ns of the park, " to provi de "the oppor tunity for
visito rs to see
deer withi n these outdo or settin gs," and "to contin ue certa
in
monit oring activ ities to document the popul ation" (USDI
1984, p
23.3- 3).

Altho ugh speci fic NPS recom menda tions are pendi ng furth
er

study , it appea rs appro priate from the stand point of the
prese nt study
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to encourag e wildlife viewing and research while removing an
appropr iate number of deer each year.

As previou sly mention ed, it

might be best to relocate mostly females, but the reprodu ctive
behavio r of the remainin g populati on should be monitor ed.

While these

management activiti es are being conducte d, the NPS should develop
educatio n program s to reduce oppositi on to other appropr iate
alterna tives, such as reintrod uction of extirpat ed predato rs.

Results

from this study demonst rate which groups should be targeted during
these programs in order to alter attitude s counteri ng management
goals.
Wildlife Informa tion
The Nationa l Park Service provides informa tion about wildlife
through several media sources in GSMNP and Cades Cove.

A wildlife

brochure is provided at various location s in the Park.

This general

pamphle t is well written , but contains almost no informa tion on Cades
Cove--- the center for wildlife viewing in the Park.

However,

informa tion specific to Cades Cove is broadca st on a short-ra nge radio
station located in the Cove.

A small exhibit is located at the

entrance to the Cove with one sign depictin g the Cove's wildlife .
Bulletin boards reflect some wildlife informa tion and are located near
the Visitor Center on the western side of the Cove and near the store
on the eastern end.

Other sources of Park Service informa tion may be

obtained by attendin g interpre tive talks or by asking NPS employe es
about wildlife .
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The relation ship between all of the major informa tion sources and
the public's knowledg e and attitude s concern ing wildlife were
approach ed through Yes-No question s on media sources and indices of
knowledg e and attitude s.

The most common source of wildlife

informa tion for Cades Cove visitors did not origina te from the
Nationa l Park Service , but instead from people that the respond ents
knew (63.6%) (Table 21).

The NPS source most used by visitors (42.3%)

was the exhibit at the Cove entrance ; one of the displays provides
limited wildlife informa tion.

The least noted NPS category was a

natural ist talk on wildlife (12.1%).

The "other" category was checked

even less and will be absent from further analysis (unless otherwis e
stated) because of low sample size.
Almost three-qu arters of the respond ents (71.3%) had used at
least one of the six NPS sources of wildlife informa tion (Table 22).
About 30% had observed three or more sources .
Attitude s toward Wildlife Informa tion
Almost two-thir ds (64.5%) of the respond ents agreed that the
Nationa l Park Service should put more emphasi s on explaini ng wildlife
in the Cove, while only 14.4% disagree d (Table 23).

Most visitors

(89.3%) indicate d that wildlife informa tion should be included in the
Cades Cove Auto Tour Guide which currentl y emphasi zes cultura l
history .

They also agreed (93.4%) that a brochure on the wildlife of

Cades Cove should be made easily availab le at the entrance to the
Cove, which was a signific antly more positive response than that for
inclusio n in the Auto Tour Guide (t = 2.52, P = 0.012).

The most
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Table 21.

Number and perce ntage of respo ndent s recel vlng each type
of inform ation on wildl ife of Cades Cove, GSMNP, 1983 (n
= 338).

Respo ndent s
Type of Inform ation

n

%

Wild life inform ation from peopl e they knew

215

63.6

Exhib it at entra nce to Cades Cove

143

42.3

Bulle tin board

123

36.4

Cades Cove radio message

109

32.2

Wild life broch ure

105

31.1

Verba l answer from NPS employee

82

24.3

Wild life natur alist talk

41

12.1

Other

38

11.2
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Table 22.

Number of NPS sources of wildlife information used
by Cades Cove visitors, GSMNP, 1983 (n = 338).

Respondents
Number of
Sources

n

%

0

97

28.7

1

67

19.8

2

74

21.9

3

45

13.3

4

30

8.9

5

17

5.0

6

8

2.4

2.26

The Nationa l Park Service should put more
emphasi s on explaini ng wildlife in Cove.

2

25.5

38.8

43.9

SA 2

For calcula tion of means, SA = 1 and SD = 5.
SA = Strongly agree, A = Agree, U = Undecid ed, D = Disagre e, SD

1.74

Wildlife informa tion should be included
in the Cades Cove Auto Tour Guide.

1

1.65

Mean 1

21.1

8.5

4.1

u

=

D

13.5

1.9

2.5

318)

Strongly disagre e.

39.0

50.5

49.5

A

Percenta ge (n

0.9

0.3

0

SD

Visitor response to possible interpre tive changes regardin g wildlife in Cades Cove ,
GSMNP, 1983.

A brochure on the wildlife of Cades Cove
should be made availabl e at entranc e.

Table 23.

~

w
w
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common respon se to the open-en ded questio n, "What would you like to
see the Nation al Park Service do to explain wildlif e in Cades Cove
better than at presen t?'' was to make literat ure on the Cades Cove
wildlif e availab le (38.7% of respon ses), with anothe r 4% sugges ting
wildli fe additio ns to the Auto Tour Guide.
A person 's initia l experie nce with a species provide s inform ation
which helps form a percep tion about that species (More 1977).
Subseq uent experie nces modify the percep tion; they can strengt hen the
presen t percep tion or alter it.

Severa l species of wildlif e at Cades

Cove are often visible to the public .

Thus, Cades Cove provide s an

opport unity to presen t accura te inform ation and to show how an animal
fits into its ecosyst em the first time that a person sees that animal ,
thus forming an accura te percep tion.

If the animal has been seen

before , Cades Cove provide s an opport unity to strengt hen accura te
percep tions and to alter inaccu rate ones.
More (1977) describ ed 3 major types of wildlif e experie nces:
direct natura l experie nces (e.g. Cades Cove), direct artific ial
experie nces (e.g. zoo), and vicario us experie nces (e.g. indirec t
through media) .

Direct artific ial experie nces are not availab le in

Cades Cove and many other natura l areas since they would violate
policy for many agenci es.

However, direct natura l experie nces occur

daily between visitor s and a number of specie s.

Viewing animal s in

their natura l habita t can be very educat ional.

This educati on may be

aided by media, and should emphas ize predic table behavio r and life
history (Cooper and Shaw 1979).

Such inform ation not only increas es

viewing opport unities , but may improve awaren ess and apprec iation of
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wildlife and wildlife ecology (Sharpe 1976).

Brochur es, radio

message s, bulletin boards, etc. can help visitors to understa nd more
about what they are seeing and how animals fit into nature.

This

survey demonst rates that many people visit Cades Cove in order to view
wildlife and many of them want more informa tion to be availab le,
particu larly in the form of literatu re.

Geist (1975, p 96) said it

best when he stated that "no nonconsu mptive management program is
worth the effort without a well written and well illustra ted booklet
availab le to the public, which tells them what they may expect to see
at each vantage point at differen t seasons ••• "

The opportu nity is

availab le to form appropr iate first impress ions, strength en accurate
former percept ions, and alter inaccur ate ones.

Therefo re, a brochure

should be develope d and made readily availab le at the Cove entrance
specific ally on the wildlife of Cades Cove, or at least wildlife
informa tion should be added to the Auto Tour Guide.

In addition ,

wildlife media should be edited by qualifie d wildlife biologi sts.
Informa tion which appears accurat e, but is not, may be more
detrime ntal than no informa tion.
As shown previou sly in Table 22, visitors used a varying number
of NPS sources of wildlife informa tion.

However, attitude indices did

not correla te well with the number of differen t informa tion sources
used by visitors .

There was no relation ship between the number of

sources and visitor attitude s toward marking of deer, reintrod uction
of wild animals , or preferen ce for exotics at P

< 0.05.

Signific ant,

but almost meaning less correla tions, existed between number of sources
and attitude s toward removing wild hogs (r

= 0.107),

destroyi ng deer
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if overpopulat ed (r

= 0.113),

establishin g a feeding program (r =

0.141), reintroducin g predators (r
mountain lions/wolve s (r

=-

=-

0.112).

0.140), and reintroducin g
Notice that the last two

correlation s were negative; the more sources used, the less people
supported reintroduct ion.

However, it should be emphasized again that

the correlation s are too minor to consider further.
Student's t-tests were performed on each media source with each
attitude index and each item on exotics and deer management.
were no significant differences at P

< 0.05

There

for any of the attitude

indices or items between those who did and did not listen to the
Cove's radio message, examine the exhibit at the Cove's entrance, or
ask an NPS employee about wildlife.

Attitudes were more negative

toward seeing hogs for people who read the parkwide wildlife brochure
(P = 0.016) and more positive to removing hogs for those who heard a
naturalist speak on wildlife (P

= 0.031).

In addition, visitors who

read about wildlife on a bulletin board were more negative about
reintroducin g predators (P

= 0.031),

and more agreeable to the Park

artificially feeding deer (P = 0.008) than others.

Park management is

trying to convey to visitors the negative aspects of wild hogs; thus,
the attitudes toward them are understanda ble.

Attitudes toward

reintroduct ion of predators and artificial feeding is less clear.
Only six of 96 t-tests were significant ; perhaps some of the
differences were due to random error.

In any case, none of the six

information sources appeared very effective in altering attitudes.
Park managers and interpreter s should probably put more effort into
using information sources to change attitudes toward wildlife and
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wildlife management.

The author realizes that attitudes are not easy

to change in a short period, but improving and combining several
information sources could help.

The author also recognizes that

information and education can be turned into propaganda; this is not a
proposal for such an alternative , but instead a suggestion that the
information sources can probably be used more efficiently to educate
people not only that something exists (e.g. predators), but why it
should exist (e.g. to keep other animal populations in balance) and
how the Park Service is managing it.

In other words, teaching

attitudes may be more important than teaching facts.
Summary
Visitor attitudes were studied in three major areas:

(1)

importance of wildlife and wildlife viewing to visitors, (2) attitudes
toward several specific wildlife management issues, and (3) attitudes
toward and influence of NPS wildlife information .

The results

demonstrate d that the opportunity to view wildlife was a very
important factor in Cades Cove visitation, and was also a significant
factor in influencing trip satisfactio n for many people; therefore,
wildlife viewing should probably be stressed more without disrupting
the current historical promotion of the area.
management issues demonstrate d that:

Analysis of specific

(1) most people would not object

to markers on deer, particularl y if the reason for the markers'
existence was explained by the NPS and/or the color of the markers
blended with the pelage color; (2) most people supported
reintroduct ion of some animals (e.g. elk, river otters, undomestica ted
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bison, and peregrine falcons), while being less enthusiasti c toward
re-establish ment of wolves and mountain lions; (3) although exotic
species such as wild hogs and coyotes were not preferred animals for
viewing, they were not as universally rejected by the public as the
Park Service might hope; and (4) more people supported the present NPS
management of overpopulat ed deer (i.e. transport out of the Park for
populating other areas for eventual hunting) than any other
alternative .

Additional analysis demonstrate d that attitudes were not

highly influenced by NPS wildlife information , that a wildlife
brochure should be developed specificall y for Cades Cove, and that all
information sources should try to improve attitudes toward wildlife
and wildlife management as well as provide knowledge.

This chapter

also prepared for correlation of attitudes with knowledge, and further
testing of the model within the next chapter.
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CHAPTER VIII
VISITOR KNOWLEDGE
Environm ental educato rs, whether in the classroo m or in the
field, base their programs on informa tion transfe r.

Thus, it is

importa nt for agencie s to know the knowledge level of their users and
to what degree agency media may have affected that knowled ge.

In

addition , many educato rs hope that increase d knowledge will influenc e
attitude s toward general or specific ecologi cal issues.

The purpose

of this chapter is to measure the level of knowledge which Cades Cove
visitors possess, how this knowledge may be influenc ed by Nationa l
Park Service media, and how knowledge is related to visitor attitude s.
Knowledge about Wildlife and Wildlife Management
Due to the orientat ion of this project, most knowledge question s
refer to issues specific to the area (e.g. "Approx imately hmv many
cattle are killed each year by bears in Cades Cove?") as opposed to
more generic knowledge question s appropr iate for nationw ide sampling
(e.g. "How many legs does a spider have?") .

Twenty-two question s (one

from the intervie w and 21 from the question naire) were used to
investig ate visitor knowled ge.

Nine indices were develope d on

knowledge of wildlife and wildlife management.

Because of the

management implica tions of bears and deer, six indices focused on
knowledge of these species and their management; however , the three
indices involvin g white-t ailed deer were eliminat ed because they were
consider ed unreliab le.

Of the remainin g six indices, one pertains to
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wildlife management, one to wildlife in general , three specific ally to
bears, and one to wildlife /wildlif e management question s (Append ix K).
Two of the 21 knowledge question s were removed from these indices
because removal substan tially increase d reliabi lity.

Answers to each

index item were recorded as 1 for a knowled geable answer and 0 for
incorre ct or undecide d answers .

In the case of Likert scale answers ,

Strongly Agree and Agree were combine d, while Strongly Disagree and
Disagree were also combine d.
Bears
Visitors were asked to indicate which bear species occurred in
Cades Cove.
"black bear."

Nine of every 10 respond ents (89.6%) correctl y answered
Only 0.6% checked only grizzly bear but 5.7% checked

both black bear and grizzly .

Fortuna tely, no respond ent checked polar

bear, which supports the assertio n that respond ents were taking the
question naire serious ly.

It is encourag ing from a management

perspec tive that only about 6% of the respond ents thought grizzlie s
occurred in Cades Cove.

Petko-Se us (1985) and Petko-Se us and Pelton

(1984) reported similar results from backcou ntry intervie ws in GSMNP,
but had somewhat lower scores from frontcou ntry campers (75.5%
correct ).

Perhaps the differen ce between Petko-S eus' sample and this

study's sample exists because frontcou ntry campers may have been less
knowled geable than average Cades Cove visitors , or because Petko-S eus'
data were collecte d entirely from intervie ws, providin g her
respond ents with less time to conside r their response .
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Visitors knew much less about the number of bears in GSMNP
(Appendix L, Table 31).

Only 29.0% correctly identifie d 400- 600 as

the appropria te answer.

A larger number of visitors (44.1%) admitted

that they did not know the answer.

This aspect of knowledge should

be relativel y easy to improve through education .
Only 22.3% of the responden ts realized that no cattle were killed
by bears in the Cove on an annual basis (Appendix L, Table 32).
majority (58.5%) admitted that they did not know the answer.

A

Although

bears have killed calves in the Cove, it is important that visitors
realize such instances are rare in order to dispel the belief that
black bears are highly dangerous to livestock in this area.
\Vhen the three bear questions \vere combined into a knowledge
index, the mean score was 0.446 (1.0 represent ing a perfect score)
with a standard deviation of 0.360.

The influence of seven backgroun d

variables (age, sex, occupatio n, education , hunting status, previous
trips to Cades Cove, and type of area resided in before 16th birthday)
and time of day when visiting Cades Cove were examined.

Education was

the only factor related to knowledge variance (P = 0.018).

In

general, the more educated the visitor, the more knowledge of bears he
or she possessed .

Burghardt et al. (1972) also found that other GSMNP

frontcoun try visitors with at least some college education \vere more
knowledge able about bears than visitors with no college experienc e.
Young (1980) found increased education to be the most important
demograph ic factor influenci ng environm ental knowledge , although he
explained that formal education may not have been the direct source of
informati on.

Better educated people may have been more widely read
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and have had broader interes ts than those with less educatio n.
Bear Management
Knowledge of bear management was approach ed through the issue of
why bears are not seen in the Park as oft en as they were a few years
ago (Table 24).

The majority of respond ents realized that neither the

Nationa l Park Service nor disease /starvat ion have been killing large
numbers of bears.

Poachers are a problem in GSMNP, but less than 45%

realized that poachers were not respons ible for the decline in bear
sighting s.

Fortuna tely, a majority (64.2%) recogniz ed that the Park

Service has been relocati ng nuisance bears in areas where they are not
readily visible , and almost half (48.7%) realized that less visitor
food is a major factor.
An importa nt finding here is that few respond ents believe the NPS
is delibera tely destroyi ng large numbers of bears; this has been a
major public relation s problem in at least two nationa l parks in the
past (i.e. Yellows tone and Yosemite Nationa l Parks).

However, both

research ers and manager s are uncerta in as to the mortali ty rate of
relocate d bears.
From an educatio nal point of view, it is more impress ive that
large numbers of respond ents were undecide d regardin g the five
question s (17.9- 37.9%).

Uninformed visitors may be easier to teach

than misinfor med visitors , provided that the former are interest ed in
the subject materia l.
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Table 24.

Visitor res!X>nse to J:X)SSible reasons ,.my lx:m-s are not seen 1n
~re 1n previous ya:rrs.

CN1NP as often as they

Percenta ge (n = 310)
Correct
1

2
SA

A

u

D

'Ire Park Service ffis
been ldlling Jarge
nl.lllOOrs of then.

79.5

1.3

1.3

17.9

33.6

45.9

'Ire Park Service ffis
been rrnving the
nuisance bears wrere
~y are not lxililg seen.

64.2

24.6

39.6

22.0

9.3

4.5

Disease and/or
starvati on ffis killed
Jarge m.lllret's of then.

00.2

1.0

5.9

32.9

38.2

22.0

Less visitor food is
availabl e for bears,
oo trere are less
nuisance l:Hlrs to re
seen.

~.7

12.3

36.4

19.2

22.4

9.7

Pooc.rers rnve killed
Jarge mnnl~rs of then.

35.9

7.0

19.2

37.9

22.6

13.3

~s

1

SD

Refers to tiE Stiil of eitrer Strongly Agree and Agree or Strongly Disagree
and Disagree , de!Sldin g on which ¢ r is c;:orrect.
.
2
SA = Strongly agree, A = Agree, U = Undecided, D = Disagree , SD = Strongly
disagree .
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When t he five statem ents were combined into a single bear
management index, the mean was 0.555 and SD

= 0.161.

Occup ation was

the only backgr ound factor relate d to bear management (P = 0.044
).
Servic e worke rs, labore rs, and simila rly employed people scored
signif icantl y lower than profes sional , techn ical, and manag erial
people .

Time of day also appear ed impor tant; those interv iewed in

mornin g sessio ns were signif icantl y more knowle dgeabl e about bear
management than other visito rs (P = 0.020 ).

It is logica l that the

more knowl edgeab le wildli fe viewer s would also be those who knew
that
mornin g was an excell ent time to view wildli fe and would theref
ore be
interv iewed at a dispor portio nately higher rate in the mornin g.
Gener al Bear and Bear Management Index
The Bear/B ear Management Index was constr ucted from the 8
variab les mentio ned above (i.e. a combi nation of the Bear and
Bear
Management Indice s).

The mean respon se was 0.522 with a standa rd

deviat ion of 0.233.

The existe nce and management of bears in the

Smokies result in critic al management proble ms for the Park Servic
e.
Managers would undou btedly prefer that visito rs know consid erably
more
than half of the inform ation behind key issues .

Becaus e of the

popul arity of bears, many interp retive source s alread y empha size
this
specie s, but improv ements are still needed .

Sugge stions for these

enhanc ements will be presen ted in the chapte r sectio n regard ing
the
influe nce of inform ation and educa tion on visito r knowle dge.
As expec ted, occup ation (P = 0.043) , educa tion (P = 0.047) , and
time of day (P = 0.005) were the factor s associ ated with overa
ll
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knowledge of bears and bear management.

Again, service workers,

laborers, and similarly employed people scored lower than
professio nals, technical persons, and managers.

This finding may be

tied to education because persons belonging to the latter group are
generally better educated than persons employed in the former
category, and occupatio n and education were somewhat correlate d (r =
0.45).

There was a direct relations hip between each successiv e level

of education and knowledge about bears (i.e. the higher the education ,
the more knowledge able about bears), although no education group was
significa ntly higher than any other education al group.

Also, morning

visitors were more knowledge able than those interview ed in afternoon s
or evenings.
General Wildlife
Questions about bears constitut ed only three of 11 general
wildlife items.
animals.

Two questions pursued people's ability to identify

When asked in the questionn aire whether they saw any type of

wildlife they could not identify, only 8.9% answered "Yes"; however,
some of those answering "No" may have been incorrect in some of their
identific ations.

A more specific identific ation question was

presented during the interview ;

a color photograp h of a groundhog

(i.e. woodchuck) in a common bipedal position was shown to each
participa nt who was then asked to identify it.

The question \vas

employed in the interview rather than the mail questionn aire in order
to assure the quality of a large photograp h without major expense.
Most visitors (85.5%) correctly identifie d the photograp h, while the
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most common incorrect ans1.v ers included prairie dog ( 5. 0%), chipmunk
(2.8%), and beaver (2.3%).

Dagg (1974) also tested identificat ion

knowledge and found that 49% of urban residents correctly identified
the groundhog; of the 16 wild animals which Dagg tested, raccoon was
best recognized (90%) and grackle (Quiscalus sp.) was least commonly
identified.

Cades Cove visitors probably recognized groundhogs more

frequently than Dagg's participant s because the Cove groundhogs were
more in context and many of the visitors were residing in areas more
likely to be inhabitated by these animals than Dagg's urbanites.
Several additional questions related to knowledge about specific
animals.

Only 10.3% incorrectly believed that beaver were common in

Cades Cove.

Very few beaver live within the Park, and then probably

only near the boundaries.

Unfortunate ly, 40.1% were undecided.

Visitors were more often correct on whether eagles or vultures
were more likely to be

s~en

in Cades Cove.

An occasional golden eagle

is observed during winter months, but the turkey vulture is much more
common.

Almost two-thirds (64.9%) of the respondents realized this

fact, while only 5.4% claimed that eagles were more prominent.

Again,

a large group of people (29.7%) admitted that they were unsure.
Because of the prevalence and popularity of white-taile d deer in
the Cove, three questions were designed to test knowledge about this
species.

Most visitors (87.5%) correctly identified white-taile d deer

as the only deer species occurring in Cades Cove.

Another 0.6%

believed the mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) was the only deer
inhabiting the Cove, while 5.4% believed that both species were found
there.
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Exactly one-third of the responden ts conceded that they were
unaware of the Cades Cove deer populatio n size in mid-summer (Appendix
L, Table 33).

Only a few more (37.5%) correctly checked 200- 500.

Wathen et al. (1984) estimated the deer populatio n during this study's
general interview period of 1983 to be 0.40 deer/ha, or 400 deer if
the Cove is assumed to be 1,000 ha.
An additiona l deer question referred to what people would do if
confronte d with a solitary fawn in or beside the road.

Fawns are

sometimes brought to administr ative offices by well-mean ing, but
poorly informed, visitors who are quite disturbed that a mother deer
would permanen tly "abandon" its fawn.

Knowledge of deer behavior

would demonstra te the improbab ility of this event.

Of the four

response choices presented for this question, almost two-third s
(64.2%) stated that they would report it to a ranger and another
one-third (34.3%) said that they would leave it alone without
reporting it.

No visitors admitted that they would take it home, but

1.5% reported that they would take it to a ranger.

This actually

occurred in the Cove during the interview period; the ranger had the
visitors show him where to return the animal in hopes that the mother
would accept it again.
An additiona l question involved historica l knowledge about
wildlife.

Only 12.4% of the responden ts incorrect ly believed that the

present wildlife situation in Cades Cove is very similar to what it
was in the mid-1800 's.

However, another 31.7% reported not knowing

the answer, leaving only slightly more than half correctly answering
the question.

The human populatio n of Cades Cove was recorded as 132
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households and 685 people in 1850 (Shields 1981).

Along with this

heavily populated pioneer situation were land uses different from
today and a general lack of laws protecting wildlife.

This

information could be presented to the public in conjunction with the
Cove's historic program.
When nine of the general wildlife variables above (including the
three bear questions, but excluding the questions on whether there
were animals they could not identify and what should be done with
fawns) were combined into an index, the mean was 0.574 with a standard
deviation of 0.252.

Four of the eight background variables were

related to the general wildlife knowledge index:
0.001), education (P

time of day (P

<

= 0.023), sex (P = 0.012), and number of prior

trips to Cades Cove (P

< 0.001).

Morning visitors were again more

knowledgeab le than afternoon or evening visitors.

In general,

increased education was associated with higher wildlife knowledge
scores; those who attended and/or finished college scored higher than
either group that did not advance beyond high school or
technical/v ocational school, although those who conducted graduate
work did not score significant ly differently than any of the other
three groups.

Males scored significant ly higher than females.

In

addition, those who had visited the Cove more than 10 times were more
knowledgeab le than visitors with less experience.
Wildlife Management
Examination of visitor knowledge of wildlife management was
approached largely by questioning respondents on their knowledge of
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bear and deer management.
been discus sed.

The bear management questi ons have alread y

The deer questi ons involv ed the reason s why the deer

popula tion in Cades Cove is high in number of anima ls (Table 25).

A

major ity of the respon dents (59.6%) appear ed to realiz e that the
Park
Servic e does not artifi cially feed deer in Cades Cove.

Almost

everyo ne recogn ized that the high popula tions were due to restri
ction s
on huntin g (93.2%) and becaus e the pastur es mixed with forest
provid ed
adequ ate food and shelte r (96.5% ).

Ho,vever, less than 20% appare ntly

unders tood that deer in Cades Cove harbor diseas e and paras ites.
Althou gh these organi sms were probab ly not hinder ing the deer
popula tion very much during 1983, severa l were found in blood
sample s
(e.g. bovine virus diarrh ea, infect ious bovine rhino trache itis,
blueto ngue), and numerous resear chers have demon strated the effect
s of
popula tion crashe s in Cades Cove or warned of future crashe s (Fox
and
Pelton 1973, Prestw ood et al. 1974, Burst 1977, Burst and Pelton
1978,
Wathen et al. 1984).
A separa te questi on asked if any of the wildli fe in Cades Cove
were brough t in by the Park Servic e for the purpos e of public
viewin g.
Only 6.2% of the respon dents incorr ectly answer ed Yes, but 50.9%
admitt ed that they did not know.

Of those who answer ed Yes, nine

people stated that deer were brough t in for viewin g, three stated
turkey , two stated ground hogs, and one each stated wolf, buffal
o,
bear, eagle, wild hog, osprey , and hawk.
Respo ndents were also asked whethe r Park Servic e policy suppo rts
the idea of reintro ducing anima ls that were removed by white man
if

59.7
19.2

The Park Servi ce
artif icial ly feeds them.

The deer do not have
much disea se or para sites .

7.6

3.0

52.4

56.6

SA 2

24.8

14.5

40.8

39.9

A

48.4

22.8

3.6

2.6

u

1.3

0.6

D

310)

14.2

36.6

=

5.0

23.1

1.9

0.3

SD

Refer s to the sum of eithe r Stron gly Agree and Agree
or Stron gly Disag ree and
Disag ree, depen ding on which pair is corre ct.
2
SA = Stron gly agree , A = Agree , U = Unde cided , D =
Disag ree, SD = Stron gly
disag ree.

1

93.2

They are not hunte d.

96.5

Corr ect
Answers 1

Perce ntage (n

Visit or respo nse to poss ible reaso ns for the relat ively
high deer
popu lation in Cades Cove, GSMNP, 1983.

The pastu res mixed with
fores t provi de plent y of
food and shelt er.

Table 25.

t-'

0

Ul
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certain conditio ns are met.

Only 29.2% correctl y answered Yes.

However, most people admitted not knowing the answer (66.7%).
When these question s were combined into an index (along with the
bear management items), the mean score was 0.555 with a standard
deviatio n of 0.246.

Time of day (P

= 0.003), educatio n (P = 0.004),

and sex (P = 0.027) were signific antly influenc ing variable s.

Morning

visitors and males scored higher than afternoo n and evening visitors .
Also, people with college or graduate work scored higher than either
group with less educatio n (i.e.

< high

school, high school degree or

tech/voc school) .
General Wildlife and Wildlife Management Index
The

~~ildlife/Wildlife

Management Index was construc ted of the 20

variable s used in the General Wildlife Index and the Wildlife
Management Index.
deviatio n of 0.235.
could be improve d.

The mean response was 0.546 with a standard
Although knowled geable answers exceeded SO%, this
Visitors to Denali Nationa l Park knew 74% of the

informa tion requeste d, with the most knowled geable group being
photogra phers and the least informed group being hotel guests
(Sundstr om 1984).

However, LaHart' s (1978) students averaged only 46%

and Kellert 's (1985) particip ants averaged less than 53%.

Bacon's

(1974) respond ents knew only 48% of the answers to bear-rel ated
question s.

Obvious ly, some discrepa ncies between studies are due to

differen t question s and respond ents, but the fact remains that many
visitors can use some improvem ents in informa tion, particu larly for
the potenti ally volatile topic of bears.
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As expected, time of day (P

< 0.001)

were significa nt influenci ng variables .

and education (P = 0.012)
Morning visitors were more

knowledge able about wildlife overall than afternoon or evening
visitors.

Visitors with less than a high school education and those

with high school degrees or technical /vocation al training were less
knowledge able than people with college or graduate training.

Kellert

(1980b) also found higher knowledge scores for more highly educated
people.
Those with less experienc e in the Cove displayed less knowledge
than those who had visited the area more often (P = 0.012); this
relations hip was significa nt for first-tim e visitors versus those with
greater than 10 visits.

In addition, males also scored higher than

females (P = 0.012), which has commonly been documented in the past
(Klimstra and Pratt 1964, Burghardt et al. 1972, Bacon 1974, Dahlgren
et al. 1977, Pomerantz 1977, LaHart 1978, Kellert 1980b).
Occupatio n, age, hunting status, and type of residence before the
16th birthday were all poor indicator s of knowledge for this
all-inclu sive index.

More importan tly, neither age, hunting status,

nor early residence was important to any of the six indices.

Little

comparabl e informati on is available in the literatur e on effect of
where people grew up (i.e. rural area, to,vn, or city), but Petko-Seu s
(1985) found that the area where GSMNP visitors have resided most of
their lives did not influence their knowledge about bears.

Several

investiga tions have demonstra ted that knowledge about wildlife is
usually higher for hunters (Burghard t et al. 1972, Bacon 1974,
Dahlgren et al. 1977, Pomerantz 1977).

In addition, Kellert (1980b)
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reported some of the least knowled geable people to be those over 75 or
under 25 years of age, although Burghar dt et al. (1972) did not find a
consiste nt relation ship between age and knowledg e about bears.
The nonconsu mptive nature of this study's question s may have
influenc ed the respons es; a more consump tive orientat ion might have
led to differen t results, such as hunting status being more
influen tial and males scoring higher than females on management
related indices .

It would be useful to develop a question naire with

both consump tive and nonconsu mptive indices for compari son.
\vildlife Informa tion
It was shown in the chapter on attitude s that many visitors would
like the Park Service to provide addition al informa tion on wildlife in
Cades Cove.

The most common specific question s which the public

wanted the NPS to answer included those on wildlife populati ons and
species , where and when specific animals could be seen, why certain
animals were not seen more often, and whether the Park Service planned
any particu lar introdu ctions or reintrod uctions (Append ix M).
All Pearson correlat ions between the number of NPS informa tion
sources used by visitors and the six wildlife knowledg e indices were
signific ant at P
(r

= 0.210)

Index (r

< 0.001.

Correla tion was weakest for the Bear Index

and highest for the overall Wildlif e/Wildl ife Management

= 0.295), although none could be consider ed strong

relation ships.

Unlike correlat ions with attitude indices , all with

knowledg e indices were in a positive directio n.

In other words, the

more informa tion sources used, the higher the knowledg e scores on all
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six knowledge indices .

However, a cause-a nd-effec t relation ship

cannot be automat ically assumed .

Perhaps those with more wildlife

knowledge tended to observe NPS sources more often than others.
Student 's t-tests were performe d on each media source (i.e.
Brochur e, Radio Message , Natural ist Talk, Asked an NPS Employee,
Exhibit , Bulletin Board) with each knowledge index.
signific ant differen ces at P

< 0.05

There were no

for any of the knowledge indices

between visitors who read the parkwide wildlife brochure versus those
who did not.

Visitors who heard the wildlife message on the Cades

Cove radio frequenc y scored higher on only one index (Genera l Wildlife
Knowledge) than those who did not.

All six knowledge indices were

signific antly higher for visitors who heard a natural ist talk on
wildlife in Cades Cove, asked a Park Service employee about wildlife
in Cades Cove, read wildlife informa tion at the exhibit , or read
similar informa tion on a bulletin board.

Burghar dt et al. (1972) and

Petko-Se us (1985) also found that frontcou ntry visitors in GSMNP who
had attended natural ist talks scored higher on bear question s than
other visitors , although Burghar dt et al. (1972) also reported that
park literatu re and displays appeared more effectiv e in increasi ng
knowledge than talks.
As was proposed in the chapter on attitude s, these results from
knowledge indices also support the developm ent of a wildlife brochure
specific ally for Cades Cove.

The parkwide brochure is not adequate

for the Cove or for educatin g the public about certain key management
issues.

Resource manager s could help interpre ters design a Cades Cove

brochure which would not only provide interest ing wildlife details,
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but also facts and appro priate attitu des about wildli fe manage
ment
proble ms and altern atives for solvin g those proble ms.
The inadeq uacies of the radio messag e are less critic al than
those of the brochu re becaus e the messag e is presen tly design ed
for
more than wildli fe inform ation.

However, the Park Servic e might

consid er a longer , separa te radio messag e strict ly for teachi ng
wildli fe knowle dge and attitu des.

If such a messag e were presen ted

proper ly and its succes s closel y monito red, then it could not
only
provid e a valuab le servic e to visito rs, but also manag ers of GSMNP
and
perhap s other parks with future applic ation.
Relati onship of Knowledge and Attitu des
The ambig uity in the relatio nship of knowle dge and attitu des was
outlin ed in the Litera ture Review .

Some inves tigato rs believ e that

knowle dge strong ly influe nces attitu des, while others believ e
the
influe nce is weak or even circul ar; correl ations betwee n the variab
les
may actua lly be demon stratin g the influe nce of attitu des on knowle
dge
as well as vice versa.

The model outlin ed in Figure 2 reflec ts this

weak (corre lation range = 0.210 - 0.301) and circul ar relati onshi
p.
In order to measu re the assoc iation within this study, Pearso n
correl ations were conduc ted betwee n the major attitu des (Appen
dix I)
and the non-s pecifi c knowle dge indice s (i.e. Gener al Wildl ife,
Wildl ife Management, and Wildl ife/W ildlife Manag ement) .
The attitu de index consis ting of the three questi ons on markin
g
wildli fe had signif icant negati ve correl ations with the Gener
al
Wildlif e Index (P = 0.025) and Wildl ife/W ildlife Management Index
(P =
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0.033).

Although it was interestin g that the associati ons were

negative, the correlati on values were too low to be meaningfu l (-0.104
to -0.111).
The reintrodu ction index, which included all six wild species,
was not correlate d with any of the three kno,vledge indices.

However,

the reintrodu ction indices of all predators and of mountain
lions/wol ves had significa nt positive correlati ons with both the
Wildlife Management and Wildlife/ Wildlife Management Indices.

Again,

the correlati on values were too low to be particula rly meaningfu l
(0.107 to 0.144).
Attitudes toward exotics did not correlate well with knowledge
indices.

A low negative correlati on (coeffici ent = -0.100) was found

for wildlife knowledge and preferenc e for seeing hogs.
Of the seven items concernin g management solutions to deer
overpopu lation, only reaction to feeding programs was worthy of
mentionin g.

A positive significa nt correlati on existed for each of

the three indices (range= 0.243- 0.357).

The more knowledge able

visitors were about wild animals or management of wildlife, the less
they supported artificia l feeding of deer as a means of managing
overpopu lation problems.

Although weak, this finding should be

encouragi ng to most managers.
The overall Wildlife Preferenc e Index (i.e. average preferenc e
response to all 31 wild species listed in Questionn aire Item 42) was
correlate d with only one knowledge index---G eneral Wildlife.
the correlati on value was quite low (0.131).

Again,
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The conclu sion from the above correl ations is that knowledge is
only weakly relate d to some attitu des and prefer ences .
releva nt portio n of the model is suppo rted.

Thus, the

It is uncer tain, howev er,

whethe r knowledge affect ed attitu de more than vice versa.
Summary
Visito r knowledge about wildli fe and wildli fe management was
studie d using over 20 survey items.

Six indice s were develo ped from

these questi ons; three relate d to bears and three to \vildl ife
in
genera l (which includ ed bears) .

In gener al, visito rs were not very

knowe dgeabl e in any of the six areas (rang e= 44.6% - 57.4% ).

The

most influe ntial variab les associ ated with knowledge were time
of day
and educa tional backgr ound.

Visito r age, huntin g orient ation, and

type of area where the respon dent grew up were not relate d to
any
knowle dge index.

Readin g the parkwi de wildli fe brochu re also appear ed

ineffe ctive in signif icantl y increa sing knowledge for the items
invest igated .

Knowledge was, at best, weakly correl ated with

attitu des toward wildli fe and wildli fe management.
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CHAPTER IX
PROVISION OF WILDLIFE VIEWI NG OPPORTUNITIES
This dissertat ion has provided considera ble informati on on
visitor perceptio ns about wildlife.

Past studies have provided data

specifica lly on the wildlife resource in Cades Cove and the
surroundi ng area.

It would be useful to the National Park Service to

integrate what is kno\vn about wildlife with what is known about
visitor perceptio n of wildlife in order to establish a program for
viewing wild animals.

It could be even more useful to other agencies

(e.g. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Bureau
of Land Management, state and private organizat ions) to develop a
prototype plan for viewing wildlife in an area such as Cades Cove,
without necessari ly adhering to NPS restrictio ns.

Thus, the purpose

of this chapter is to demonstra te how wildlife viewing can be advanced
by integrati ng social and biologica l data.

The chapter is organized

such that the results of this survey are first integrate d with data on
the wildlife resource in the area and then with various alternati ves
for managing wildlife viewing from the literatur e, followed by final
selection of specific recommen dations for Cades Cove.

In the proposed

prototype situation , some regulatio ns and policies will be altered to
accommodate wildlife viewing in the Cove, while many regulatio ns (e.g.
those preventin g consumpti ve wildlife activitie s) will remain
unchanged .
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Wildlife Resources
A large portion of informati on provided to the public should be
specific to the area and based on research (Lime 1975).

As previousl y

mentioned , several studies have been conducted on wildlife in Cades
Cove (Fox and Pelton 1973, Burst 1977, Keeler 1978, Taylor 1979,
Bratton 1980, Kiningham 1980, Goldsmith 1981, Rabinowit z 1981, Tate
1983, Wathen et al. 1984, Dlutkowsk i 1985), and the surroundi ng area
(Beeman 1975, Eubanks 1976, Garshelis 1978, Eagle 1979, Eiler 1981,
Cook 1982, Quigley 1982, Carr 1983, Hastings 1983, Wathen 1983).

Over

half (11) of these studies were conducted on black bears, six on
white-tai led deer, two on raccoons, and one each on groundhogs and
striped skunks.

Although much informati on is still needed, data from

these studies can help managers direct wildlife programs and interpret
wildlife more thoroughl y based on research findings.
Combining available research informati on from the site with what
visitors want to know can be very helpful to the viewing of wildlife.
The questionn aire item most pertinent to this subject asked
responden ts to list three questions they would most want the NPS to
answer about wildlife in Cades Cove (Appendix M).

Of the 340

questionn aire responden ts, 555 questions were generated .

The most

common type of question concerned populatio n sizes of various animals,
particula rly of the more popular species.

As discussed in the

Knowledge chapter, 37.5% of the responden ts correctly identifie d the
number of deer in the Cove, and only 29.0% realized the number of
bears in the Park.

The deer estimate of 200 - 500 animals originate d
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from Burst (1977) and Kiningha m (1980), and was later confirme d for
the intervie w period by Wathen et al. (1984).

The estimate of 400 -

600 bears in the Park was extrapo lated from more localize d studies
with an understa nding that bears are not populate d at the same density
througho ut the Park (M. R. Pelton, pers. commun.).

Other animal

populati ons in Cades Cove have been estimate d at about 120 raccoons
(Keeler 1978, Rabinow itz 1981) and about 800 - 1735 groundho gs (Taylor
1979).
Many visitors wanted to know what kind of wildlife and how many
differen t species exist in the Cove.

Answers to these question s are

not immedia tely availab le, but many of the mammals, birds, reptiles ,
amphibi ans, and fish describe d for the Park (Stupka 1963, Huheey and
Stupka 1967, Mathews 1978, Linzey and Linzey 1981) frequen t the Cove.
More detailed listings can be found in the Study Area chapter of this
disserta tion.

Visitors reported observin g at least 38 differen t

species of wildlife during intervie ws.
A number of visitors also wanted to know what types of wildlife
were introduc ed, reintrod uced, or native in the Cove.

Respond ent

curiosit y was probably aroused by other question naire items dealing
with these issues.

The Park Service has not introduc ed exotics

directly into the Cove, although introduc tion of a few non-nati ve
trout was probably aided by the agency decades ago.

An occasio nal

native animal, such as an injured but rehabil itated raptor, has been
set free in the Cove.
during 1986.

Ten river otters were reintrod uced in the Cove

Six fledglin g peregrin e falcons were hacked in the Park

during 1985 (R. Spahr, pers. commun.), and Tennesse e 'vildlife
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Resources Agency personnel hope to release 18 - 20 more peregrine s in
the Park over the next few years (W. Yambert, pers. cornmun.).

The

National Park Service is re-establ ishing brook trout in some of its
former range and consideri ng reintrodu ction of other species (USDI
1984).
Many visitors \van ted to kno\v where they could see certain popular
species of wildlife, such as bear and deer.

Knowing where to look for

animals requires some knowledge of their habitat, especiall y food
resources .

Petko-Seu s (1985) documented that about half of GSMNP

campers did not realize that black bears eat mostly plant material
along with some animal matter.

Such limited knowledge of bear foods

is not conducive to sighting non-panha ndling bears.

In the spring,

bears use herbaceou s matter and squawroot (Conopho lis americanu s)
(Eagle 1979, Beeman and Pelton 1980); squawroot is associate d with
oak.

Blueberri es and hucklebe rries are heavily used during summer,

and are also associate d with open oak/pine and cove hardwood forests
(Carr 1983).

In the fall, white oak (Quercus alba) acorns become very

important to reproduct ion of black bears (Wathen 1983).
Cherry (Prunus spp.) and servicebe rry (Amelanch ier laevis) occur
in the area and are highly preferred foods for several species of
wildlife such as black bears (Beeman 1971, Eagle and Pelton 1980).
Grapes (Vitus spp.) may also be important (Carr 1983), particula rly
during a failure of hard mast.
habitat for some wildlife.

Most of these plants provide nesting

Each is native and could be planted in

Cades Cove to increase wildlife habitat and diversity .
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Few visitor s appear to realize that bears can often be observe d
feeding or even resting in trees.

The author has noticed a pattern

along Cades Cove roads of bears eating new leaves on trees (e.g. ash
(Fraxin us spp.)) during the spring , cherrie s in summer, and acorns in
fall with relativ ely little time when they do not use trees for
feeding .

This type of inform ation should be passed along to visitor s

to help them view these animal s eating natura l foods.
White- tailed deer can best be seen in the open fields, but often
are overloo ked in the foreste d areas, where they spend much of their
time during dayligh t hours.

Deer are particu larly prevale nt in wooded

areas during autumn s with heavy mast crops.

Both raccoon s and skunks

use availab le culver ts as day beds during dayligh t hours (Goldsm ith
1981).

Raccoo ns also can be found in the woodlan ds during the day

(Rabino witz 1981).

Groundhogs can be observe d in open fields and

along edges; they prefer hay fields more than pasture s (Taylor 1979).
Knowing where to find wildlif e also involve s knowing when to
look.

Numerous visitor s asked when certain popula r species could be

seen.

During the summer, raccoon s in the Cove are mostly nocturn al

(Rabino witz 1981), groundh ogs are mostly diurna l but a little
crepus cular (Taylor 1979), skunks are largely nocturn al (Goldsm ith
1981), and non-pa nhandli ng bears are somewhat crepus cular but more
diurna l than nocturn al (Eubank s 1976, Garshe lis 1978, Quigley 1982,
Carr 1983).
Many respon dents wanted to know why they had not seen or heard
more wildli fe, particu larly bears.
where and when to look.

Most people probab ly did not know

In additio n, resourc e management has reduced
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t he number of highly visible bears- --the panhan dlers-- -by moving them
to other areas.

Over one-th ird of the respon dents was unaware that

this was a reason that bears are not seen as often as in past years.
This inform ation should be explain ed to the

publi~

better than at

presen t.
Severa l visitor s were interes ted in dangers posed by wildli fe.
For exampl e, some people wanted to know how dangero us black bears
were.

About one-qu arter of GSMNP camper s did not realize that black

bears occasio nally injure visitor s (Petko- Seus 1985), which is
surpris ing consid ering Nation al Park Service emphas is on the danger s
of human- bear interac tions.
Other visitor s wanted more inform ation on the dangers of
poisono us snakes .

Rattles nakes and copperh eads are the only poisono us

snakes in the area (Huheey and Stupka 1967).

They are also the two

least preferr ed of 33 species tested; 41.0% of the respon dents even
felt that poisono us snakes should be destroy ed whenev er seen in Cades
Cove, and anothe r 12.6% were undecid ed on this issue.

Obviou sly the

value of these species to their ecosyst ems should be emphas ized in
educat ional program s more than at presen t.
Some visitor s wanted to know if wildlif e are artific ially fed in
Cades Cove.

None are purpos efully fed, althoug h hay and salt licks

intende d for cattle are probab ly utilize d some by deer and other
specie s.
Severa l visitor s asked about wildlif e disease s.

As mention ed in

the Attitud es chapte r, the deer herd was relativ ely healthy , althoug h
infecti ous disease was presen t (Dlutko wski 1985).

The same is true
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for bears in the Park; Cook (1982) found the bear popula tion to be in
genera lly good conditi on, but also reporte d the presenc e of severa l
viruses and parasi tes.
Severa l questio ns arose relatin g to interac tion between wildlif e
and cattle or other wildlif e specie s.

Less than one-fo urth (22.3%) of

the respon dents realize d that no cattle are killed on an annual basis,
althoug h this event has occurre d on a much less frequen t schedu le.
Groundhogs often leave hay fields after invasio n by cattle (Taylor
1979).

Deer and cattle are kno'vn to transm it disease s to each other,

usually to the detrim ent of deer (Fox and Pelton 1973, Burst 1977).
It is interes ting that only about one-th ird (35.1%) of the visitor s
felt that cattle and horses should be removed from the Cove if they
were compet ing with wildli fe.
Less is documented about interac tion between differe nt wildlif e
specie s, althoug h hogs may compete with deer, turkey s, bears,
squirr els, chipmu nks, skunks , raccoo ns, opossum s, foxes, and bobcats
as well as preying on smalle r fauna (Tate 1984).

Bears and various

sciurid s may be major compe titors (Cherry and Dearden 1975).
Compe tition between species is an area needing more researc h,
particu larly in unique ecosyst ems such as exist in Cades Cove.
A number of additio nal questio ns on management, natura l history ,
behavi or, and ecology were asked by respon dents.

Althoug h a seemin gly

large number of wildlif e studies have been conduc ted in Cades Cove and
the surroun ding area, few species have been studied in detail.
Nevert heless, this section demons trates that data on wildlif e
resourc es and human percep tions can be integra ted in such a manner as
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to aid the interpre tation and management of wildlife for improved
viewing experien ces.
Alterna tives for Providin g Wildlife Viewing Opportu nities
Guidelin es for Providin g Wildlife Viewing Opportu nities
Several factors should be consider ed when attempti ng to provide
wildlife viewing opportu nities in wildland areas.

Managers must first

realize that whateve r the primary purpose of a land management plan, a
seconda ry purpose can generall y be accommodated (King 1947).

This

view does not necessa rily imply a true multiple -use concept for all
wildland areas (e.g. nationa l parks), but simply means that most sites
have multiple features worth promotin g or interpre ting.

Driver and

Brown (1978) recommended that manager s not attempt to manage
everyth ing, but to concent rate on the most appropr iate resource s in a
given area.

Cades Cove presentl y features an excelle nt historic al

program ; however , this use should not preclude advancem ent of wildlife
viewing in the area, because Cades Cove provides one of the best
opportu nities in the southea stern United States for viewing and
learning about free-ran ging wild animals .
Shaw and King (1980) outlined the major guidelin es for managing
wildlife for viewing opportu nities.
wildlife management options as:

They listed the two major

(1) to provide habitat requirem ents,

and (2) to attract wildlife for viewing .

Major human management

options were subdivid ed into Design and Informa tion.
included :

Design options

(1) to bring people to wildlife , and (2) to minimize

impacts on wildlife .

Informa tion options included :

(1) to make
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people aware of wildlif e and (2) to enhance enjoym ent of wildli fe.
Management option s for Cades Cove will be discuss ed largely in two
parts:

(1) management of wildlif e and wildlif e viewing through

habita t alterat ion, and (2) interpr etation of wildlif e and wildlif e
management through design of roads, trails, and provisi on of
inform ation.

However, Shaw and King (1980) also demons trated that

before any wildlif e management plan can be implem ented, manage rs need
to know how much interac tion with people differe nt species will be
able to tolerat e and what the aesthe tic values are for wildlif e
viewing opport unities .

While many species can readily adapt to human

presenc e, some cannot and therefo re should receive extra protec tion
(Hendee and Schoen feld 1978).

Combining the biolog ical and behavi oral

assessm ent of each specie s' toleran ce with the apprai sal of human
prefere nces can allow manage rs to identif y which animal s are most
suitab le for various management options (Coope r and Shaw 1979).
Habita t Management
Cades Cove could be managed somewhat differe ntly than at presen t.
The wildlif e habita t is already highly manipu lated by people , but not
for the direct purpose of promot ing wildli fe.

Instead , it is largely

managed for history and perhaps scenery , which indirec tly provide
habita t for a number of wildlif e species and opport unities for viewing
many of these animal s.

With a few alterat ions to the habita ts,

viewing could be further improv ed.
Neil Reid (1967), the former Chief of the \vildlif e Management
Branch of the Nation al Park Servic e, propose d that manage rs use a
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holistic , or whole ecosyste m approac h, and simply include humans as a
part of the ecosyste m when managing for wildlife viewing .

Many others

have also supporte d the ecosyste m approach to managing wildlife ,
whether for viewing , hunting , or research (Cobus 1972, Geist 1972,
Stearns 1974, Talbot 1975, Martyr 1978).

In order to provide a

holistic wildlife management plan, a number of occupat ional fields
might be utilized , such as:

wildlife management, resource management, ,

forest management, range management, watershe d management, recreati on
management, social science (e.g. environm ental percepti on, human
attitude s), interpre tation, law enforcem ent, enginee ring, landscap e
architec ture, design and planning , economi cs, politics , private
groups, and laymen (Davey 1967, Reid 1967, Clark 1974, Maestro 1974,
Stearns 1974, Lennartz and Bjugstad 1975, Cooper and Shaw 1979, Cooper
1982, Shaw et al. 1985).
The more diverse the ecosyste m, the more stable it is (Bart
1972).

In addition , diversit y of habitat is essenti al to diversit y of

wildlife (Maffei 1978).

In fact, much of wildlife management is based

on the conserv ation, creation , or improvem ent of habitat (Tevis 1959,
Leopold et al. 1963, DeGraaf and Thomas 1974, Masyk 1975, Wauer and
Supernau gh 1983).

Managing for wildlife diversit y would not be

counterp roductiv e to present management policies in an area such as
Cades Cove.

In fact, only two of 33 animals (rattles nakes and

copperh eads) were consider ed undesira ble for viewing by more than half
of the respond ents in this survey, and many species were highly
desired .

Thus, the opportu nity to view almost any wildlife species

could be satisfyi ng, and hopeful ly educatio nal, to most visitors .
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In addition, habitat improveme nt for some species (e.g. highly
preferred animals) often provides habitat for many other species (Gill
et al. 197 4) •
Wildlife are largely by-produc ts of vegetatio n, and thus
manipulat ion of vegetatio n can greatly affect the type and diversity
of wildlife (DeGraaf and Thomas 1974).

In an area such as Cades Cove,

alteratio n of vegetatio n alone could undoubted ly be effective because
plants provide both food and cover.

Water is probably not a major

limiting factor for most typical viewing species found there at
present, but creation of a few small ponds might increase waterfowl
for viewing or concentra te certain other species for viewing.
Everglade s National Park uses the presence of natural water bodies and
boardwalk s in interpret ation of wildlife.
The "edge effect" is important to many species and often to
wildlife diversity (Gill et al. 1974, Schneegas 1975).

Fortunate ly,

Cades Cove is already designed with considera ble edge between
different types of habitat.

The surroundi ng forest juts wooded

"fingers" into the open meadows.

The numerous streams and branches

also provide abrupt edge changes throughou t the Cove.

Even the

transitio n from pastures to hay fields provides some edge.
additiona l edge and habitat diversity is possible.

However,

Natural boundarie s

and gradients (e.g. water bodies and topograph y) can be used in
creating new habitat (Stearns 1974).

Thus, more vegetatio n could be

planted along small streams and fences.

Streams can serve as movement

corridors for wildlife (Shoesmit h and Koonz 1977); thus, the banks of
even small branches should be well vegetated .

In addition, vegetatio n
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can reduce erosion , and preven tion of erosion has improve d aquatic
habita t in Cades Cove in the recent past (Mathews 1978).

When well

vegeta ted, fence rows also serve as corrido rs for some animal s, such
as small mammals.

Plants that provide more than one aspect of habita t

or serve severa l species should be consid ered.

For exampl e, hedgero ws

and clumps of shrubs can produce food, cover, and nesting sites (de
Vos 1967, Hooper et al. 1973, Maffei 1978).

Althoug h large animal s

are often highly preferr ed, many visitor s also want to see and hear
songbi rds; 21.7% of the respon dents reporte d "to listen for bird
calls" as a reason for their trip to Cades Cove.

Breedin g and nesting

habita ts are so import ant to these species that emphas is may need to
be placed on providi ng habita t for their relevan t seasons (Gill et al.
1974, Cooper and Shaw 1979).
Where possib le, plantin g should consis t of native vegeta tion
(Lenna rtz and Bjugsta d 1975), or match cultur al history , such as
apples (Malus spp.) or domest ic plums (Prunus spp.) in Cades Cove (W.
Minser , pers. commun .).

Simila r native woody vegeta tion could include

crabap ples (Pyrus spp.), hawtho rns (Cratae sus spp.), wild plums
(Prunus spp.), and persimmons (Diospy ros virgini ana).
If livesto ck have access to hedgero ws, the shrubs may be
destroy ed.

Livesto ck numbers may need to be reduced .

In additio n,

movement corrido rs or travel lanes may need to be widened for both
mammals and birds.

Thus, double fences (about 6 m wide) on each side

of creeks and pasture s (withou t removin g existin g trees) and areas
between fences could be plowed often enough to remove non-na tive
grasses and allowed to grow back natura lly or planted in desirab le
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specie s.

Blackb erries (Rubus spp.), and sumac (Rhus spp.) are likely

candid ates.

To preven t lanes from changin g to trees, bushho gging

about 1/2 - 2/3 m above the ground every three years might be
necess ary.

If woody vegeta tion persist ed, occasio nal mowing about 1/3

m above the ground could help.

In additio n, large fields could be

subdiv ided into smalle r ones (8 - 20 ha) with more travel lanes, and
field corner s could be fenced, plowed , and used for wildlif e habita t.
Subdiv ision of land into smalle r fields would simula te histor ical
reality more than the curren t situati on (W. Minser , pers. commun.).
Critic al food species should be identif ied and supplie d (Lucas
and Stankey 1974).

As mention ed previo usly, severa l tree species in

GSMNP (e.g. oaks, cherry , service berry) produce preferr ed food for
bears and may have other food source s, such as bluebe rries, associa ted
with them (Beeman 1971, Eagle and Pelton 1980, Wathen 1983).

Many are

native and could be planted in Cades Cove to increas e wildlif e habita t
and divers ity.
The American chestn ut tree (Castan ea dentata ) once provide d a
large, depend able source of fall mast for numerous wildli fe, includi ng
bears.

Unfort unately , the chestn ut blight killed most of the Park's

chestn ut trees during the 1920's and 1930's (LaFol lette 1974).

The

American chestn ut can be replace d by the exotic Chinese chestn ut
(Castan ea molliss ima) in many areas other than nation al parks (de Vos
1967), but the few sprouts from American chestn ut near Cades Cove
could be innocu lated annual ly agains t the blight until a more
perman ent and less expens ive system is devised for returni ng this
native species to the area.
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Ferti lizer s could also be appli ed to attra ct wildl ife where
desir able (Morr iss 1954, Ream 1979) if restr ictio ns were
relax ed.
Where the prese nce of certa in indic ator speci es demo nstrat
es calciu m
defic ienci es, lime could be added (C. Hasti ngs, · pers. comm
un.)

With

some speci es it may be possi ble to manage habit at close
to peopl e,
such as along roads , trail s, stream s, campg round s, and
picni c areas
(Gil let al. 1974) , or besid e natur e and visit or cente rs
(Hooper et
al. 1973) .

For other s, plant ing shoul d be condu cted at adequ ate

distan ces from roads and trail s to still promo te wildl ife
viewi ng, but
not to haras s wildl ife or encou rage publi c feedin g. In
some
situa tions , natur al buffe rs or barri ers might be neede d
to preve nt
peopl e and wildl ife from gettin g too close (Reid 1967,
Stalm aster and
Newman 1978) .
Nutri ents (e.g. salt licks ) could be used to aid some wildl
ife
speci es (Lime 1976, Buech et al. 1980) .

They could also be used to

strate gical ly conce ntrate wildl ife where ver desir able.

Suppl ement al

feedin g has also been sugge sted in order to enhan ce wildl
ife viewi ng
(Gill et al. 1974, Buech et al. 1980) , but shoul d proba
bly be avoid ed
in natio nal parks and wilde rness areas (Leop old et al.
1963, Hendee
and Schoe nfeld 1978) . Wildl ife can become too depen dent
on peopl e,
causi ng numerous proble ms outlin ed in the Liter ature Review
chapt er.
A common method for provi ding diver sity in \vildl ife habit
at is
creat ion of small openi ngs, espec ially in dense , even- aged
stand s
(Hooper et al. 1973, de Vos 1967, Lucas and Stank ey 1974,
Schne egas

1975) .

This would proba bly not be neces sary at Cades Cove unles
s open

habit at for anima ls less habit uated to man is desir ed,
or a wildl ife
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management demons tration area is desired .

For exampl e, small opening s

can be created within close walking distanc e of campgrounds and picnic
areas, with interpr etive signs or literat ure made availa ble.

If such

opening s were formed at Cades Cove, or, more import antly, at other
sites within the Park, care should be taken that den trees and good
mast produc ing trees be spared (de Vos 1967).

Tree snags are also

essent ial to some species (Schnee gas 1975), and should be spared when
creatin g openin gs, or could actuall y be created .

One solutio n might

be to create small open strips through rhodode ndron or laurel thicke ts
(Morris s 1954).
Contro lled burning can be a very effecti ve tool in establi shing
wildlif e habita t (Leopo ld et al. 1963, de Vos 1967, Lucas and Stankey
1974, Masyk 1975, Hendee and Schoen feld 1978, Cooper and Shaw 1979).
For Cades Cove, small spot-bu rns could be used to create openin gs,
occasio nally reverse succes sion, and/or demons trate to the public how
fire can aid wildli fe.

It might be possib le to use an area along the

loop road to demons trate a series of succes sional pattern s develop ed
with fire, and interp ret the type of wildlif e that benefi t most from
each sere.
Anothe r sugges tion for habita t alterat ion within Cades Cove is to
fence certain areas to keep wildlif e from destroy ing natura l sites or
threate ned/en danger ed plants (Tate 1984, Wauer 1984).

Exclos ures

within Cades Cove could also aid researc h efforts , particu larly on the
wild hog (White 1984), but also on the extent of deer browsin g.

Some

have felt that fences were too distast eful in areas of a nation al park
freque ntly used by visitor s (Wood 1984).

If conduc ted proper ly,
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ho,vev er, fencin g can be used as an impor tant inter preti
ve tool by
placin g inform ative signs on exclo sures and direc ting the
publi c to
compare areas insid e and outsi de the fence (Tate 1984) .

A hog

exclo sure in the weste rn portio n of Cades Cove prese ntly
displ ays
small , but inform ative, signs expla ining its existe nce.
An addit ional consi derat ion is that management of wildl
ife
viewi ng shoul d not be conce ntrate d entir ely on wildl ife
(Fuhri man and
Crozi er 1974) . Managers shoul d maximize other aesth etic
featu res
(e.g. moun tains, stream s, field s, histo rical point s) and
minim ize
stres sful featu res (e.g. agenc y housi ng, waste treatm ent
facil ities ,
picni c areas ).

Visit or satis facti on, even in a wildl ife viewi ng area,

will proba bly be influe nced by a number of facto rs, some
of which have
nothin g to do with wildl ife.

Fortu natel y, the curre nt desig n of Cades

Cove alread y meets most of these requi remen ts.

Altho ugh 92.3% of the

visito rs repor ted wildl ife viewi ng as a reaso n for going
to the Cove,
100% repor ted enjoy ing the scene ry as a reaso n for their
trip.

Many

visit ors enjoy the lands cape patte rn of open field s mixed
with
fores ted areas .

Only 28.0% felt that the Cove' s histo ric statu s

shoul d lead to half or more of the curre nt field s being
place d in
crops . Thus, habit at alter ation s shoul d proba bly be condu
cted with
cautio n in some portio ns of the Cove until the prefe rred
size of
field s and the optimum mix of fores t and field are determ
ined.

Some

of the large r open field s shoul d proba bly be left as they
are now.

In

addit ion, visito r respo nse to the plant ing of small garde
ns shoul d be
evalu ated; garde ns could impro ve both wildl ife and histo
ric progra ms,
and might meet with consi derab le appro val by visit ors.
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Half (50.3%) of the respon dents did not want to see the cattle
and horses removed from Cades Cove, even if livest ock were compe
ting
with wildl ife.

Livest ock numbers should be reduce d in Cades Cove, but

sudden and total elimin ation might be met with consid erable public
resist ance.
As discus sed in the Attitu des chapte r, some wildli fe may also
need to be reduce d in Cades Cove to preven t habita t destru ction.
Curre ntly, wild hogs are removed becaus e they are exotic and destro
y
much native vegeta tion, and may compe te with other fauna (Benda
1984).
White -tailed deer are also reduce d almos t annua lly to preven t
overpo pulati on and the corres pondin g habita t damage or diseas e
outbre aks (Bratt on 1980).
Interp retati on of Wildl ife and Wildl ife Management
It is a truism that one of the most impor tant aspec ts of wildli
fe
management is people management (Leopo ld 1943, Bacon 1974, Clark
1974,
Glimsk i 1976, Hendee and Schoe nfeld 1978, Kelle rt and Brown 1985,
Snepen ger and Ditton 1985).

With management of wildli fe viewin g, this

often means chann elling visito r use and enforc ing regula tions.
However, educa tion of the public can often reduce the need for
more
negati ve management practi ces.

If knowledge and attitu des about

wildli fe and wildli fe management in Cades Cove were improv ed,
then
knowledge and attitu des toward natura l resour ces and management
might
also be improv ed.

Two major interp retive methods of aiding this

proces s will be discus sed:

(1) design of roads, trails , and

struct ures, and (2) design of inform ation system s.
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Road s, trai ls, and stru ctur es can be cons
truc ted in such a manne r
as to grea tly help visi tors view wild life
and man ager s cont rol
visi tors . When desi gnin g this proc ess, the
qual ity of the obse rvat ion
shou ld be cons ider ed at all time s (Rei d 1967
); that is, wild anim als
shou ld be view ed undi sturb ed in a rela tive
ly natu ral envi ronm ent.
They shou ld not be foun d "beg ging " for food
alon g the road side .
Road s.

An idea l road thro ugh a wild life view ing area
shou ld be
desi gned for slow spee ds, one-way traf fic,
and opp ortu nitie s to pull
off the road (Rei d 1967 , Lime 1976 , Sing er
1978 , Cooper and Shaw
1979 ). In add ition , the road shou ld trav erse
thro ugh a vari ety of
wild life hab itats . Traf fic shou ld flow with
regu larit y and mini mal
unex pect ed distu rban ces so that anim als will
habi tuat e to peop le and
not avoi d usef ul port ions of thei r hab itat
(Gei st 1972 , Cowan 1974 ,
Trac y 1977 ). The road syste m in Cades Cove
alre ady mee ts most of
thes e requ irem ents . The 18 km road is smoo
thly pave d and wide enough
to accommodate virt uall y all recr eati on vehi
cles . One-way traf fic and
numerous pull -off s prev ent the need for the
road to be broa dene d,
altho ugh a few of the pres ent grav el pull
-off s coul d be paved and
leng then ed in prim e wild life view ing sect ions
; 58.1% of the
resp onde nts left thei r vehi cles to see wild
life , indi cati ng the
nece ssity of good pull -off s. The road syste
m is cons truc ted such that
a number of hab itats are alre ady obse rvab
le from the paved road , two
2-way unpa ved road s diss ecti ng the Cove, two
1-way unpaved road s
exit ing the area , and two shor t spur road
s. Thus , the road syste m is
adeq uate at pres ent. A mass tran sit syste
m with bus driv ers train ed
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to interpre t for visitors is a possibi lity (Tracy 1977), but Divine et
al. (1976) recommended against it in Cades Cove.

Limiting use is

another alterna tive if visitati on is too high (Reid 1967).

Other

methods to improve wildlife viewing along roads would largely involve
habitat alterati ons discusse d in the previous section and provisio n of
informa tion to be discusse d later.

A word of caution is that improved

access to wildlife can lead to increase d poaching unlesi properly
controll ed (Tracy 1977).
Trails.

Several trailhea ds for hiking and horsebac k riding

already exist in Cades Cove.

Non-mot orized trails are very importa nt

to nationa l parks and should be properly routed and maintain ed (Reid
1967, Houston 1971).

However, none of the main trails features

wildlife as the major point of interes t.

Almost half (46.2%) of the

respond ents approach ed wildlife outside of their vehicle s.
Interpre tive trails and quiet walkways could be designed to go into,
instead of away from, the Cove.

It would be much easier to constru ct

short paths near wildlife habitat than to route a road near the same
area.

Trails and correspo nding educatio nal materia ls would need to be

designed such that wildlife would not be overly disturbe d, and that
people would stay on the paths; 53.0% of visitors approach ing wildlife
reported animals fleeing.

Neverth eless, such trails could be very

useful interpre tive tools by helping visitors see and understa nd
wildlife , wildlife habitat, and wildlife management techniqu es,
probably to a greater degree than roads.

Trails can also be designed
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where evidence of wildlife is easy to see (e.g. mud bars along streams
for animal tracks) (Lime 1975).
Horse trails would need to be more restrict ed because horse
parties are more difficu lt to screen from other visitors , and probably
cause more adverse environm ental impacts .

Horse trails should

probably not extend beyond their present use.
Bicycle trails may be more practica l than horse trails.

Large

numbers of people use bikes in the Cove, but conflic ts with other
traffic are common during the warmer months.

Studies are currentl y

being conducte d to resolve some of these problem s.

A narrow 1-way

bicycle trail running paralle l to the loop road would allow both
bicycli sts and users of motorize d vehicles more time to watch wildlife
instead of traffic.
Special structu res.

Several special structur es have been

recommended in other areas to aid wildlife viewing without disturbi ng
wildlife or damaging the site.

For example , blinds construc ted on

trails can help both visitors and wildlife (Shea 1973, Lime 1976).
Boardwa lks in swamps can take visitors into areas not previou sly
frequent ed (Cooper and Shaw 1979).

Towers or other platform s are

often used to elevate visitors for better viewing (Lime 1976, Buech et
al. 1980, Cooper 1982), and occasio nally for protecti ng viewers from
dangerou s wildlife such as bears (B. K. Gilbert , pers. commun.).
Although there may not be univers al support for these faciliti es, they
can be especia lly useful for special groups, such as the elderly or
handicap ped (Lime 1976).
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Blinds could also be constru cted for viewers and photog raphers in
areas of high wildlif e concen tration s or near dens.

A boardw alk

through the small marshy area in the far western portion of the Cove
could acquai nt visitor s with a differe nt type of habita t.

An elevate d

platfor m could be constru cted overloo king any area covered with
relativ ely short, dense natura l vegeta tion, such as a blackb erry
thicke t.

This would provide an excelle nt opport unity for

interp retatio n and viewing in an area which might otherw ise be
conside red less than aesthe tic by the majori ty of the public .

For

exampl e, satisfa ction produce d by willow patches in some western parks
is probab ly much higher for visitor s who realize that they may be able
to see moose in the area, particu larly if they are in an elevate d
positio n.

If such platfor ms were to be constru cted in Cades Cove,

they would need to be placed in the area of departu re from the
feature d habita t (i.e. where visitor s would have already passed the
wildli fe), because this tends to disturb some wildlif e less than
activit y in an area approac hing the habita t (Cooper 1982).
Inform ation System s.
tool.

User educati on is a powerf ul management

Fazio (1979) describ ed it as the most palatab le, least

contro versial , and possibl y one of the most effecti ve method s
availab le to manage rs in a democr atic society .
least costly tools (Cooper and Shaw 1979).

It is also one of the

Educat ion and

interp retatio n are not only keys to conser vation in genera l (Ericks on
1971), but also to visitor enjoym ent and unders tanding (U.S. Counci l
on Environ mental Quality 1972, Shaw and King 1980).

In particu lar,
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people want more natural resource informati on about wildlife
(Pomerant z 1977, Hastings and Hammitt 1985).
Managers have a great variety of methods available for
interpret ing resources .

In the previous section, it was discussed how

auto tours, trails, and certain structure s could aid interpret ation of
wildlife.

Interpret ive signs, markers, displays, tape recording s, and

radio messages could be effective ly used in conjuncti on with these
facilitie s (Tevis 1959, Reid 1967, Mahaffey 1970, Lime 1976, Cooper
1982, Hill 1983, Peine et al. 1984).
display at its entrance.

Cades Cove currently has one

Unobtrusi ve markers along the roads and

trails could correspon d to informati on within a special wildlife
brochure distribut ed at the entrance.
Wildlife brochures , booklets, and leaflets are important
interpret ive tools (Reid 1967, Geist 1975, Lime 1976, Wishart 1975,
Baptiste 1977).

Cades Cove is in need of its own wildlife brochure;

the parkwide brochure did not significa ntly increase visitors'
knowledge about wildlife.

Visitors appear willing to pay for

interpret ive brochures in wildland areas (Hendee 1969, Lime 1975), and
currently purchase a history booklet and a nature leaflet designed
specifica lly for Cades Cove.

Although not always as popular as other

interpret ive technique s, literatur e is often saved, providing the
potential for later use and greater retention (Mahaffey 1970, Hill
1983).

For maximum effective ness, writers of wildlife brochures

should consider brevity, visual flow, spacing, and illustrat ive
simplicit y (Fazio 1979).

Additiona l types of literatur e could include

park newspape rs, bulletin boards (Peine et al. 1984), maps (Lime 1975,
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Buech et al. 1980), and animal checkli sts (Olendo rff et al. 1975).
Informa tion should be distribu ted at area entrance s (Fortier 1983),
which would be relative ly easy to accommodate at the entrance to Cades
Cove.
Roads, trails, and literatu re can aid the interpre tation of
wildlife for large numbers of people.

However, many research ers

believe that face-to- face contact with two-way convers ation is also
very importa nt (Mahaffe y 1970, Lime 1976, Baptiste 1977, Moore 1983,
Petko-Se us 1985).

Common methods include talks, campfire program s,

guided tours, night walks, and slide presenta tions (Reid 1967, Shea
1973, Wishart 1975, Lime et al. 1978, Fazio 1979), and are presentl y
used in Cades Cove.
Nature centers and museums can provide interpre tation through
both persona l contact and exhibits (Lime 1976, Everett 1979).
Wildlife displays can teach visitors how to recogniz e animals (Reid
1967).

Movies, videos, and touch-s ensitive compute r equipme nt can all

be used success fully for interpre tive purposes in visitor centers
(Lime 1975, Wishart 1975, Baptiste 1977, Fazio 1979, Fortier 1983).
Live video taping of animals in their dens could also be an ongoing
feature (Reid 1967).

Several of the above techniqu es are used at

Sugarlan ds Visitor Center in the Park.

The Cades Cove Visitor Center

offers an interest ing cultura l history program , but little on
wildlife .

In particu lar, videos of bears, groundh ogs, bats, or

raccoon s in their dens would probably lead to greater curiosit y and
more opportu nity to teach visitors .
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With all of the above inform ation techniq ues as choice s, it may
be difficu lt to decide which to use.

Nevert heless, it has been

demons trated that inform ation should be designe d to affect both
cogniti ve and affecti ve learnin g; the more diverse the environ mental
educat ion, the more likely this objecti ve will be met (LaHar t 1978).
Visito rs have differe nt levels of intere st and backgro unds; thus, a
variety of learnin g techniq ues, if not mass media, will produce the
greate st results (Mahaf fey 1970, Lime 1976, Moore 1983).
Techni ques are not the only consid eration s in teachin g the public
about wildli fe and wildlif e management.
presen ted are two very import ant factors .

What and how materi al is
Educat ion and

interpr etation of wildlif e and wildlif e management should take a
holist ic, ecosyst em approac h (Housto n 1971, LaHart and Tillis 1974,
Roth 1974, Lime 1975, Gilber t 1982).

The public should underst and

that each organis m depends on a network of other organic and inorgan ic
factors to exist.

People should be taught that these factors should

be managed for divers ity and stabil ity.

This is not to say that

interpr etation should attemp t to ignore people 's prefere nces for
individ ual specie s, but instead to help people underst and the
importa nce of native specie s' existen ce.

In additio n, this ecosyst em

approac h can help visitor s find wildlif e by underst anding where to
look.
While keeping the holisti c approac h under consid eration ,
differe nt types of inform ation can be used in differe nt types of
program s.

However, each program must contain inform ation that is

interes ting.

The wildlif e literat ure is rich with sugges tions for
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types of informati on to include:

life history, habitat, feeding

habits and preferred foods, courtship and breeding activitie s,
seasonal movements, other habits and behaviors , how to view wildlife,
where and when to find animals (both daily and seasonall y), why
animals are where they are, how to identify wildlife sign, how to
behave in the presence of wildlife, why animals should not be fed,
safety considera tions, purpose of markers on wildlife, factors
threateni ng certain species, and additiona l management problems and
alternati ve solutions for the specific area (Grater 1959, Monson 1966,
Reid 1967, Lime and Cushwa 1969, Erikson 1971, Mundy and Flook 1973,
DeGraaf and Thomas 1974, Geist 1975, Lime 1975, Lime 1976, Tracy 1977,
Dawson et al. 1978, Klinghammer 1978, Lime et al. 1978, Cooper and
Shaw 1979, Everett 1979, Fazio 1979, Buech et al. 1980, Cooper 1982,
Sundstrom 1984, Petko-Seu s et al. 1985).

Descripti ons of animal

behavior might be particula rly useful in keeping interpret ive sources
interestin g to the public.

In addition, if managers alter habitat (as

is being proposed for Cades Cove in this chapter), it is imperativ e
that education al technique s be used to acquire public support for
habitat change (Tevis 1959).
Cades Cove visitors desired some of the same informati on as the
literatur e has proposed to give them (e.g. where and when to see
specific animals), but were intereste d in other points which the
literatur e missed (e.g. which species exist there, populatio n facts,
presence of disease and parasites , reasons for markers on wildlife,
and plans for introduct ions and reintrodu ctions).

The survey results

also demonstra te that some visitor attitudes should be improved (e.g.
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attitud es toward remova l of exotic s, presenc e of poisono us snakes ,
absence of artific ial feeding program s).

By combin ing inform ation

that people want to know with what they need to kno\v, wildlif e viewing
experie nces can become more meanin gful for the viewer s.

In additio n,

many people receive wildlif e inform ation from others (e.g. family,
friends ) (Petko- Seus 1985).

Theref ore, exposin g visitor s to high

quality wildlif e experie nces may positiv ely influen ce the knowle dge,
beliefs , and attitud es of other people through later conver sations
(Moore 1983).
Prototy pe Management Plan for Wildli fe Viewing in Cades Cove
In the previou s section s of this chapte r, a host of alterna tives
for managing wildlif e viewing in Cades Cove was outline d.

In this

section , the final propos al for change s will be discuss ed.

It is

import ant to recogn ize that Cades Cove already provide s excelle nt
opport unities for viewing and interpr eting wildli fe.
improve ments are possib le.

Ho\vever,

Some of these could be implem ented within

Nation al Park Service policy restric tions, while others may not.

The

followi ng scenar io is hypoth etical; it provide s a potent ial plan for
designi ng Cades Cove for viewing wildlif e while ignorin g some curren t
NPS regula tions.

This approac h may be helpfu l to other agencie s or

groups to think about how they could improve habita t and opport unities
for viewing wildlif e resourc es.
To best organiz e recomm endatio ns, Cades Cove was divided into 12
wildlif e viewing units (Figure 9).
made for each unit.

Specif ic propos al change s will be

Figure 9.
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Entire Cove
Place 6 m double fence on each side of Abrams Creek wherev er
pastur es or hay fields presen tly exist.
to grow back natura lly.

Plow interi or area and allow

Bushhog about 1/2 m or closer to the ground

every three years to remove woody vegeta tion.

Plant a mixtur e of

wildli fe foods in bare or sparse areas on the creek banks.
Reduce cattle by at least one-h alf.

Contin ue annua l remov al of

deer (no more than 25% of popul ation) .
Do not interr upt the promo tion and interp retati on of cultur al
histor y.
Unit 1
----Add more wildli fe inform ation at the entran ce.

In partic ular,

offer a brochu re on the wildli fe of Cades Cove for a nomin al price.
Use the brochu re to interp ret wildli fe and wildli fe management
at
numerous numbered posts along the loop road.
bullet in board which change s season ally.

Also add a wildli fe

Stress where, when, and how

to view wildli fe in interp retive media.
Add fences and vegeta tion along interm ittent stream s.

Avoid

planti ng highly prefer red summer bear foods too near the campgr
ound or
picnic area.
Pave the grave l pullof fs beside the fields .
Unit 2
Allow Sparks Lane to remain with gravel and 2-way traffi c.

Plant

a mixtur e of wildli fe foods along fences runnin g perpen dicula r
to the
road in order to increa se habita t withou t obstru cting viewin g
abilit y.
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Plant a few wildl ife food trees (e.g. cherr y and persimmon)
along the
road.
Creat e a quiet walkway origi natin g at the junct ion of Spark
s Lane
and Abrams Creek .

Also add a grave l pullo ff on the south ern side of

Spark s Lane near the edge of woods and field s.
Unit 3
Add a wildl ife trave l lane throu gh the large meadow south
of the
loop road.

Pave the grave l pullo ff south of the loop road at the last

meadow to impro ve wildl ife viewi ng.
Unit 4
Allow road to Primi tive Bapti st Church to remai n grave l.

Devel op

a loop wildl ife trail starti ng about 2/3 distan ce to the
churc h.

Use

the trail to trave rse a varie ty of habit ats inclu ding fores
t, stream ,
hay field s, and pastu res.
Unit 5
---Disal low cattl e use in this area.
Plant shrub -type s of wildl ife foods (e.g. servi ceber ry,
hawth orn,
craba pple) along inter mitte nt stream .
loop road.

Subdi vide field north of the

Creat e trave l lanes with relati vely short veget ation .

Pave two grave l pullo ffs besid e open field s.
Unit 6
---Plant a mixtu re of wildl ife food and cover plant s along
the banks
of Feeze ll Branc h and besid e fence rows runni ng perpe ndicu
lar to the
road.

Plant a few wildl ife food trees in bare areas along the
road.
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Unit 7
---Provi de wildl ife inform ation at the large overl ook.

Fence both

sides of Tater Branc h, plow, and allow natur al veget ation
to repla ce
the previ ous grass es.
field s.

Plant hedge rows along fence s betwe en hay

Do not subdi vide furth er at this locat ion becau se of its

popu larity for viewi ng open scene ry in the foregr ound with
moun tains
in the backg round .
Creat e a quiet walkway in the wooded area south of the
loop road.
Also pave one of the grave l pullo ffs near the hog exclo
sure along
Abrams Creek .

Curre nt signs are adequ ate for its inter preta tion.

Unit 8
Begin a wildl ife loop trail at the Abrams Creek Trailh ead.
Devel op it throu gh a varie ty of habit ats inclu ding stream
, marsh , hay
field s, early succe ssion al field of nativ e plant s, fores
t, and pond
(loca ted near the trailh ead).
area.

Use a board walk throu gh the marshy

Const ruct a small platfo rm that will blend into its

surro undin gs on the easter n-mo st portio n of the trail .

Have the

platfo rm situa ted such that it will overlo ok the large
field to the
north . Plant this field with a few wildl ife shrub s, but
allow most of
it to grow natur ally to non-woody nativ e plant s. Bushh
og it every
three years . Provi de inter preti ve inform ation at the trailh
ead.
Unit 9
---Add an addit ional room to the Cades Cove Visit or Cente r
for
inter preta tion of wildl ife.

Use contin uous slide show of Cades Cove

wildl ife and how to view them.
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Use open areas along Forge Creek Road for wildlife habitat .

Use

both shrubs and smaller vegetati on.
Unit 10
Remove small pines in hillside meadow south of the loop road, and
replace with wildlife shrubs.

Plant wildlife foods along stream

branch.
Unit 11
-Fence the stream branch beside the Dan Lawson Place and plant
wildlife shrubs and trees along it.

Constru ct double fences and

wildlife travel lanes along all branches and in areas currentl y single
fenced.

Reduce cattle in this area.

Unit 12
-Plant wildlife shrubs and trees along stream branche s.

Avoid

planting highly preferre d bear foods too close to picnic area and
campgro und.
Create a quiet walkway in the wooded area northwe st of the road.
Increase wildlife informa tion within picnic area and campground.
Summary
Existing data on the wildlife resource in Cades Cove were
integrat ed with informa tion generate d by this survey on visitor
preferen ces and needs for wildlife in order to develop wildlife
viewing program s.

The major question s of visitors (e.g. when and

where to see differen t species) were answered using results of past
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resea rch in Cades Cove on such anima ls as bear, deer, racco
on,
groun dhog, and skunk .

Numerous altern ative s for provi ding wildl ife

viewi ng oppo rtunit ies were outlin ed from integ rating resul
ts of this
surve y with a review of the litera ture on management and
inter preta tion of wildl ife.
includ ed roads , trail s,

Sugge sted inter preti ve metho dolog y

~pecial

struc tures , types of inform ation , and

types of inter preti ve techn iques .

The most notab le recom menda tions

for Cades Cove includ ed provi ding more wildl ife habit at
along stream s
and fence s, subdi vidin g some field s, devel oping two short
wildl ife
loop trail s and three quiet walkw ays, addin g a few paved
pullo ffs in
key wildl ife viewi ng areas to avoid traff ic jams, and incre
asing
empha sis on wildl ife in the inter preta tion of Cades Cove.

~fuile

some

of the recom menda tions might be diffi cult in a Natio nal
Park Servi ce
histo rical zone, most are justif iable under prese nt NPS
polic ies and
objec tives .
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CHAPTER X
I MPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
1.

The results of this study indicate that wildlife viewing is a
very signific ant motivato r for visitati on of Cades Cove.

The

presence of wildlife is also importa nt to satisfac tion of trips
to Cades Cove and to Great Smoky Mountai ns Nationa l Park.

It is

conclude d that wildlife viewing can be importa nt to trip
satisfac tion in most natural areas, and can be managed more
effectiv ely than at present .
2.

Almost all study particip ants reported seeing wildlife , and most
visitors observed several species .

Remarkably large percenta ges

of visitors observed several highly preferre d species .

These

results, in conjunc tion with the author's experien ce in Cades
Cove during other seasons , imply that Cades Cove has potentia l
far beyond its present status for becoming one of the most
valuable wildlife viewing areas in the United States.

More

emphasi s on wildlife within management and interpre tation of the
area could greatly improve the Cove's usefulne ss as a
free-ran ging wildlife resource for public viewing .
3.

The data indicate that there is a complex relation ship between
the wildlife that people want to see, expect to see, and actually
observe .

Preferen ces for specific animals may affect

expecta tions which, in turn, may result in visitor s' looking for
certain species more than others.

Ho\vever, the opposite may also
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be true; wildli fe which are observ ed may affect expec tation s for
future viewin g and may influe nce what people report as prefer red
wildl ife.
4.

Most visito rs want to see almos t any wildl ife, with the notabl
e
excep tion of poison ous snakes .

Other commonly feared and

domes tic anima ls were not highly prefer red; aesthe tic and
cultur ally impor tant specie s were the most prefer red anima ls in
Cades Cove.

These result s would probab ly hold true in many other

wildli fe viewin g areas.
5.

The result s indica te that most people are not oppose d to marke
rs
on wildl ife.

Even less oppos ition exists when marke rs blend with

the anima l's coat color, or the reason for marke rs is explai ned
to visito rs.

A parall el study found that size of marke rs

influe nces public respon se.

It is conclu ded that marke rs should

be used whene ver necess ary but made as diffic ult for visito rs
to
observ e as the study object ives allow, and the public should be
inform ed of their purpos e.

More impor tantly , it is conclu ded

that explai ning the utilit y of resear ch and management techni ques
to the public can often improv e both knowledge and attitu des.
6.

The data indica te that many extirp ated specie s could be
reintro duced into a nation al park with relati vely minor
oppos ition.

However, many people would likely object to

reintr oduct ion of large predat ors (e.g. wolve s, mount ain lions)
.
These reacti ons would probab ly occur in most areas of the
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country .

The succes sful

re-esta~lishment

of many species may

depend on alterin g people 's percep tions of these animal s.

If

people are provide d inform ation explain ing that these animal s are
not as dangero us as previou sly though t and that proper ty damages
would be compen sated, percep tions could be changed enough to
alter human behavio r toward both the species and efforts to
reintro duce them.

It is conclud ed that these change s will take

time, but can be accele rated by intense interpr etive efforts
from sources conside red reliab le.
7.

Respon ses to only two exotic wildlif e species (wild hog and
coyote ) were examin ed.

The results indica te that exotics are not

univer sally dislike d, even when some of their destru ctive
tenden cies are known.

This implies that many other exotics

perceiv ed as benefi cial would likely meet with consid erable
approv al in GSMNP

(e~g.

rainbow trout, brown trout) and other

wildlan d areas (e.g. ring-ne cked pheasa nt).

Educat ional media

will need to be improve d to change public attitud es toward
exotics when agency manage rs conclud e that a species is
suffici ently destruc tive to warran t expens ive eradica tion
measur es.
8.

The data indica te that the curren t management practic e of
reloca ting portion s of an overpo pulated deer herd in order to
re-esta blish herds elsewh ere meets with more public approv al than
other contro l options presen tly availab le.

It is conclud ed that

this practic e should be continu ed, but that management plans
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should be develo ped for future situat ions; there may not always
be areas to send excess deer.

It is also recommended that public

attitu des toward issues in other wildla nd areas be evalua ted
using a simila r techni que (i.e. listin g a series of
management option s includ ing the one presen tly in use).
9.

The result s indica te that visito rs need more inform ation on
wildli fe and wildli fe management.

Althou gh knowle dge and

attitu des do not appear highly relate d, it is conclu ded that
certai n inform ation could not only improv e visito r knowledge but
also their belief s, thereb y more effici ently alteri ng attitu des
over time.
10.

The major change s needed in Cades Cove involv e greate r empha sis
on interp retati on of the wildli fe resour ce and management for
wildli fe viewin g.

Recommendations includ e develo pment of a

wildli fe brochu re for the Cove, more empha sis on improv ing
attitu des as well as knowledge about wildli fe in all of the
Park's inform ation source s, higher usage of anima l behav ior in
interp retati on of wildl ife, format ion of wildli fe trails and
quiet walkways near prime habita t, habita t improv ements , and
evalua tion of the effect ivene ss of these techni ques.

It is

conclu ded that applic ation of these method s could improv e
knowledge and attitu des not only with visito rs, but also with
their relati ves, friend s, and acqua intanc es.
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11.

Althoug h the model (Figure 2) was not intende d to be rigorou sly
tested by this study, some results relate closely to it.

More

import antly, the model is availab le for future studies designe d
to test it.

The model implies that experie nces and inform ation

can indirec tly influen ce human values , prefere nces, and attitud es
toward wildlif e by directl y affecti ng knowledge and beliefs .
These altered percep tual components can be combined with social
pressu res to develop behavi oral pattern s toward wildli fe.

It is

therefo re conclud ed that wildlif e experie nces, park inform ation,
and NPS regula tions encoun tered in Cades Cove are extrem ely
import ant to both percep tion of and behavio r toward wildli fe.

It

is also conclud ed that visitor s who have develop ed approp riate
attitud es and values toward wildlif e may help contro l behavio r of
other visitor s either directl y through peer pressur e or
indirec tly through improv ing other people 's attitud es toward
wildli fe.
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Table 26.

Species known to have been studied in human-w ildlife
interact ion projects .

Brown/G rizzly bear (Ursus arctos)

Chester 1976, 1980
Tracy 1977
Jope 1982

Black bear (Ursus american us)

Chester 1976, 1980
Jordon 1976
Eagar and Pelton 1978,197 9
Tate 1981, 1983
Hastings et al. 1981, 1986
Hastings 1982
Herrero 1983
Tate 1983
Tate and Pelton 1983
Petko-Se us 1985

Wolf (Canis lupus)

Grace 1976
Chapman 1977

Coyote (Canis latrans)

Chester 1976
Aune 1981

Red fox (Vulpes vulpes)

Tracy 1977

White-t ailed deer (Odocoi leus
virginia nus)

Behrend and Lubeck 1968

Mule deer (Odocoi leus hemionu s)

Chester 1976
Freddy 1977
Aune 1981

Elk (Cervus canaden sis)

Chester 1976
Schultz and Bailey 1978

Caribou /Reindee r (Rangife r tarandus )

Thomson 1972
Tracy 1977
Dean and Tracy 1979

Moose (Alces alces)

Cobus 1972
Chester 1976
Tracy 1977
Aune 1981

Bison (Bison bison)

Aune 1981
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Table 26.

Continue d.

Bighorn sheep (Ovis canaden sis)

Chester 1976
Elder 1977

Dall sheep (Ovis dalli)

Tracy 1977

Mountain goat (Oreamnos american us)

Singer 1975, 1978
Bansner 1976

Gray squirre l (Sciurus caroline nsis)

Manski et al. 1981

Bald eagle (Haliaee tus leucocep halus)

Shea 1973
Stalmas ter and Newman 1978

Least terns (Sterna albifron s)

Blodget 1975

Other migrato ry shorebir ds

Blodget 1975

Goose species

Cooper 1982
Dick 1982

Duck species

Dick 1982

Songbird s

Cooke 1982

Pigeons

Dick 1982

Butterf lies

Dick 1982
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Table 27.

Species of mammals known to inhabit Cades Cove
(from Linzey and Linzey 1981, Rabinowitz 1981).

Common Name
Black bear
White-tailed deer
Groundhog (Woodchuck)
Gray fox
·
Red fox
Bobcat
Striped skunk
Spotted skunk
Eastern gray squirrel
Eastern chipmunk
Eastern cottontail
European wild hog
Mink
Muskrat
Southern flying squirrel
Opossum
Cotton deermouse
Pine mouse
House mouse
Eastern woodrat
Common cotton rat
Little short-tailed shrew
Hairy-tailed mole
Eastern mole
Eastern pipistrelle
Little brown myotis
Silver-haired bat
Red bat
Eastern lump-nosed bat

Scientific Name
Ursus americanus
Odocoileus virginianus
Marmota monax
Urocyon cinereoargenteus
Vulpes vulpes
Lynx rufus
Mephitus mephitus
Spilogale putorius
Sciuris carolinensis
Tamias striatus
Sylvilagus floridanus
Sus scrofa
Mustela vison
Ondatra zibethicus
Glaucomys volans
Didelphis marsupialis
Peromyscus gossypinus
Microtus pinetorum
Mus musculus
Neotoma floridana
Sigmodon hispidus
Cryptotis parva
Parascalops breweri
Scalopus aguaticus
Pipistrellus subflavus
Myotis lucifugus
Lasionycteris noctivagans
Lasivrus borealis
Corynorhinus rafinesguii
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Questionn aire No.
WILDLIFE IN CADES COVE - 1983
---- - ----

--

Date:

------------------

Temperatu re:

--------- --

~veather:

-------------------------------------

Humidity: ________Other: _________ _________ ____

Party Size- Adults- Children:

-------- -- # Qu.:

Rating:

1.

What kinds of wildlife did you see in the Cove today? ________ ____

2.

What kinds of wildlife were you wanting to see before you came
into the Cove today?

3.

you came in today?

4.

--------------------------------------------

What kinds of wildlife were you actually expecting to see before

-----------------------------------------------

(Show Photograp h.)

We took this photograp h here in Cades Cove,

and a lot of people cannot recognize what the animal is.

Can you

identify it for me? ___~----------------------------------------

5.

(Show List of Animals.)

Do you see anything else on this list

that you might have seen today, and didn't think to mention?

6.

About what time did you start at the beginning of the Cove?
Starting time

-------- ----

Finishing time

-------- ---

7.

Name:

------ ------ ------ ------ - Age: ---- Sex: ----Address:
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---

City: ________ ________ ________ ___

State:

------

Zip:

--------- -
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The University of Tennessee
INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE

Department of Forestry, Wildlife .
P. 0 . Box 1071
Knoxville. Tennesse-e 37901-1071
Telephone: (6151 974-7126

~nd

Fisnenes

Dear Cades Cove Visitor:
The University of Tennessee is conducting a wildlife/vi sitor study on Cades
Cove. The Cove is one of the most important areas in the Southeastern United
States for the viewing of wildlife by the public. Information. from this
questionnair e is intended to help the National Park Service explain these
wildlife to visitors.
The verbal interview that you participated in at Cades Cove was kept very short,
since we did not want to take up much of your recreation time. At that time
you agreed to complete a longer questionnai re. You are one of a small number
of people invited to participate in this study. Therefore, your point of view
is very important. Please take a few minutes to fill out the questionnai re.
We want to emphasize that your answers are confidentia l. The questionnair e
number is used only to match you verbal interview form with your written form.
Your name will not be included in any report, nor will it be given to any of
the agencies involved.
Please return the completed questionnair e in the enclosed self-address ed
envelope as soon as possible. ~ postage ~ already ~ ~·
We shall be happy to answer any questions you might have and also provide
information concerning this study. Please call or write. The telephone number
is 615/974-7126 .
Thank you for your help in making certain that this important study represents
the needs and desires of visitors of the Great Smokies and other national parks.
AGAIN, THANKS

4J~r.1L....91 ~ ~

Dr. William E. Hammitt and Bruce Hastings
The University of Tennessee

THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Dear Cades Cove Visitor:
About two weeks ago we handed you our mail
questionnaire concerning your recent trip through Cades
Cove in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
This postcard is ~ reminder that as of yet we have
not received your completed questionnaire. If you can
not find the questionnaire, please let us know and we
will send you another.
If you have already returned the questionnaire,
please accept our thanks. Your views ~ important and
we look forward to receiving them.

~~~~
William E. Hammitt & Bruce Hastings
University of Tennessee

615/974-7126
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Dear Cades Cove Visitor:
WE STILL NEED YOUR HELP! As of yet we have not
received your questionnaire concerning your trip
through Cades Cove and your views on wildlife.
Please return it in its self-addressed stamped
envelope as soon as possible. It is important that
we include your information in ~ study. Thank you.

;;;:;~

~

~stings

William E. Hammitt
University of Tennessee

615/974-7126
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Table 28.

Categories of background characteristics used for analyzing
attitude and knowledge indices.

Characteristics

Categories

Age

< 30
30-39
40-49
50+

Sex

Male
Female

Education

< High school
High school or technical/vocational
school
Some college or completed college
Graduate work or degree

Occupation

Professionals, technical workers,
managers, officials, proprietors
Clerical, sales, similar workers
Craftsmen, foremen, operatives
Service workers, laborers
Unemployed

Residence Before 16th Birthday

Rural
Town
City (25,000 or more)

· Previous trips to Cades Cove

Hunting Status

None
1-10
10+
Hunter
Nonhunter
Previous hunter
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Table 29.

List of common animals shown to visitors during interviews.

DEER
BEAR
SQUIRREL
RACCOON
SKUNK
GROUNDHOG
OTHER FUR-BEARING ANIMALS
TURKEY
CROW
VULTURE (BUZZARD)
OTHER BIRDS
SNAKE
LIZARD
TURTLE
FISH
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Animals used for intuitively developed categories (number of animals):
AESTHETIC (11):

Fox, otter, mink, eagle, deer, raccoon, bear, rabbit,

trout, owl, chipmunk.
IMPORTANT TO LOCAL CULTURE OR HISTORY (7):

Eagle, deer, turkey,

raccoon, bear, horse, cattle.
COMMONLY TAKEN FOR SPORT AND FOOD OR FUR (15):

Fox, otter, mink,

coyote, beaver, deer, turkey, raccoon, gray squirrel, wild hog,
bear, bobcat, rabbit, opossum, trout.
MOST COMMONLY SEEN IN CADES COVE (11):

Deer, turkey, raccoon, gray

squirrel, groundhog, bear, horse, vulture, skunk, cattle, other
birds.
PREDATORY (17):

Fox, otter, mink, lizard, eagle, coyote, bat,

raccoon, hawk, rattlesnake , copperhead, weasel, bobcat,
non-poisono us snake, trout, owl, frog/toad.
"PESTY" (11):

Fox, mink, coyote, bat, beaver, rattlesnake ,

copperhead, weasel, groundhog, wild hog, non-poisono us snake.
DOMESTIC (2): Horse, cattle.
COMMONLY FEARED (7):

Bat, rattlesnake , copperhead, bear,

non-poisono us snake, skunk, coyote.
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Attitude Indices
Marker (3 variables; alpha= 0.752):

Questionnaire items 37, 38, and

39.
Wild Species Reintroduction (6 variables; alpha= 0.769):
Questionnaire items 26a, 26b, 26c, 26d, 26£, and 26g.
Predator Reintroduction (4 variables; alpha= 0.759):

Questionnaire

items 26a, 26b, 26f, 26g.
Lion and Wolf Reintroduction (2 variables; alpha= 0.788):
Questionnaire items 26a, 26g.
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Table 30.

Relationship of attitudes toward reintroducing predators
and significantly influencing background factors of Cades
Cove visitors, GSMNP, 1983.

Factors

Mean 1

Previous trips to Cades Cove
None
1-10
10 +

10.61
10.44
11.74

Hunting status
Hunter
Nonhunter
Former hunter

10.81
11.32
9.92

Age

< 30
30-39
40-49
so +

Education
< High school
High, technical, and/or vocational school
College work or degree
Graduate work or degree

1

10.43
10.53
10.72
12.32
11.60
11.35
10.57
9.69

1.0 represents the most positive attitude score on a scale of 1.0 20.0.
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Knowledge Indices
Bear (3 variables; alpha= 0.403):

Questionnaire items 28, 29, and

30.
Bear Management (5 variables; alpha

0.461):

Questionnaire items

24a, 24b, 24c, 24d, and 24e.
Bear and Bear Management (8 variables; alpha= 0.510):

Questionnaire

items 24a, 24b, 24c, 24d, 24e, 28, 29, and 30.
General Wildlife (9 variables; alpha= 0.555):

Interview Q. #4;

Questionnaire items 25b, 25f, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, and 36.
Wildlife Management (11 variables; alpha= 0.591):

Questionnaire

items 22a, 22b, 22c, 22d, 24a, 24b, 24c, 24d, 24e, 27, and 34.
Wildlife and Wildlife Management (20 variables; alpha= 0.697):
Interview Q. #4; Questionnaire items 22a, 22b, 22c, 22d, 24a,
24b, 24c, 24d, 24e, 25b, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, and 36.
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Table 31.

Visitor estimates of the number of bears living in
Great Smoky Mountains National Park, 1983.

Number of bears

None

Percentage of respondents (n

0.3

50-200

21.9 .

400-600

29.0

More than 800
Don't know

4.7
44.1

= 338)
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Table 32.

Visitor estimates of the number of cattle killed
each year by bears in Cades Cove, GS~lliP.

Number of cattle killed

_Percentage of respondents
(n

= 340)

None

22.3

1-10

17.1

11-50

2.1

More than 50
Don't know

0

58.5
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Table 33.

Visitor estimates of the number of deer living in
Cades Cove, GSMNP, in mid-summer, 1983.

Number of deer

Percentage of respondents (n = 339)

None

0

1-50

4.7

51-200

15.6

201-500

37.5

More than 800
Don't know

8.9
33.3
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Table 34.

Types of questions asked by Cades Cove visitors, GSMNP,
1983 (Q # 40) .

%

Type of Question

n

How many?
\fuat kind of I How many species?
in the area?
Are there
Species reintroduction and introduction questions.
\my didn't we see I hear more (non-ursine) wildlife?
?
Where can we see
Why aren't there more bears?
Danger to humans (e.g. interactions, poisonous snakes)?
I & E questions.
Are wildlife artificially fed?
be seen?
\fuen can
Native wildlife questions.
Hunting questions.
Poaching questions.
Disease and other veterinary questions.
How many cows are killed by bears? (And other
farming-wildlife interaction questions).
Questions on interactions between different wildlife
species (including competition).
Wildlife research questions.
have?
\mat habits does
live?
How long do
Additional management questions (e.g. enforcement,
policy, etc.).
Additional natural history and behavior questions.
Additional ecology questions (e.g. habitat).
Additional wildlife population questions.
Other wildlife-related questions.

48
45
23
23
23
20
20
20
20
18
17
16
14
14
11

8.6
8.1
4.1
4.1
4.1
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.2
3.1
2.9
2.5
2.5
2.0

11

2.0

9
9
7
3

1.6
1.6
1.3
.5

92
33
29
20
10

16.6
5.9
5.2
3.6
1.8

Total

a

555

Total percentage is not equal to 100 due to rounding error.

99.7a
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